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CHAPTER I 
mTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The assimilation of many types of factual material from a 
variety of sources is a major problem confronting middle grade 
children. The promotion of retention and the proper use of such 
material is a major consideration of the middle grade teacher. 
Authorities agree that much learning hinges on the ability to 
use learned facts in relation to new situations and experiences. The 
implication is that learned facts are retained or remembered and are, 
1/ 
therefore, capable of use. Yoakam- states that retention is important 
in many specific study situations, and that the student, without it, 
will fail in many types of study. 
The Problem 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the merits of three 
types of study guides, determining which type produces the best long-
range retention of facts taught from a basic geography text at fifth 
grade level . The types are as follo-vrs: (a) Fact-finding; (b) Elab-
orative thir~ing; (c) Combination fact-finding and elaborative think-
ing. 
1/ Gerald A. Yoakam, Reading and Study, The Y~cnullan Company, 
Ne-vr York, 1929, p. 137. 
-1-
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During the study the follov~ng specific problems were con-
sidered: 
(a) The development of a series of study guides i nvolving 
team study technique 
(b) The adj ustment of the guides to differ ent levels of 
reading ability 
(c) The measurement of the amount of retention pr oduced 
by each guide 
(d) The anal ysis of the differences i n amounts of retention 
produced by the various guides . 
I mportance of t he Study 
For many years the significance of retention as a factor in 
learning has been emphasized by l eading educators. Germane and y 
Germane have expressed this belief: 
"Helping pupil s acquire the ability t o retain >·mat they 
read is of t he utmost i mportance, because much of the knovi-
ledge acqui red in school today i s of value only in the future . 
In fact , t he abili~ to think soundly and to reason rests on 
how well one can retain certain f tmdamental f acts .•t y 
HcKee states bis thinking in this manner: 
11 In and out of school, a child frequently needs to 
retain i mportant and valid ideas vThich he finds in r eading 
so as to provide himself v~ th a s01md founda t ion for further 
study in a given subject. 11 
y Charl es E. Germane and Edith G. Germane, Silent Reading , Row 
Peterson and CompanY-, Chicago, 1930, p . 30. 
'ij Paul HcKee , The Teaching of Reading in the El ementary School, 
Houghton }lifflin Company, Boston, 1948, p . 531. 
2 
y 
Gray emphasizes the importance of retention: 
110ne remembers -vihat he reads in order to use it for a 
particular purpose and one uses from his reading on:cy what 
he is able to remember. 
Since using what is read implies remembering, students 
must acquire the ability to retain facts and ideas bearing 
on a certain problem. n 
Much research has been done by ps,ychologists as to the nature and 
importance of retention; all agree that it is a prime factor in the 
learning process. While classroom teachers for the most part concur 
-vdth the authorities ' opinions in this matter, the nature of classroom 
difficulties has impeded the successful teaching of this skill and its 
consequent use in many content fields. 
Social studies, very important in the middle grade curriculum, is 
such an area. The almost universal use of a single basic textbook for 
an entire class, regardless of the individual reading needs 1-ti.thin the 
group, the use of a different type of retention in social studies than 
in basal reading, specific vocabulary to be mastered, and the necessity 
for special study skills are a few of the difficulties of this realm. 
This study, while investigating three methods of meeting this 
situation, hopes to propose a technique helpful in overcoming some of 
the problems inherent in the teaching of social studies fron1 a comn1on 
class text, yet at the same time promoting and developing maximum 
retention. 
1/ William s. Gray, Reading in General Education, American Council on 
- Education, Washington, D. c., 1940, p. 9. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Retention and Recall 
This investigation is primarily concerned with producing maxL~um 
r etention in the social studies. It is appropriate, therefore, to 
inquire into the various aspects of retention and recall as well as 
their relation to each other and to learning. 
Definitions of retention. In the process of defining an intri-
cate mental function such as retention, many types of definitions are 
encountered, each ascribing to it special characteristics, as well as y 
the common factor of ability to hold. Thus, Davis classifies reten-
tion as the " •••• ability to maintain gains of l earning after a sub-
stantial lapse of time following initial acquisition of l earning"; in y 
the opinion of Monroe, retention refers " •••• t o the persistence of 
the effects of previous l earning as measured by the utilization of the 
products of previous l earning when the same situation recurs"; to 
3/ 
McGeoch,- " •••• retention means any measurable degree of persistence 
of the changes in performance which constitute human l earning" ; 
1J Robert A. Davis, Educational Psychology, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1948, p. 245. 
g/ Paul Monroe , Encyclopedia of Educational Research, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1952, p. 682. 
]/ John A. McGeo ch, The Psychology of Human Learning, Longmans, Green 
and Company, New York, 1942, p. 314. 
-4-
1/ 
Averill- defines it from a purely physical standpoint as 11 • •• • having 
to do with the means whereby brain cells are able to hold the records 
left by past perceptual or ideational experience. 11 
It seems demonstrated that retention is a complex function, sub-
ject to a variety of conditions which are understood only in the light 
of a clarification of its nature. 
The nature of retention. Research into this subject has revealed 
the varied workings of this mental process, particularly in r elation 
to learning. y 
Averill states that one's logical memory correlates highly with 
his general intelligence, and that while persons of rather low intel~ 
llgence may have fairly good rote memories, the pm·Ter of comprehending 
logical relationships and significances is peculiarly a faculty of the 
intelligent individual. Another meaningful characteristic noted by 
1/ 
the same author is that variation in native capacity to retain is an 
outstanding influence in individual achievement. 
w 
Davis indicates that the manner in which the acquisition of 
knowledge takes place in relation to presentation and organization of 
classroom learning has a marked effect upon retention; acquisition and 
retention should supplement each other is his belief. 
1/ Lawrence A. Averill, Elements of Educational Psychology, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1924, p. 300. 
?) Ibid., p. 301. 
}/ Ibid., p. 304. 
~ Robert A. Davis, op. cit., p. 245. 
5 
6 
Meaningfulness of material to be retained is an important factor y y 
in the opinion of Anderson and Gates, while Betts notes that the 
3/ 
attitude of the learner is a determining influence . NcKee- feels 
that attention to the need of specific teaching to promote the skill 
has much to do 1dth its proper function, and says that: 
11 There is a good reason to believe that even a sli'.all 
araount of skillful a"1.d systematic instruction in retaining 
ideas read can greatly Lmprove the achievement of elementa~ 
school pupils in various types of school 1vork and help them 
make more effective use of ideas read both in and out of 
school. 11 
As suggested by the definitions of retention quoted earlier in 
this chapter, many authorities agree that retention is measurable. 
4/ 
McGeoch- clarifies it in this way: 11If ten items 1-rere originally 
learned and six are recalled after 24 hours , six have been retained 
and four forgotten.'' The measurable changes persisting represent re-
tention, those absent represent forgetting. 
v 
The same author also points out that the amount retained is 
always the amount measured by a given method under a given condition, 
and that different methods and conditions of measurement yield differ-
ent degrees of retained performance . 
!/ G. Lester Anderson and Arthur I . Gates, "The General Nature of 
Learning," The Forty-ninth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part I, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1950, pp. 32-33. 
?/ Emmett A. Betts, "Reading as a Thinking Process, 11 National Elemen-
ta~ Principals ' Bulletin, Thirty-fourth Yearbook, (September, 1955), 
35: 88-96. 
11 Paul McKee , The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School, 
Houghton Hifflin Company, Boston, 1948, p . 532. 
~ Jo~"1. A. McGeoch, op. cit., p. 314. 
2/ Ibid., P• 31.5. 
7 
Much retention is measured from the vie-wpoint of forgetting, based y 
on the Law of Forgetting formulated by Ebbinghaus, whose studies "ttr.i.th 
memorization and retention of nonsense s.yllables concluded in substance 
that forgetting goes on very rapidly immediately after learning takes 
place; thereafter it proceeds more and more slowly until a stage is 
reached where the loss from day to day and week to vreek is hardly dis-
~crnible . A further conclusion from this study was that within an hour 
after learning, more than half the material had been forgotten. 
Ebbinghaus used the technique of re-learning in this exper.L~ent, and 
discovered that the greater the length of time between the original 
learning and the re-learning, the greater the amount of forgetting. 
Y.lhile meaningful material does not shovl as sharp an initial loss y 
as meaningless material, McGeoch also reports that the greatest 
forgetting does take place during the period i~nediately following 
cessation of practice. However, he states that there is 11 •••• good 
ground for concluding that meaningful materials and those which involve 
the discovery and understanding of a principle are usua]Jy much better 
retained than are nonsense materials •••• " 
The improvement of retention, then, rests largely on the develop-
ment of meaning. Among the writers who have co:romented on the impor ta.tlce 
!/ Hermann Ebbinghaus, Memory, a Contribution to Experimental P~chology, 
Henry A. Ruger and Clara E. Bussenius, Translators, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1913, p. 76. 
?:J1 John A. McGeoch, op. cit., p . 318. 
1/ 
of meaning is A. H. Jordan,- who says: 
"There are several factors which condition the amount of 
retention. Among these conditioning factors, meaning stands 
out clearly as being of first importance. New meaning is de-
pendent upon the number of relations in 1-1hich a fact appears. 
The larger the number of associations the more evident the 
mea."ling. The meaning also depends upon the organization of 
experience •••• There have been many schemes advanced for im-
provement in the retention of experience or, as it is sometimes 
called, memory. Mnemonic devices, rnymed first letters, clever 
association, all have been tried, but in the long run most of 
these fail, because these schemes tend to reinstate experiences 
devoid of meaning. On the other hand, it has been clearly 
demonstrated that thousands of single bits of experience may be 
easily or accurately recalled, provided they have taken their 
place in a "Tell organized and systematized whole . It is tlti.s 
meaningful organization of experience which is the greatest aid 
to retention." 
Since the meaningfulness of the material learned bears a direct 
relationslup to retention, it is the responsibility of the teacher to 
develop mea."lings that will be significant to the pupils. This will 
assure a"l increase in the amount of material retained. 
Definitions of recall. Although some writers use the terms 
retention and recall interchangeably, there is a differentiation to be 
made between them. 
Averill~ already quoted as stating that retention refers to the 
ability of the brain cells to hold the records left by perceptual and 
2/ 
ideational experiences, defines recall as- " •••• concerned 1vith the 
8 
l aws and principles wluch govern the return of such retained experiences 
into consciousness." 
VA. H. Jordan, Educational Psychology, Henry Holt and Company, New 
- York, 1933~ PP • 100-101. 
~ Lawrence A. Averill, op. cit., p. 300. 
The ~~endence of recall upon association is expressed in 
Freeman 1s- definition which says: "Since recall is based upon asso-
ciation it is dependent upon the formation of the appropriate associa-
ti~n in the first place; and it is necessary, in order that recall may 
be accurate and ready, that the association be properly formed. 11 
v 
A similar opinion is held by Vaughan: 
nRecall is the revival of a past experience, effected 1-Jhen 
9 
one member of an association enables the mind to trace the other 
member through a definite connecting link of a meaningful natur e . 
Remembering is not a simple reduplication of a pattern, but a 
constructive imagining through which past experience is transfigured 
to meet the present need.n 
I t may be said, then, that the essential difference between recall 
and retention lies in the fact that material is recalled when a clue is 
given and an associational process follows, whereas material is r etained 
when it can be reproduced without the aid of an i niti al clue word or i dea. 
Recall and the learning process . Recall operates throughout the 
learning process and is a factor in building the retention which is 
ultimately to be desired • . The richer the association pattern the more 
3/ 
developed the permanent retention.-
4/ 
Yoakam- conducted an experiment with 365 sixth grade children, 
attempting to measure the effect of a single reading upon retention. 
y Frank N. Freeman, How Children Learn, Houghton Mif flin Company, 
Boston, 1917, p. 190. 
2/ \'layland F. Vaughan, General P~Jchology, The Odyssey Press , New York, 
- 1939, P• 456. 
1/ Ibid., p . 454. 
!±/ Gerald A. Yoakam, 11 The Effect of a Single Reading, tt The Twentieth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Stu of Education Part II, 
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, I llinois, 192 , 
pp. 89-102. 
1.0 
From this study he concludes that motivation before reading, through 
pre-testing, and liffi[ediate testing after reading has a favorable effect 
upon the amount of material retained. 
1/ 
Spitzer- reports that immediate recall in the form of a test had 
likewise positive results. He also found that in all studies where the 
sa~e test is repeated, the effects of recall on retention should be 
recognized. 
2/ 
Regarding recall during the l earning period, Davis- concludes that: 
"Continued study in a field of subject matter will cause 
learning to be retained to the extent that it draws upon im-
portant facts and principles and presents new topics and problems 
in an orderly arrangement ruth reference to recurring concepts . 
It is clear that need and use are important factors in keeping 
learning alive. 11 
3/ 
The influence of recall upon retention is pointed out by Gates-
who states that we should practice recall of f acts to be mastered, while 
4/ 
Garrison and Gray- affirm that review tests (recall) aid retention and 
should be employed as a principle of learning. 
The importance of recitation and recall as aids to retention is 
v 
treated by Sorenson vrho tells us that a pupil may spend all his time 
~/ Herbert F. Spitzer, 11Studies in Retention," Journal of Educational 
Psychology (December, 1939), 30 :641-646. 
~ Robert A. Davis, op. cit., p . 274. 
3/ Arthur I . Gates , Psychology for Students of Education, The Macmillan 
- Company, New York, 1931, p. ~ 
~ Karl c. Garrison and J. Stanley Gray, Educational Psychology, 
Appleton-Centurf- Crofts, Inc., New York, 1955, p . 325. 
5/ Herbert Sorenson, Psychology in Education, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
- Inc., New York, 1954, p . 459. 
ll 
in study, or part in recalling and reciting >-That he has read, but t hat 
both immediate and remote memory are benefited when the latter method 
is used. 
During the learning period two types of recall are often employed, 
aided and unaided. The former involves the factor of recognition, vThere 
recall is helped by cues provided in the type of question asked. 
1/ 
Durrell- categorizes the levels of recall as follOi·Ts: 
(a) ability to recognize the correct answer 
(b) ability to answer specific factual questions 
(c) ability to answer general questions 
(d) ability to 
v 
summarize or give complete anSl-Ters. 
The same author says further: 11Recall is easiest when multiple 
choice questions are given, harder when the pupil must vTri te short 
ansv1ers, still harder when a series of ansvrers must be given to a single 
question, and hardest when an oral or vTritten summary is demanded with-
out the aid of questions. 11 The latter three being spontaneous and 
undirected would, for purposes of this investigation, be classified as 
retention. 
Recall through recognition, while an aid in building retention, 
3/ 
does not guarantee it, and must not be confused with it. Davis- states 
that only through spontaneous response, reproducing all the materlal he 
ca..rt, does a pupil reveal his learning extensively in terms of quality 
1/ Donald D. Durrell, Improving Readi ng Instruction, World Book Company, 
- Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1956, pp. 182-183 . 
~~ Ibide, PP• 115-116. 
~/ Robert A. Davis, op. cit., pp . 264-265. 
12 
and quantity. Through aided recall, a pupil may recognize facts he 
could not recall, and could, conversely, recall f acts he could not 
recognize . It seems a fair assumption, then, that the act of aided 
recall while stimulating the process of memo~ cannot be construed as 
actual memory, but that much use of the technique may be valuabl e in 
establishing the desired retention. 
Studies related to the improvement of recall . 11any studies have 
attempted to measure various methods of presenting 1naterial i n relation 
to promoting aided and unaided recall, and almost as many conclusions 
have been reached as studies have been made . 
1/ 
Foster,- in experimenting with improving 1vritten recall through 
developing sequential. reproduction immediately after reading, concludes 
that the experimental group showed i mportant gains in ability to do 
v~tten recall, ability to recall in sequence, and ability to retain 
rna terial thus treated . y 
In the same year, Gea~ reported on a series of graded exercises 
dealing with oral recall as related to narratives . The purpose of the 
experiment vras to organize a system of recall, and the experimental 
group shoirred a gain in this ability and in the ability to recall ideas. 
y Elizabeth V. Foster, Exper"lments in Improvement of Written Recall, 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1949. 
Y Alice Rita Gear.y, An Eval uation of a Planned Program for Improving 
Organization in Oral Recal l , Unpublished Naster 1 s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1949 . 
l3 
1/ 
Hill,- investigating the relat.ionship of writt en recall to mental 
ability, f inds that little relationship exists between the tw·o, or 
between the ability to do written recall and reading ability or school 
marks. In additi on, she determines that the l ength of the selection is 
a~ i mportant factor, and that the children score higher on aided than 
on unaided recall. 
?} 
The following year, McLellan, reporting her finclings on the re-
call ability of fif th grade cluldren after silent reading, stat es that 
aided recall is superior to unaided recall, and unaided oral r ecall 
superior to QDaided written recall. Generally, those who make high oral 
scores make high 1qri tten scores, and, conversely, those vrho have loH 
oral scores have low written scores. 
3/ 
Zubrinsld 1 s- study, using graded study guides, reveals no statis-
tical significance in comparing oral and written recall, initial and 
final s cores , or the gains in the control and experimental groups. 
!±/ 
Dillon ' s investigation, similarly, shows no improvement in recall 
21 
through the use of study guides. Reagan, hm-vever, finds marked gains 
in oral and written recall 1-rhen graded study lessons are used. 
1J Grace V. Hill, Written Recall i n Relation to Mental Ability and 
Reading Achievement in Grade s Fi ve and Six, Unpublished Naster 1 s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1953 . 
?:_/ I1ar-.r K. r·fcLellan, A Comparison of t he Fluency of Oral , "Vrritten, and 
Ivlul ti l e Choi ce Recall after Silent Readi.."l , Unpublished Naster 1 s 
Thesis, Boston University, 19 • 
2) Eugene P. Zubrinski, An Evaluation i n the Improvement of Oral and 
1fritten Recall 1dth the Use of Graded Study Guides in Grade Five, 
Unpublished £1Iaster 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 1957. 
~ Barbara J. Dillon, An Experiment with Graded Study Guides, Unpubl ished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1956. 
2/ John F . Reagan, Im roving Recal l Through Graded Study Lessons in Grade 
Four, Unpublished Mas er 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 19 7. 
14 
1/ 
More recently, Jones- has developed a series of graded study 
guides for the sixth grade . Her findings discl ose that both the ex-
perimental and control gr oups made si gnificant gai ns in oral and 
viTitten recall , but there was no si gnificant difference between the two. 
It i s apparent that much wor k remains to be done in this fiel d. 
Al though the resul ts of some studies are discouraging, others present 
some hope that recall may be improved through t he use of study guides. 
\fhen t his has been accomplislwd, another means of i ncr easing the &~ount 
of materi al retained 1vil l have been found . 
The val ue of retenti on. Duri ng this investigati on much attention 
has been devoted to retention, and to r ecall as a factor pr omoting 
retent i on. Emphasis has been placed on these subj ects since the 
devel opment of maximum retention is desi rabl e for various reasons . In 
2/ 
the l earning process , retention is so intrinsic that Yoakam- states 
"••• . ~<Tithout a good memory for ideas , l ittl e good would follow reading 
of any sort . 11 
The r el ationship bet't·Teen r etent i on and transfer i s the f oundation 
upon which good teaching and successf ul l earning rest , according t o 
11 Anderson and Gates , 1>1ho assert t hat : 
"Education i s at i ts best which has maximum transfer val ue . 
Tr ansfer i s at a maximum when old l earning and t he new probl em 
situation are i nterrel ated because of simil ar el ements •••• It 
becomes a major t eaching task to bring about awareness or insight 
i nto interrelati onships of old l earnings and nevi tasks . 11 
l / Annie Lee Jones, Graded Study Guides f or Sixth Grade Social St udies , 
- Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1958. 
2/ Geral d A. Yoakam, Reading and Study, The Nacmi l l an Company, NeH 
- York, 1929, p . 46 . 
11 G. l ·ester Anderson and Arthur I. Gates , op. cit., p . 29. 
15 
1/ 
Vfingo- believes that the ability t o use things learned in a 
functional ,,.iay is the best measure of the significance of the material 
to the learner. He explains in this manner: 
"In this connection it is important not to i nte rpr et 
'functional use 1 exclusively in the narrmf, utilitarian sense 
of the term. Some things which are learned are of primary 
value f or direct application to practical use. Other s are most 
valuable because their acquisition makes it possible to under-
stand and learn new things. In both cases the use is f unctional 
and i ndi cates meaningful learning. 11 
I n support of t he above opinion, in which the f actor of r et ention 
v 
is implicit, Davis takes the position that the permAnent results of 
l earning ar e evidenced by the types of performance possible at a later 
time . 
It r10uld seem from the points of vieH expressed above that reten-
tion, while necessary to initial learning, has its most valuable 
function in its ability t o operate at a time and in a situation or 
experience far removed from the original circumstance . It i s , t here-
fore , of prima~J importance and l asting value to the learner. 
Elaborat ive Thinking 
Three tj~es of study guides are being used in this i nvestigation 
to determine rThich produces t he gr eates t amount of retention; two of 
the t hree guides involve the thought process known as elaborative 
thinking. I t is important, therefore , to understand the nature and 
value of elaborative thinking, and to review· related studies . 
y G. Nax ~'lingo , nimplications for I mproving Instruction in the Upper 
Elementary- School," The Forty- ninth Yearbook of the National Society · 
for the Study of Education, Part I , The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1950, p . 291. 
V Robert A. Davis , op . cit., p . 263 . 
16 
Definition and nature of elabor ative thinking . Various educators 
1/ 
have commented on the nature of elaborative thinking. Durrell 1 s-
definition includes specific exampl es of the abilities involved ~ 
11 There are many significant higher ment al processes to be 
considered i n a readin~ program if reading i s to be of greatest 
val ue to the child. One of the more i mportant is elaborative 
thinking vrhich consists of such abili ties as making comparisons 
or applications, seeing relationships between readi ng and other 
experiences, asking perti nent questions, adding illust rative 
incidents , dis covering topics for further study, suggesting 
clas sroom or personal a ctivities related to reading, or other 
evidence of pertinent associations with the material read. 11 
2/ 
Among the elements comprising el aborative thinking Symonds-
includes l earning meanings, general izing, seeing rel ationships, 
classifying, providing i llustrati ons, formulating definiti ons, and 
making comparisons . 
3/ 
Judd- considers el aborative thinking to be one of the higher 
mental processes: 
y 
11Nemory suppl ies what may be thought of as the raw 
materials, but the mind, i n setti ng up a connect ion between 
one i tem and another, a s it must in appl icati on and infer ence , 
draws on past and present exper ience for more than a s i ngl e 
contribution. ~-There memory suppl ies several items, i t presents 
these in a series which is 'hardly more than a ten~oral sequence . 
The lugher mental processes associate, or i ntegrate, the iten~ 
and thus build up a new subj ective whol e . The association, or 
i ntegration, of i tems in the higher mental processes is of a 
different order from the mere sequential association 1·rhich 
appears i n memorization. 11 
Donald D. Durrell, "Development of Co~rehension and I nterpretation, 11 
The Forty- eighth Yearbook of the National Society for t he Stud of 
Education, Part II, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 19 9, 
p . 202 . 
2/ Percival H. Symonds, Educat ion and the Psvchology of Thinking, 
- HcGravr- F..ill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1936, Part II . 
1/ Charles H. Judd, Educati on as Cultivation of the Higher Ment al 
Processes, The Macmill an Company, New· York, 1936, p . 19. 
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Association is the dominant factor in each of these defi nitions . 
1/ 
Vaughan- refers t o the lavrs of association vrhich govern elaborative 
thinking 1ihen he states that t houghts and ideas may be related by 
simil arity, by contrast, and by contiguity of space or time. The 
student uses one or more of these means of association in el aborative 
thinking . 
It may be concluded, then, that elaborative t[l.inking i s an asso-
ciati ve process which goes beyond the mere l earning of facts ; i t is 
the ability to relate and appl y these facts to other experiences or 
lmmvl edge . 
Value of elaborative t hi rLld.ng . Elaborative thinldng makes a 
2/ 
vital contribution to the l earning process. Durrell- states that i t 
adds to the value of reading: nElaborative-thinking practice i n 
relation to reading encourages the child to tie his r eading to his 
experiences, his memories , his observat ions, his act i ons, his purposes 
3/ 
and plans . 11 He- comments further on its w-orth: "Elaborative thinking, 
in l·rhich the pupil a ssoci ates ne;·r material with other ideas and 
experiences, provides the significance and usefulness of facts learned . n 
1±1 
Hanna, Potter, and Hagaman stress the i mportance of elaborative 
thinking to the pupil, and the responsibility of the teacher in 
1/ rlayland F. Vaughan, General Psychology, The Odyssey Press , Ne"lor 
- York, 1939, p . 457. 
~ Donald D. Durrell, I mproving Reading Instruction, World Book 
Company, Yonkers- on-Hudson, Nev1 York, 1956, p . 302 . 
2J I bi d., p. 33 . 
!±/ Lavone A. Hanna, Gladys L. Potter, Neva Hagaman, Unit Teachin~ in 
t he Elementary School, Rinehart & Company, Inc. , Nevr Yor k, 19 7, 
p. 314. 
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developing this ability: 
"One of the important outcomes of the study of a unit 
of work is for children to understand better the social and 
p~sical world in which they live . The concepts and general-
izations which the study of a unit of work yields are the keys 
to this understanding ••• • Helping children to develop correct 
concepts, dravT generalizations, and make value judgments is a 
fundamental problem to those who guide learning in an elementary 
school. 11 
Elaborative thinking is, therefore , of greatest importance in the 
social studies field , since it is in this area that many concepts find 
t heir foundation. 
Studies related to elaborative thinking . Several investigations y 
have been made into various aspects of elaborative thinking . Johnson 
evaluated exercises in the social studies used to develop elaborative 
thinking . The experimental group vias given practice in finding 
questions, topics, and activities related to the text. She concludes 
that the experimental group improved in these three abilities when 
t ested. There was no significant relation between the test responses 
and I.Q. 
2/ 
Hayes- lirote fourteen original exercises, covering several con-
t ent areas, designed to test the ability· t o suggest pertinent que stions, 
t opics, or activities related to the selection read. Her findings 
reveal that t he items discriminate the high and low achievers, and t hat 
1J Willimae Johnson, An Evaluation of Exercises in the Social Studies 
Used i n t he Develo ment of Elaborative Thinkin , Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston Universi~, 19 0. 
~ Mary Therese Hayes, The Construction of Equivalent Forms of a Test 
of One Aspect of Elaborative Thinkin in Grades Six Seven and 
Ei ght, Unpublished }iaster ' s Thesis, Boston University, 19 l. 
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it is possible to construct equivalent forms of a test to measure 
this aspect of elaborative thinking. 
1/ 
Jenkins ' - study had a twofold purpose: (a) to measure the extent 
to i·lhich sixth grade children practice associational reading i n the 
socia l studies, and (b) to evaluate the effect of a planned program to 
develop this ability. She constructed t wo forms of an associat i onal 
readi~g test in which ·~he children were r equired to list questions 
rel ated to the reading material , but not answered by it, and to list 
activities that would assist them in answering their questions. The 
experimental group was given seven weeks of practice in this type of 
exercise. Among her findings are the following : 
(a) Sixth grade children practice some associational 
thinki ng while reading social studies material ; 
(b) The experimental group improved in this abil ity; 
(c) There is a significant relationship bet-v;een mental 
ability and ability in associational reading; 
(d) Those in the lm·rer mental abi lity group made gains 
comparable to those made by the higher group; 
(e ) There is a signifi cant r elationship betvreen general 
r eading abil ity and a ssociational reading. 
These studies indicate that it is possible to teach, improve, and 
measure el aborati ve thinking . It would appear , then, that exercises and 
practice in this area should be developed to stimulate associational 
thinking, and by so doing increase recall and retention. 
1/ Ethel Mae Jenkins , An Evaluation of Directed Teaching of Associational 
- Reading in Social Studies with Sixth Grade Childre~, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 19S3. 
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Relation of Reading to Social Studies 
This investigat i on has been conducted in t he social studies area 
because r etention in t his field i s of im~ediate and future importance, 
1/ 
or as Preston- has stat ed, it is in the realm of social studies that 
the child ' s know·ledge and under standing of the "'wrl d is systematically 
vddened. Since this understandLDg rests upon the development of 
concepts which are based on facts assimil ated from reading a social 
studies textbook, attention must be di rect ed to the differences between 
basal reading and social studies reading . 
v 
The difference has been expr essed by Yoakam in this manner: "A 
basic l esson or two a day cannot prepare a chil d for content reading. 
Unless t he particular pr oblems of a gi ven f i eld ar e attended to, the 
child wil l fail to profit from t he subject. tt 
3/ 
HcKee- agrees when he says : 
11A pupil ' s effective readi ng of basal and supplementary 
readers does not guarantee ability to read textbooks in other 
fields; nor does effective reading of ·a text in one f i eld 
guarantee it in another. Reading i nstruction through the use 
of vd dely known readers does not equip pupil s to read t ext-
books in various school subjects . In one sense , reading 
ability is specific, and each reading subject presents r eading 
difficulties which are peculiar to it. Good teaching of any 
given subject will include helpi ng the pupils to come to grips 
with reading diffi culties to be met in the subject. 11 
Ralph C. Preston, 1tThe Rol e of Social Studies i n Elementary Educa-
tion,11 The Fifty- sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Part I I , The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1957 , 
p . 4. 
?} Gerald A. Yoakam, 11Essential Relationship bet.t.;een Reading and the 
Subject Fiel ds or Areas of the Curriculurn, 11 Journal of Educational 
Research (February, 1945) , 38:462-469. 
3/ Paul McKee , The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School, 
- Houghton Mif flin Company, Boston, 1948, p . 385 . 
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y 
Anderson has stated as her belief: 11Making better general 
readers will do much to make better readers of social studies material. 
But the basal reader cannot do the whole job; it is not designed to 
teach, and does not teach, all the basic study skills." 
The writers quoted above, by referring to the differences between 
basal reading and social studies reading, are, in effect, emphasizing 
the difficulties inherent in social studies textbooks; these educators 
and others have listed specific problems. 
y 21 
Wesley and Young agree that the material is difficult because 
of the vocabulary involved and the complexity of ideas, while 
~ 
Anderson lists the following problems: 
(a) the remoteness of the topics from the experiences 
of the learners 
(b) the special vocabulary required 
(c) the inherent complexity of the social studies subjects 
(d) the crowded curriculum. 
y Marion A. Anderson, trLearning to Read in the Social Studies, 11 
Report of the Sixth Annual Conference on Reading, University of 
Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, 1950, p. 95. 
y Edgar Bruce Wesley and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social Studies in 
the Elementary School (Revised Edition), D. c. Heath and Company, 
Boston, 1952, pp. 282-283. 
2J William E. Young, "Reading in the Social Studies of the Elementary 
School," Social Education (March, 19.53), 17:114-117. 
h/ Marion A. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 90- 93. 
Among the items causing special difficulty in the social studies 
1/ 
Gray- includes attaching appropriate time and place significance to 
events, follo>ring the historical order of events, and interpreting the 
facts presented in their correct time and place perspective . 
The existence of these difficulties makes it imperative for the 
teacher to be constantly on guard lest the pupils ' reading result in 
2/ 
verbalism rather than understanding. Yoakam- emphasizes this danger: 
11 Too often verbal retention is stressed in teaching 
rather tha...Yl real understanding. I n the middle grades, the 
problem of building ne1-1 concepts is a paramount one. Unless 
careful guidance is given children in the development of 
comprehension skills and in using ideas, they vdll fail to 
make the necessary progress in reading to learn. 11 
The same point is stressed by Judd: 21 
"The teacher who emphasizes the repetition of certain 
sentences which vrould be enlightening if they -vmre under-
stood often gives pupils the idea that the rewards of 
society go to those •mo are fluent rather than to those who 
think. The examination >-Ihich results in the award of high 
standing to the pupil who can repeat formulas determines in 
a most disastrous way the pupils' conception of what words 
are for. 11 
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y William s. Gray , 11Reading as an Aid in Learning,tt The Forty-eighth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the StuQy of Education, Part II, 
The UPiversity of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1949, p. 251. 
2/ Gerald A. Yoakam, 11Aids to the Solution of Reading Problems as 
- Presented in the Conference, rt Renort of the Seventh Annual Con-
ference on Reading, University of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, 
1951, p. 87 . 
2./ Charles H. Judd, Educa tion as Cultivat,ion of the Higher Nental 
Processes, The Nacmillan Company, New York, 1936, p . 36. 
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Conversely, we may say that correct reading, reading with under-
1/ 
standing, is of vital importance. Yoakam- says that a functional 
reading program is necessa~J: 
11A child cannot succeed in the middle grades without 
the ability to read to learn. A functional program of study 
reading is essential if children are to make progress in t he 
curricular fields. This program should be functional rather 
than formal and should be the r esponsibility of all teachers . 't 
2/ 
t·le sley,- too, conunent.s on the special i mportance of reading in 
the social studies : 
11 The ability to read is closely related to success in 
the social studies . The range of experience is sharply 
limited •••• While reading is important in all subjects, it 
is peculiarly so in the social studies, for an understanding 
of historical, geographic, civic, and economic realities can 
scarcely be gained in any other vray. 11 
It may be said, in summary, that the middle grade teacher is 
confronted with the problem of teaching special reading sldlls which 
•dll enable the pupils to understand and to retain the materials 
presented in the social studies. 
1/ Gerald A. Yoakam, 11Aids to the Solution of Reading Problems as 
- Presented in the Conference, 11 Report of the Seventh Annual Con-
ference on Reading, University of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, 
1951, p . 93. 
?} Edgar Bruce "ltfesley and Mary A. Adams, op. cit., p . 273. 
Study Skills in the Social Studies 
In the preceding section, it has been noted that the social 
studies field requires the use of skills peculiar to that field. 
This should not be construed, however, as meaning that basic skills 
are relegated to minor importance . On the contra~f, continuous 
functioning of the skills of word recognition, word meaning, compre-
hension, and interpretation is assumed; they must operate during and 
after the acquisi t ion of speci al skills. 
1/ 
Durrel l - lists the following as underlying reading skills 
necessary to content subjects: 
(a) thorough or analytical reading in order to ~~dle 
recall tasks 
(b) skimming or speeded reading to l ocate information, 
to observe, or to cl assify 
(c) el aborative thinking to combine one ' s own experiences 
and purposes 1dth the material read. 
2/ 
The same author- also states that a study program should include use 
of all three abilities, since each is distinct in t~pe and needs to 
24 
operate in relation to the other two, l est there be lack of balance in 
the development of abilities . 
y Donal d D. Durrell, Improving Reading I nstruction, 1·lorl d Book 
Company , Yonkers- on- Hudson, Ne1-r York, 1956, p . 28.5. 
'?) Ibid., p. 286. 
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vihen one considers that this must be accomplished in relation to y 
the closely packed materi al of a geography tex t , the same for each 
2/ 
class member, regardless of reading abi lity,- it becomes clear that a 
skills program in relation to a particular field is a necessity for the 
11 
curriculum. This is emphasized by Heffernan, who says : 11 The social 
studies create a genuine need for all of the skills in the curriculum. 
The social studies stimulate learnings which are difficult to achieve 
vlithout t he motivation of need ~.rhich the social studies suppl y . 11 
Since the need is evldent and the motivation supplied through the 
need, it becomes the probl em of t he classroom teacher to find a way of 
satisfying the need through educational procedures conducive to the 
bes t results . 
Authorities on modern education agree that the recogniti on and 
proper handling of individual differences is t he key to good classroom 
teaching. vlhile teachers understand that there is a wlde range of 
!±/ 
abilities in each cl ass, many do not see t he necessity for adjusting 
each subject to the l evel of each pupil. Hany form reading or arith-
metic and reading groups only, and f eel that they have cared for t he 
·3:.7 Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in t he Elementar>J School, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948, p . 384. 
2/ Alvina Treut Burrows, 11Reading, Research, and Reporting in t he Social 
- Studies , " The Fifty-sixth Yearbook of t he National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part II, The Universi~f of Chicago Press, 
Chicago , 1957, p . 196. 
Helen Heffernan, "Social Studies in Relation to the Total Elementary 
School Program, " The Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for 
the Study of Education, Part I I , The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1957, P• 125. 
!±/Robert H. Beck, Walter W. Cook, and Nolan J . Kearney, Curriculum in 
the Modern Elementart School, Prentice- Hall, Inc . , Englewood Cliffs, 
Nev1 Jersey , 1953 , p. 25 . 
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1/ 
situation. Lee and Lee- term this procedure tta lip-servi.ce11 to a 
2/ 
basic principle, vThile Parker and Russell- describe the •-mrk of a 
good teacher as 11 cherishing differences . 11 
Just hmv- far-reaching the influence of a teacher 1 s reaction to 
individual differences in social studies may extend in the effect upon 
3/ 
a class or upon an individual is pointed out by Chase, - who lists 
these as areas affected: 
(a) making social studies liked or disl iked 
(b) having subject matter remembered or forgotten 
(c) vTidening or restrict,ing horizons 
(d) making study easy or hard 
(e) encouraging or discouraging initiative 
(f) making a t ask dull or inter esting 
(g) providing little or much appropriate practice in 
study skills 
(h) having 1·ride voluntar<J reading or reading by 
assi gnment only 
(i) stimtliating or deadening intellectual curiosity 
1/ J . :Hurray Lee and Dorris Hay Lee , The Chil d and His Curriculum, 
- Appleton-Centur-y-Crofts, Inc . , Nevi York, 1950, p. 200. 
2/ J. Cecil Parker and David Rus sell, 11VJays of Providing for I ndividual 
- Differences," Educat ional Leadership (December, 1953), 11:168. 
3/ \·T. Limmod Chase, "Individual Differences in Classroom Learning, 11 
- The Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education~ Part II, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1957, 
pp . 165-1 6. 
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(j) developing increasing independence of or dependence 
upon the teacher 
(k) requiring identical standards for all or adapting 
to indivi dual needs or differences 
(1) liking others or being i ndifferent to others 
(m) developing pride i n high s tanda r ds or developing 
slip-shod standards . 
The need is felt; it provides motivati on; the responsibility i s 
pl aced squarel y upon the teacher. Consideration of research now 
reveal s valid educational methods 1v-hich assist in coping with the 
problem. 
Probabl y the greatest single stmnbling block for pupils as they 
attempt to pierce t lw word- encased facts and concepts of social studies 
i s t he new and baffling vocabulary. This specialized word list must 
receive separate attention accor ding to t he needs of each pupil. 
1/ 
Chase- makes these suggestions for indiViduali zing l earning such 
vocabula~J instruction: 
1~ihen the vocabulary burden is so severe for some pupils 
that sil ent r eading is not fruit f ul, the material should be 
read al oud to them. This eliminates t he word- recognition 
burden, but l eaves that of vrord- meaning . The elimination of 
word- meaning difficulties, ho1-1ever, makes i t easi er for the 
child to acquire mew.ings through context; this is often aided 
by the expression of the reader . When meanings are new, it is 
well to defi ne them in oral reading through accompa~Qng 
synonyms or parenthetical phrases. It must be understood that 
spealdng and listening vocabularies far outreach reading 
vocabularies , and words not understood i n reading -vrill often 
be clear in listeni ng . 11 
l/ Ibid., PP• 176:177. 
1/ 
On t he other hand, Chase- continues, there are pupils who have 
little diffi culty '\o.':i.th new 1-mrds who may be hel ped by the ava.ila-
bility of a chapter gl ossary, particularly if a brief discussion 
accompanies its pr esentation. He states that there are probably a 
felf others who, having virtuall y no word difficulties, 1-l"ill be able 
to use the glossary independent of any pre- study briefing. 
This type of procedure vTould enablF; 2. teacher to use a study 
guide on one level of difficulty if the right amount and type of study 
2/ 3/ 
help 1-rere given, according to Durrell.- He emphasizes- in this 
connection: "It is possibl e that the differences among pupils in their 
need for study guides of different levels is greater tltan the differ-
ences i n vocabula~J r equired to adjust them. 11 
4/ 
I nvesti gation into the kinds of work which children enjoy reveals-
that, given a choice between individual "rork and vrorking in pairs or 
5/ 
small groups, t hey will choose the pair or group type . Durrell- states 
that : "Studying a lesson is often a lonesome and insecure task for a 
child •11 He recommends the introduction of graded study guides >fi th 
pupils working in study teams to remove both t he lonesomeness and i n-
security resulting in a " •••• marked improvement in pupil interest and 
achievement." 
y Ibid. , p. 177. 
~/Donald D. Durrell, op . cit ., p . 287 . 
2./ Ibid., p. 287. 
4/ Vivian Jameson, Children 's Preferences i n Types of Assignments, Un-
- publinhed Naster 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 1951. 
~ Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p . 287 . 
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1/ 
A study conducted by IQugman- to discover whether children a t 
both the fourth and sixth gr ade levels ivorked better at solving arith-
metic probl ems alone or in pairs yields this finding: 
11 
•••• irihen children "'vor ked i n pairs they earned reliably 
higher scor es than lvhen they worked independently. Houever, 
whil e t he scores were higher, it took them a r eliably longer 
time •• •• due to the presentation, di scussion, rejection, and 
acceptance of a greater number of possible answers which 
occurred ivhen the children worked in pairs • 11 
v 
Durrell and Palos, reporting on an experiment in team work in 
r eading, state : 
11Team study seems to offer many advantages to learning, 
especially in vievr of t he vlide differences in ability among 
pupil s in a cl assroom . I t permits adjustments to team dif-
ferences in l evel and l earning rates ; rapid l earners may 
advance faster or use more difficult material; slow· l earners 
may use easi er material or mor e detailed study guides and 
progress at a suitable pace . It should give the opportunity 
for specific practice to overcome weaknesses common to the 
team. Even when a uniform assignment is required of the class, 
study teams permit the use of different levels of study guides, 
and offer far richer opportunities for individual r ecall and re-
action to the material read. Certainly team study provides 
gr eater security i n learning, especially when pupils check their 
knowledge vlith each other at frequent intervals in the study 
period . Teamwork obviously provides eA~eriences in social 
development and group responsibilities . 11 
The use of team study in the social studies not only provides for 
individual differences in learning rate and abili ty, but also gives 
~/ Samuel F . Klugman, 11 Cooperative versus Indivi dual Sufficiency in 
Probl em Solving, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology (February, 
1944) , 35:91-100. 
V Donald D. Durrell and Viola A. Palos, 11Pupil Study Teams in Read-
ing, 11 Education (Hay, 1956) , 76:552-556. 
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valuabl e experi ence in social learning . The school room affor ds no 
1/ 
finer training ground i n the vital ar eas of- It •••• self- acceptance and 
val ui ng the contri butions of others • •• • 11 than is found under team study 
2/ 
conditions. 1'-lil es- states that we teach self-e.cceptance Y.rhen we 
3/ 
stress socially acceptabl e phases of a child ' s behavior, and that- y.re 
encourage acceptance of others when we hel p youngsters to know about 
each other and allovr them to partici pate in group vrork -rrhere they 
execute and evaluate . Cer tainly t hese learnings are present i n team 
study. 
In sumw~rizing his opiPions about the importance of human rela-
4/ 
tions as the fourth ~' Wiles~ writes: 
11 The fourth R is not a set of abstract concepts; it is 
day to day int erac t i on i n any school, cl a ss, or community. 
It is being l earned whether we are aware of i t or not . The 
feel ing and rel ationship among group members will r eact to 
the type of l eadership . 11 
Therefore, through team l earning the child wil l recei ve not onl y 
added benefits f rom the manner i n which he acquires knovrledge, but also 
vn ll have the daily oppor tunity to grow in the skill of getti ng along 
with others , a s the fourth R is added to his curriculum. 
];/ Kimball \-Ti les, rtThe Fourth ~' tt Chil dhood Education ( Janua:r-.r, 1957), 
33 :203-208. 
?} I bid. 
1/ Ibid. 
!±/ Ibid. 
• 
• 
While many teachers hesitate to introduce team study into their y 
programs because they fear it will result in a disorganized class-
room or that t heir pupils will not measure up to expected standards, y 
we find such an authority as Gray refuting these beliefs in this 
manner: 
"Experience shows clearly that pupil development cannot 
always be achieved most effectively as the child works alone. 
Of great importance is the stimulus and added insight which 
result when he \-Torks cooperatively with others in achieving 
common goals." 
In providing for different levels of recall and comprehension, 
21 
Durrell offers the following suggestions: 
(a) a series of short tasks is easier for children than 
a single long task; 
(b) oral reading and recall are easier than silent reading 
and written recall; 
(c) multiple-choice answers or short oral answers are 
easier than unaided summaries; 
(d) questions prior to reading provide more help than 
questions after reading; 
31. 
y Dorothy Stewart, 11 Social Studies and Group Work," Social Education 
(October, 1946), 10:259-260. 
y Williams. Gray (Compiler and Editor) , Classroom Techniques in 
Improving Reading, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1949, 
p. 23. 
2J Donald D. Durrell , Improving Reading I nstruction, World Book 
Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1956, p. 296 • 
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(e) immediate evaluation of results helps more than late 
or indefinite evaluation; 
(f) working in pairs or groups is more satisfying than 
working alone. 
By use of the team study technique, a classroom teacher may 
provide for the difficulties beyond those of vocabulary. This can 
and should be done through creatL~g study guides on different ability 
levels, or guides on a single level with differing work and study 
. y 
required. By employing questions phrased to meet the comprehension 
and recall abilities of each team, utilizing both oral and written 
2/ 
recall, and through the multiple-recitation- technique involved in 
selecting and checking team answers, the teacher fulfills the need of 
individual differences, interest, and increased learning while 
promoting simultaneous growth in study skills. 
~ W. Linwood Chase, op. _cit., p. 179. 
£1 Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 296. 
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PROCEDURE 
I ntroduction 
This study was conducted to investigate the relative merit of 
tr~ee tJ~es of study guides in relation to retention of factual 
rna teri al taught from a geography textbook. Each t ype of guide 1v-as 
based on a teaching unit in the text; the units uere used in 
consecutive order; each guide was in use for a tw·o-week period, with 
a test on facts covered at the conclusion of each unit . After allow-
ing for a f orgetting period of 21 days follo1nng t he termination of 
the third unit, a f inal test -vras administered. This test covered the 
tl1ree experimental units. 
Population of the Experimental Group 
A class of 34 fifth gr ade students from a small residential city 
Has chosen for the experiment. The selection was determined by t he 
participants in the study, and -vms a class t aught by one of t hem. 
Table I shows the composition of the class by sex and 
chronol ogical age . 
-33-
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TABLE I 
NU1•1BER OF PUPILS IN O:a.DER OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
Age in Number of Nu.tnber of Total 
months girls boys 
141 1 0 1 
140 0 2 2 
139 0 2 2 
138 0 0 0 
137 0 0 0 
136 0 1 l 
135 0 0 0 
134 0 0 0 
133 1 1 2 
132 1 1 2 
131 l 0 l 
130 2 2 h 
129 1 0 1 
128 0 1 1 
127 1 0 1 
126 0 1 1 
125 1 1 2 
124 1 1 2 
123 0 2 2 
122 2 4 6 
121 2 0 2 
120 0 1 1 
Total 14 20 34 
Of the 34 pupils 1vhose ages are shm-m above , six :had repeated 
either the first or the second grade , -vrhi1e one uas repeating the 
fifth. The repeaters 1 group consisted of five boys and t"l-TO girls . 
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The Testing Progr am 
For purposes of pr oper gr ouping and measure~nt of progress, The 
Gates Reading Survey, Form A, was administer ed i n three sections on 
the three days previous t o the experiment. Tabl e II shmvs the results 
of t he Comprehension Secti on of that test , which •·ras the l eading f actor 
by which the groupi ng <vas done . 
TABLE II 
COHPREHENSION SCORES: GATES SURVEY TEST, FORl1 A 
No. of No. of Raw Grade Age Total 
girls boys Score Score Score 
l 0 35 9.5 14-10 l 
0 l 34 9.1 14- 4 l 
0 2 33 8. 6 13-10 2 
0 l 32 8.2 13- 6 1 
l 1 30 7. 6 12-11 2 
3 3 29 7. 4 12- 8 6 
l 3 28 7.2 12... 6 4 
l 3 27 6. 9 12- 2 4 
2 1 26 6.5 11- 9 3 
1 l 25 6.2 11- 5 2 
0 l 23 5.6 10- 8 1 
2 1 20 5.2 10- 4 3 
0 2 18 4.8 10- 0 2 
1 0 16 4.3 9... 6 l 
1 0 15 4.2 9- 4 1 
Total 14 20 34 
Based on the information contained in Table II, the class was 
divided into three main groups. The ltigh group contained all pupils 
vri.th gr ade scores from 7.4 to 9.5, and one rating 7.2; t he middle 
group 1·Ias made up of t hose -w-:ith scores from 5.6 to 7 .2; the t hird 
group consisted of those •vi th scores from 4. 2 to 5.2. \vi th the 
teacher t s judgment also a consider ation, t he main groups were then 
subdivided into teams of t wo and three, in order to accommodate 
individual differences, as follows: 
(a) Level I , made up of six boy- girl pairs 
(b) Level I I, made up of four teams of three , one girl 
and two boys t o a team 
(c) Level III, one pair of girls; five others worked in 
a group with the teacher as supervisor at a table 
in one corner of the room. 
The above arrangement vras used for the first and third study guide 
series, but for the second series •·mich was based on elaborative think-
!/ 
ing, t he gr oups 1-1ere enlarged to teams of five . During the second 
series, each terun had at l east one member from Level I and at least one 
from Level III. The teams 1-vere balanced as evenly a s possible 1-Tith a 
total of six teams of five each, and one team of f our. 
!/ Donal d D. Durrell, Improving Readi ng Instruction, World Book Company, 
Yonkers- on- Hudson, New York, 1956, p . 302. 
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At t he conclusion of each guide series , an obj ective test, cover~ 
i ng t he i mportant facts of each unit, was aQ~inistered. Each test was 
comprised of 25 questi ons, divided into segments of f i ve , as foll o1-rs: 
t wo gr oups of f i ve each, making a total of ten compl etion; five 
classification; f i ve short ansvmr; f i ve matching . 
The Fi nal Test c onsisted of 60 items, 20 taken from each of the 
three unit tests . I n the majority of cases, the pr esent ation f orm of 
the items was changed for t he final t est, alt hough t he same basic types 
w·ere used . 
I n order to determine which type of guide produced t he best r e-
tenti on, a chart was devised to shm·r the distributi on of questions by 
type of guide . The follo>-Ting table sets f or th the i nformat ion. 
TABLE III 
DI STRIBUTION OF QUESTI ONS FR011 GUIDES I , II, AND III I N FTNAL TEST 
Guide I Guide II Guide III 
Final Test Fi nal Test Fi nal Test 
Section Quest i on Section Question Sect ion Question 
I --2 I - -1 
3 
4 
5 
I I --1 II--2 
3 5 
4 
III- -1 I I I--2 III - -4 
3 5 
IV--2 IV--3 IV--1 
4 
5 
V--3 V--1 V--5 
2 
4 
Guide I 
Fi nal Test 
Section Questi on 
VI- -1 
3 
5 
VII- -1 
VIII- 2 
I X--2 
X--2 
4 
XI- 2 
3 
!, 
XII--2 
TABLE III 
(concl uded) 
Guide I I 
Final Test 
Section Question 
VI--2 
4 
VII--4 
5 
VIII--3 
5 
IX- -5 
X--1 
3 
5 
XII--1 
Guide I II 
Final Test 
Section Question 
VII--2 
3 
VIII- -1 
4 
IX- -1 
3 
4 
xr ...... 1 
5 
XII--3 
4 
5 
Developing and Using the Guides 
At t he outset, a plan of motivation and evaluation to operate t Pxough-
out the study v1as formed . The guides v-rere presented to the children in 
multilith form, v1hich had appeal as being more 11book- like" than ordinary 
duplicated school material . ~ach chil d >-ras provided 1D. th a ne-vr loose- leaf 
notebook cover in vrhich all guide lessons were kept, making t his a 
special project. Each series of guides -v1as prefaced by a vrri tten intro-
duction designed to challenge t he individual to produce his best for his 
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team. There 'tvas a daily oral check, the results of i·Jbich vTere recorded 
on the blackboard, to show hoH the teams 'i'Tere progressing. As addi-
tional motivation, a Progress Chart was placed in the front of each 
notebock. On this a letter£ was used to indicate that a pupil ' s work 
on a unit i·ras Complete and Correct. The current group l eader did the 
scoring, adding the date of completion and his ii'li tials to the officia.l 
record. Unit test scores also appeared upon the chart, recorded, dated, 
and initialed by the teacher. 
Each guide had separate glossari es also, thus making strange or 
difficult words available at all times . The method of vocabulary 
1/ 
presentation differed with each level- according to need as follows: 
(a) those i n Level I simply pronotlnced the words and 
-vrere told to refer to the glossar-.f if necessary; 
(b) those i n Level II pronounced the words , discussed 
meani ng, and -vrere given some eP..richment; 
(c) those i n Level III pronounced the vrords, but mean_ing 
was given by the t eacher as she read the material; 
synonyms and parenth-etical explanations \·Tere employed. 
Level III, hov1ever, \.Yas encouraged to use the glossary terms 
during discussion and checking of answers , as, 11 Ca_11 you find a glos sary 
·Hord v1hich means the same as the word (or phrase) you just used? 11 
••• • 
11 That 1 s right. Now give your answer using the glossary ~·Tord. n 
1/ H. Limmod Chase, 11Indi vidual Differences i n Classroom Learning, 11 
- The Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the Nati onal Society f or the Study of 
Education, Part II, The University of Chicago Press , Chicago, 1957 , 
PP • 176-- 177. 
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In the development of the study guides it 't·Tas necessary to 
consider that since the same text, regardless of difficulty, uas to 
be used by the 34 children, there must be an adjustment to the reading 
abilities of the various levels 1-Ji. thin the class. The material needed 
1/ 
to be made meaningful in order to be r etained.- The textbook in use 
2/ 
~ms The American Continents,- from which four consecutive UP~ts were 
chosen on the basis of their being ones which would be in the regular 
curriculum at the time the study would be underwa;)r. 
The first guide series was v.rri tten in connection ~n. th t he cr.apters 
Steamboat Days and Prai!~e Settl ements; the second series was concerned 
vrith the unit The Great Lakes and Their Cities; the third series -.;·;ras 
constructed for use with On the Western Pl ains. 
The First Guide Series 
The first series of guides, with fact-finding as its objective, 
>·ras adjusted to the three main levels of reading ability to ~rhich 
previous reference has been made . The follo1-ring summary indicates 
recognition of levels in these areas : amount to be read before attempt-
ing recall, whether questions should be read before the assignment i3 
read, types of questions in relation to recall, and frequency of check-
ing to eliminate wrong l earning. 
G. Lester Anderson and Arthur I. Gates, 11 General Nature of Learning, 11 
The Forty-ninth Yearbook of the Nati onal Society for the Study of 
Education, Part I, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, l9SO, 
p. 32 . 
Y Harlan H. Barrows, Edith P. Par!-.:er, and Clarence W. Sorens on, The 
American Continents , Silver Burdett Compa.11y, Horristmm, Ne~r Jersey, 
1954. 
TABLE IV 
METHODS OF ADJUSTING TEXT TO THREE LEVELS OF ABILITY 
DIFFERENCES 
.Amount to 
be read 
l~Ianner of 
reading 
Type of 
recall 
question 
Frequency 
of 
checking 
LEVEL I 
Entire section 
Read before 
examining 
question( s); 
discuss; 
check 
Listing; sum-
mary; classi-
fication 
After entire 
assignment 
LEVEL II 
Paragraph by 
paragraph 
Examine ques-
tion first; 
read paragraph; 
discuss; check 
Mat ching; short 
answer; com-
pletion; classi-
fication 
After each para-
graph or short 
section 
LEVEL I II 
Units often smaller 
than a paragraph; 
as directed 
11aterial read orally 
by teacher; examine 
i tern to be an-
swered; read to 
find answer; dis-
cuss· check 
!viultiple choice; 
completion (se-
lecting from a 
given word list); 
easier classifica~ 
tion 
After each item in 
a paragraph 
Pupils on all levels were directed to discuss errors if such were 
revealed after comparison of answers with the check sheet, to locate 
the correct answer in the text, and to make immediate correction. The 
groups in Level III were supervised very carefully by the t eacher in 
order that their reading and checking procedures be correctly carried 
out. The teams in Levels I and II functioned quite smoothly, once 
started. 
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It should be noted that the procedure provided for multiple 
recitation and i nunediate evaluation, both important to adequate learn-
1/ 
ing and good recall, according to Durrell.-
The follm·ring excerpts from both general and reading directions 
demonst rate how the techniques recently discussed -vrere employed in the 
presentation of one geography section: 
General Directions: 
-:H~~- lEVEL I -~~H:­
(Sample) 
1. Read each section completely and carefully before you 
t~r to answer the questions. 
2. Discuss the anstvers for each section with your part ner 
to see vihether you agree about them. Make the anmrers 
as compl ete as you can. As soon as you have finished 
the answers for one section, read the next one . 
3. When the entire assignment is compl ete , use the folded 
check sheet to see whether you have included all the 
important points. If y ou and your part ner disagree 
about any of the answers, consult the textbook to find 
vrhat is correct. 
Reading Directions : 
I . Read The first western steamboat, (p. 50); then list a 
complete answer to the follo-vring question: 
A. Tell everything you can about the first 'v-estern 
steamboat. 
General Directions: 
-;~-~~-;._~~ LEVEL II ~~-;:-'..:: 
(Sample) 
1. The guide is divided into sections with titles just like 
t hose in your book. You are to work on one small section 
at a time, as di rected . 
1/ Donald D. Durrell, I mpr oving Reading Instruction, Worl d Book Company, 
Yom<ers-on- Hudson, New York, 1956, p. 287 . 
2. Read the questions for a section before you read t he 
text. Th.is v.rill help you to know 1-rhat you are looking 
for . 
3. Read the assignment carefully. 
4. Answer the questions that go •·r.i th your assignment as 
yoliT group l eader tells you to (par agraph by paragraph). 
Reading Directions: 
The first western steamboa t , (p . 50). 
Par. 1 
\-lhat was the name of the first i·Testern steamboat? 
~·There was it buil t? 
Par . 2 
On what rivers did it make i ts first trip? 
Par. 3 
Hm-r was the boat used on the river after it finally 
reached Ne-vr Orl eans? 
(Sample) 
General Dir ections: 
1. Read the sentences under the secti on title first every 
time. Do this before you read from the boo~ 
2. Read only as much as the directi ons tell you to at one 
time . 
3. Choose the 1-1ords to complete t he sentences after reading 
from the list at the begi nning of each exercise . 
4. Use your glossary if you need to f ind the meaning of a 
vmrd . 
5. Answer the questions as your group l eader tells you to 
(item by item). 
Reading Directions : 
The first western steamboat, (p . 50) . 
Begin at 11 The queer-looking steamboat11 and read as far as 
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11 was floating do-vmstream. 11 
Choose from this list; i·rri te the ans't·ters: 
Cincinnati 
Nississippi 
sawmill 
unhappy 
Nevi Orleans 
l'lissouri 
Pittsburgh 
excited 
afraid 
1. The first vrestern steamboat vras called the 
It 1-vas built in in the year 1811. 
---------------
2 . From this city, it was to sail down the Ohio and 
Rivers. 
----------
3. People Here very -------- >·rhen they saw the 
---------
floating dormstream. 
Group l eaders w·ere briefed to read and check one paragraph 
at a time in Level II , and item qy iten1 in Level III. 
The Second Guide Series 
The second series of guides experimented -.;ri th the use of 
elaborative thi:nking 1·rhile material was being studied as a method of 
building retention. The tec:b..nique employed -vras that of finding 
questions and activiti es related to a given reading section. 
The u..l1i t -vras prefaced by an introduction about a reporter r s 
duties, its purpose being to stimulate interest and to prepare the 
class for using a list of Reporter 1 s Ke:r \-lords 1-vhich rras to be intro-
1/ 
duced into this series. This list had been developed ~Y Jenkins- in 
her study on elaborative thinking, as had the list of acti vities to 
1·1hich later reference will be made . 
y Ethel Hae JenJcins , An Evaluation of Exercises i n 
Used in the Devel opment of Elaborative Thinking, 
Haster 1 .s Thesis , Boston University, 19.50. 
-......... 
the Soci3.l Studies ) 7 
Unpublished \ 
( 
J 
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Next, an introducto:ry lesson vias presented to the class . This 
Has based upon an adaptation of a section from the sarne geography book, 
but from a u..llit not yet studied. The purpose of this l esson Has to 
teach the use of the repor t er ' s technique already discussed, emphasizing 
the importance of employi ng as many different key Herds as possible . 
'l'!:ll.s Has a "whol e classn act ivity carried on under the teacher' s 
guidance . 
Begi nn; ng t·Ji th the next lesson the text book unit, The Great Lakes 
and Their Cities , became the basis of the study. The pupils t.Yere 
assi gned to 1-vork in groups of five , assor ted in ability, 1·ri t h a dail y 
rotation of secretarial duty for the purpose of recording questions de-
ci.ded upon . At t he end of the lesson an oral check 1-1as made t o see hm·r 
many questions each group had been able to give, and hm.Y many different 
key wor ds had been utilized . A lis t of team accomplishment s was kept 
on the bl ackboar d, and since the tea.."lls were f airly evenly bal anced, the 
results were not too different. This had the advantage of exposing any 
lack of application on the part of a group, or any lazi ness i n the part 
of a secretary. It seemed to serve as a motivat ion from day to day . 
Lesson II of this series -vras designed to teach the use of suggested 
activities in the development of elaborative thinki ng. This l esson I.Yas 
related to the reading done on the previous day , and the pupils vrere 
assist ed by the teacher i n thinking of activities suggested by that 
I 
l esson which could be carried on by the class in the r oom. The Jenkins 
List of Activity \·lords, already referred t o, uas i ntroduced and discussed; 
t hen the class worked in tea.r.1s , but all t eams cleared vri. th t he teacher 
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each time a question was finished before being allowed to go ahead. 
It had to be continually emphasized that the activity must be specific 
to the sentence or paragraph which had inspired it, and the ability to 
produce definite activities did not come easily. Because of this diffi-
culty it also became clear that all children in a group did not possess 
the judgment necessary to be good secretaries for t his type of activity. 
In the interest of doing the job properly, it was deemed advisable to 
drop the plan of secretarial rotation. 
Lessons III and IV of the series combined the techniques of asking 
questions and finding activities. The teams functioned independently 
during these l essons, but under the watchful supervision of the teacher. 
Each lesson was scored with a C on the chart as in the earlier unit, but 
correcting from the check list was difficult for the pupils, since the 
teacher's ideas on the check l ist were diff erent from theirs. All 
relevant answers were accepted as correct. 
The Introduction to Guide II and the Introductory Lesson follow: 
Introduction to Guide II 
~ any of you ever thought about being a reporter? 
Can you think of anything about a reporter 1 s life that might be 
very interesting or exciting? Let 1 s see if we can list some of these 
activities. I'll write them on the board as you tell us about them. 
(Teacher will work to get interviewing as one of the answers.) 
One of the most fascinating jobs a reporter can have is to be sent 
to interview famous people he would probably never meet otherwise . A 
very good reporter gets to talk with men like President Eisenhower, 
governors , senators, great writers, actors, sports stars, inventors, 
heroes, explorers, generals, and many others. (This list may be 
drawn from the class through questioning.) 
Now a reporter has to have ·a formula to follow to get his facts. 
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He gets them by asking key questions. What do you think might be some 
good key words for a reporter? I'll list them on the board. 
~Vhen a fairly good list has been accumulated, the teacher may 
state that these are part of the reporter's formula for getting an 
interview, and then proceed to set the stage for an interviewing period 
to be carried on by the group. One pupil will interview another; the 
child to be interviewed may assume an identity other than his own, but 
it must be that of someone about whom he knows enough to be able to 
answer questions intelligently. 
During the interview, the teacher will ask the group to note and 
list all the words which the reporter uses to introduce auestions and 
to underline the ones which bring out the best answers. The list on 
the board may be augmented from pupil notations if the teacher feels it 
will be helpful to do so. 
The complete list of Reporter's Key Words may now be presented to 
each child, followed by comparison of the two lists and discussion 
concerning them as time permits. 
QUESTI ON vlORDS 
A. THE SEVEN QUESTION I.JORDS USED BY REPORTERS 
1 . 1:vHA.T? or 2. i.oJHICH? 
Hate rials 
Crops 
Industries 
Geogr aphic conditions 
Natural resources 
Size or shape 
Rel ationship 
Reasons-causes-purposes 
Event s 
Steps 
Uses 
Sol utions 
Possi bil ities 
Resources 
Changes 
Conditions 
Effects 
People 
Pl aces 
Pr ocedures 
l1Iethods 
Skills 
Invent ions 
Discoveries 
Occupations 
La.-rs 
Customs 
Product s 
Progress 
3 . 1-niY? 
Happened 
Made 
Collected 
Affected 
Discovered 
Changed 
Heard 
Shmm 
Reproduced 
Grown 
Used 
Planned 
Built 
I'·Iar.uf ac tured 
Learned 
Felt 
Constr ucted 
TraCied 
Looked 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
HOV.I? 
Accepted 
Successf·ul 
Needed-necensary 
Useful 
True 
Important 
Changed 
Exchanged 
Named 
Called 
Tried-undertaken-begun 
Done 
Diff icult - hard-dangerons 
Think 
Settl ed 
Came 
Hent 
Built 
Concerned 
Invent ed 
Accomplished 
Brought about 
Travel ed 
Inf luenced 
Governed 
Controlled 
Communicated 
Compar ed 
Hel ped 
Lived 
Furnished 
Taken 
Knmm 
Contributed 
WHEN? 
WHERE? 
WHO? 
OTHER QUESTI ON' HORDS 
1. CAN? 
2 . I S? or ARE? 
3. \vAS? or WERE? 
4. DO? DOES? or DID? 
5. RI\.VE? or HAS? 
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Introductory Lesson 
This lesson i s conducted by the teacher with a group for t he 
pu_~ose of teaching the process of elabor ative thirucing. 
First, l et 1 s aJJ. read the f i rst paragraph of the story, 
California, vrhich you h..a.ve just received. Be sure you understand 
Hhat you have read; if you have trouble, ask for help. 
Now re- read t he first sentence •••• As you re-read it, did it make 
you think of anything you might find out about if you had t ime? (If 
there i s no r esponse , say: Who can think of a question about some 
idea connected 1--Tith this sentence and begin his sentence wl th Hhy?) 
Can anyone thiP~ of a question beginning >~th when? (If response i s 
too slm-r, give an exampl e yourself, then try agai n vd. th the class . ) 
Repeat this procedure ~~th each sentence i n the paragraph. The 
follo1nng questions are t he type one hopes to elicit : 
1. Why was California mor e important to Spain than to any 
other country? 
How long ago -vras that really? 
2. vlhy did Spain feel t hat California helped her fleet? 
Hm·1 1-J"as Calif ornia connected with ships going to Asia? 
vlhat icTere Spanish ships going back and forth to Asi a for ? 
3. 1pfuy uere some settlements called missi ons? 
~onzy- did Spanish Icings enco'..l.I'age them? 
What does encourage settlements mean? 
4. Could only priests w..a.ke mission settlements? 
vlha.t Indians 1·1ere there? 
\fQY was it a good pl ace for missions t o be started? 
Continue in this manner vTith the entire selection, suggesting 
the use of as many key words as possi ble. 
vllien the l ast sentence of the selection is reached, ask the 
childre!! to vrri te as many questions as possible, trying to use the 
words hm·r, what , 1·There, i-lhich to introduce questions . 
The selection: California. 
5o 
California, which looks out on the broad Pacific, '\vas very im-
portant to Spain many hundreds of years ago. Spai n felt that California 
helped her huge fleet of sailing vessels that roamed the worl d from her 
Oi'ffi door to Asia and back. The Spanish kings had encouraged settle-
~ents there called missions . These had been made by priests and their 
helpers who 1-1ent to live among the Indians. 
The missions and other settlements were all on or near the 
southern coast of CaliforP..ia. Los Angeles and San Francisco were among 
these • . As a matter of fact, the mission and military post at San 
Francisco uere founded in the very year that the English colonists 
began their fight for independence . 
Life in early California was very si mple . Hany catt le and sheep 
1·rere raised . All the missions had orchards, vineyards, and gardens. 
Some of them produced olives and oranges; some wer e irrigated; some on 
the upland slopes produced wheat and barley. life in early California 
vras a reflection of life in Mediterranean lands, but i·Jithout t he battles 
of the long wars that were ahrays being fought in Europe . 
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The Third Guide Seri es 
The third and final series of bui des vms designed t o combi ne 
fact-finding 1·Jit h an elabor ati ve thinking situation. One technique 
employed was that of f i nding a group of facts f rofl a given section and 
1/ 
then noting- sL~ilarities and contrasts between t hose situations and y 
situations pr evi ousl y s tudied . Another type was finding topics or 
11 
questions not c overed by t he t ext and finding things to do about 
materials read. The l atter types had been established in the second 
series of guides . 
The ne11 set of guides was prefaced by an introduction i n which it 
vras stated that a fre sh type of probl em, called Brain Teasers woul d be 
encountered. This stateflent and the problems themselves proved to be 
excellent motivation for the unit . There uas also a complete glossary 
for the entire chapter, rather than the separate ones used i n t he 
previous fact-f i nding series . These words l·rere pr esented to each of 
th..e three reading l evel s \vl th discussion as seemed necessary, for 
Level III groups were abl e to carry on their r eadi ng more i ndependently 
in this final series than in the first . 
The fact -finding part of the guide -vras not >·rorked out for l evel s , 
but the groups 1·mr ked i n the same teams that had been used f or the first 
set of guides , and used nearly t he same methods of r eading and st,udy . 
1J Donald D. Dur rell, I mpr oving Reading Instructi on, World Book Compa ny, 
Yonker s - on- Hudson , Nevr Yor k , 1956, p .. 304. 
'ij Ibid.., p . 303 . 
1/ Ibi d . , P • 303 . 
Boston University 
School of Educati on 
Librar~ 
The 1-rork was kept s i mpl e enough for all to b e abl e to obtain the· 
reading anmiers readily, •nt h the emphasis being placed on setting 
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up eood comparisons for the Brain Teasers . Various types of questions 
used wer e : short ans1·1er, compl e t i on , matcl"l.ing , mul tiple choice , and 
classi f ication. Only the most difficult types, listi ng and summar-
izing, were omitted . 
In the comparison exercises , t"\-JO s t eps -vrere employed: first , the 
listing of items to be compared on a chart set up in the guide; 
second, viTi ting a sentence that Hould state what the chart shm-1ed . 
Specific directi ons to produce t his l ast step were of t his type : 
11 Look carefully at the items l isted under both headings on the chart 
above . Think about the l and, soil, -vrat er, etc . in both areas . \·/rit e 
a statement telling l·iby peopl e wotlid rather settle in t he Ol"l.io Valley 
than on the Great Pl ains . Be sure you use all the i tems . 11 
It should be noted at this time that all comparisons made behreen 
the He stern Pl ains and other areas di d not involve t he previous units 
of this study, but 1-1ent farther back. This 1-1as for the purpose of the 
study in rel ation to retention, since having been tested , these units 
should not have been r evieHed before the final test . 
Comparj sons of illustrations Here also dra-vm, and the tecl"l_n.ique 
learned in the second series 1·Ias put to use . 
A complete guide series o.Iill be found in the appendix . 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to determine the relative 
povier of three types of study guides to produce recall, both 
immediate and delayed. 
The study guides were constructed to accompany three units of 
the geography textbook; each unit covered a two week period. The 
guides were of the following types: (a) Fact-finding; (b) Elabora-
tive thinking; (c) Combination fact-finding and elaborative thinking. 
In addition to using study guides, the children were allowed to 
work in teams. For fact- finding pairs and threes were used, for 
elaborative thinking teams of five, and for the combination twos and 
threes . 
The data were analyzed and are summarized in the following 
tables . 
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Type 
C.A. 
I.Q. 
TABLE V 
A COMPARISON OF MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE AND I. Q. 
FOR 34 FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN 
Number 
34 
33 
Range 
120-141 
78-128 
Mean 
128.35 
107.19 
S. D. 
6.30 
9. 96 
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An examination of the above table shows a mean chronological age 
of 128.35 months with a mean I.Q. of 107.19. This is a normal popula-
tion in both of the above aspects. 
Type 
TABLE VI 
MEAN SCORES ON GATES READING SURVEY, FORivi A 
GRADE V - JANUARY, 1959 
Number Mean S.D. 
Raw Grade Raw Grade 
Speed 34 18.18 5.8 5.67 
Vocabulary 34 29.28 6.0 8.88 
Comprehension 34 26.44 7.1 4. 99 
Average Score 34 6.1 1.24 
The Gates Reading Survey Test administered at the beginning of the 
stuqy shows the class is, on the average, at a beginning sixth grade 
level in reading. 
TABLE VII 
A COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON A TEST OF IMMEDIATE RECALL 
FOR UNITS I, II, AND III 
Unit Number Range Mean S. D. 
I 
Fact-finding 34 12-25 20.18 3.24 
II 
Elaborative 
thinking 34 6-23 16.09 4.35 
III 
Combination 
fact-finding 
and 
elaborative 
thinking 34 16-25 22.09 2.22 
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An examination of the above table shows that the best scores were 
obtained in the combination of fact-finding and elaborative thinking, 
although in no instance was the mean s core very low. Each of the 
tests consisted of twenty- five items . 
TABLE VIII 
A COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON A TEST OF DELAYED RECALL 
FOR UNITS I, II, MiD III 
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Unit Number Range Mean S.D. No . Weeks 
Lapse 
I 
Fact-finding 33 9-20 14.61 3.10 7 
II 
Elaborative 
thinking 33 4-20 13. 00 3. 93 5 
III 
Combination 
fact-finding 
and 
elabo ra ti ve 
thinking 33 13- 20 17.18 2.12 3 
The above table indicates the l oss in score after a period of 
waiting. The scores, based on twenty i tems from each unit, held up very 
well . It should be noted that the lapse of three weeks after the final 
test on the combination guide amounted to five weeks ' delay for 
elaborative thinking, and seven weeks ' delay for fact - finding. 
TABLE IX 
A COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON TESTS OF I~~DIATE 
AND DELAYED RECALL FOR UNITS I, II, AND III 
Unit Number Range Mean S. D. 
I 
Fact-finding 
Immediate 34 12-25 20.18 3. 24 
Delayed 33 9-20 14.61 3.10 
II 
Elaborative 
thinking 
Innnediate 34 6.:.23 16.09 4.35 
Delayed 33 4 .. 20 13.00 3.93 
III 
Combination 
fact-finding 
and 
elaborative 
thinking 
Immediate 34 16-25 22.09 2. 22 
Delayed 33 13-20 17.18 2.12 
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This is a composite table designed to help the reader compare the 
scores on each guide for both immediate and delayed recall. The test 
of immediate recall consisted of twenty-five items, while the test of 
delayed recall was composed of t"lorenty questions from each unit. 
CHAPTER V 
~1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation, which utilized the team study technique, was 
conducted to determine the value of three types of study guides in 
producing immediate and delayed recall. 
The follm·ling conclusions can be stated after a study of the data: 
1. The guide using a combination of fact-finding and elaborative 
thinking produced the highest mean score in terms of recall. This was 
the third unit studied. 
2. The first guide based on fact-findLng produced the second 
highest mean score in terms of recall of factual information. 
3. The second guide series which employed the elaborative think-
ing technique produced the lowest of the three mean scores . 
4. The tests of immediate recall, each composed of twenty-five 
items, r evealed this order of effectiveness: 
(a) t he third guide yielded a high mean score of 22.09; 
(b) 
(c) 
the first guide produced a lower mean of 20.18; 
the second guide showed the lowest mean of 16.09. 
5. The twenty final test items taken from Unit I showed a loss 
of 5.57 points with a drop from 20.18 to 11~.61. This test was adminis-
tered after a delay of seven weeks. 
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6. The twenty final test i terns taken from Unit II employing 
elaborative thinking dropped 3.09 points in score, or from 16.09 t o 
13.00. 
7. 
This test was administered after a delay of five weeks. 
The twenty final test items tru{en from Unit III, the combina-
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tion guide of fact-finding and elaborative thi~~ng, showed a loss of 
4.91 points, from 22.09 to 17 .18. In this instance the delay ;.ras only 
three weeks from the conclusion of the unit. 
8. The final test, given after a time lapse, shovred exactly the 
same sequence in terms of mean score as did the immediate test of re-
call. For example: 
(a) the third guide had a mean score of 17.18; 
(b) the first guide had a mean score of lh.61; 
(c) the second guide had a mean score of 13.00. 
Although the three units of social studies utilized in this study 
were comparable in that they followed consecutively in the text, the 
writers have no evidence as to their equality in difficulty of content 
or interest for the children. This fact makes comparable analysis 
rather diff icult. Perhaps the indication of only three points of loss 
after a delay of five weeks for Unit II reveals more power than one 
would at first suspect by an examination which merely compared means. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The writers believe that the following suggestions merit 
additional research: 
1. The various types of study guides could be used by a larger 
population to further establish their relative value. 
2. One unit could be presented to a control group and to three 
experimental groups, each using a different type of study 
guide, to compare the effectiveness of each of the three 
guides. 
3. Another study of the value of the elaborative thinking tech-
nique could be conducted which would provide for the longer 
teaching period that appears to be necessary to establish 
facility in its use. 
4. New lists of question and activity words for use in 
elaborative thinking could be developed, since those used in 
this study were too lengthy and too advanced in vocabulary 
for the grade level involved. 
5. Further development of the type of study guide combining fact-
finding and elaborative thinking for use in team study could 
be made, since this guide was best liked at all levels and 
was also most successful at all levels. 
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' 
STEAMOOAT DAYS 
·"'J.'he -new unit···on-whtch··-we .. 1lre -starling· today ·u·-tme·~-t boys and 
girls UBUatly· enjoye They· are· geneza~ljr-·verrswspzisect-to ·· tpu:t out how 
larg~ a part steamboats played in making the west become very important 
to -"OUr·· country~ 
·n .. ft-vol'k·-on ·-th±s -1mi.-t·, --we··-are·-- going --to"'1Dfe'" ·'Study··-guiues. These 
.are·· t ·o-· help· lis ... lbeate· the · important· :ld'e'U·· as · we- re:&di and .. to- Jlsip ua re-
'ln.-ber ·about-tlrenr -a:rter-we "have read;.· ·We -can-b~me· .. much ·better "relll8Jiber-
~. ; 
ers" ·· than·we ·are! 
·If -you ·-t'ol:l.ow"- directi"'nS ·~-and:--mUe·- .. good:--as-e -of your study 
time, · ..,.OU-..r.tll·-ha'nJ··-a · -good'"Te-cord:""On -ttre-·Prop ess · ·etmrt·-tn ·--the-· tro~ of 
·th·e-·boot~ · ·You.r .. '""'ID!it-t'e'S'ts"'Wi:ll ·-show· wheUter-ytn~ ··becoMe ... a -bett.er -ffrememberer n. 
) ·Hy working--wetl"""together;·--.,-ou--and·your·-tiaJK•mates -can·~ fine 
-grltt.e- aaen; you-ean-beip-··eacm· other··-.mt yoQraelves indiwi'd"aall-y- -to show im-
PJ"oTement eTery day. GOOD TEAM WORKERS MAKE OOOD TEA151 
attempt 
eaek 
· concerned· · 
current 
dra.r 
elegantly 
· ·f'atorable 
head wind 
navi·gati-on 
rapids 
ran 
-sol:ver · 
-- "Shal:lolr·· 
warehowr• 
- ate -a e 
~ ~t e 
""' rhe a 
STEAMSOAT DAYS _ 
GLOSSARY FOR LESSON I 
(Ppo -so-5'2) 
/ ('tt--t~t) 
(dis~) 
·(~n~un{d) 
(~ ent) 
(drl:) 
(~{ 't·gant· 1!-) 
/ -(·fi.,.T6r·~· iJle) 
(h~c:t-w1nd) 
/ 
. rtb---'!-.ga-·'!lh"im) 
(r'lp'!dz) 
<rtm:> 
(1J'lrlv} 
/ 
. : ' ·(-stfll:·i.~} 
-~wt/ irous) 
a · -barrel..,-shaped --oontafner which il! 
water=t±ght-· 
· worri-e-d'"' ·1JII8awv• thoughtful .- , _,,
th·elllot±on -of·--wat"ir ·1.-n··the direction 
o-t·-now-
·a ·l-ow 12r't--uwed --fl?r · hea.T.Y loads; 
-the side• "'CZZI -be· taken off 
working -tor- 7'011~ ·not against you 
lWind -blow±ng against you 
sai l.ing- · 
I!Wift=running water in a riyer, 
· caas~·-by"-sudd-en-rloping--or the land 
a t rl-p : or journey· 
' • • .. 'I 
find· ·-a-way ·out· -of -a d:iff*e-pl ty 
not-·deep-
-.toreh'OU8'e -tor -go-ods ·t-o be trad~ 
PRONOUNCING KEY 
be r time - cold -o- u Ul!e 
·met - ~ 1t -~ ·we6p .., b'lle u 
~ ~g ~ bib 
I' 
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STEAMBOAT D~YS 
*** LESSON I *** 
··- This stad:y-gut-de"'-wil:r-md::p-you·-wi:ttr-ttre· first fi-ve-~ons of the 
·· wdt Steamboat -~ ·-Read-'t~-·toB.""Owing ··directi-oms -carefully; do exactly 
as ·--they-tfl:l: -you ---wb:iie ·you are · studying;,-· 
1.· . .. Read --~ "Se-cti"'ll ·-~-et-ely -~ ·-caref'ully'-before you try · 
to-· answer- the- questiorm-.;·- ·· 
2-; . -Dil!lcusa t}te answers~·--the q"'n~ionl! for eaclr-sectton with 
your-·pa~er-to-- see whether- ymr- agre_l! about them. · Make the 
· answers q :compl--e1ie --a-s· -yeu. --can·. ·:A:~ ·-'SOUll -as -you· nave finished 
'the- amnre~· for· one · section; ··~- the--~- one-o · 
3 o Wh-en: --the ··entire ·asdgmnerrt·-±-s··-eomp:tete; -use ·-ttre-··toldeP. check 
--street-to--see whether;--you" have incl:~d--afi the important points. 
If you and your parther disagree ~th or about any &ni!Wer, 
~ comsal:t-the- textbook--~··fl:nd ·'What ·±s· correct. 
4o ' Score .Q ·for ·dCompiete and eorre-ct ··on -ea-ch 'Of ·your -charts when 
·- ···you. · are·-b-oth ··-satisfied that ~ unit is Q o
Io Read The first western steamboat 9 (po 50); then list a complete aruJWer 
-w ·th-e- following-:-
ll • Rem-Doubtful · people·; (Po 50); then tell: 
B. What caus~ activity in steamboat building to spring up along the 
Ohi:crRi'Tar".;- . 
In. Read-'l'he·· need--:f-or--s-teamboats·~ · (p~~o ·5()<;;5ih then- answer-·1ibese: 
·-e. ·-'l'en·-the'-c:tifi'erent··ways--natllre·-ma"de keel beat going difficult. 
How- d:tcr erews-meet-·-these-- diff-.rent condi tiona? 
Eo Why- would steamboats help the west ~o prosper? 
*** LESSON I *** 
_(cont.) 
IV. Read- Chaqes wittrthe-pas:sing=-years,- · {pp; .51--.52-);. 
F. Column 1, page 52, tells of seven changef which made later 
~:~team'ooats be~ter tharr-tlte New Orleans.··- · liilrt-ttrem. 
V. Read· Bur steamboat-· landinpr write- · the· ans•er to-· thi-s- question: 
I 
G. ·-·-What· ~:~igms of a b~sy -steamboat .. j;arding-whi"lfh-were named in the 
reading section can be found in the picture, Figure 42? You 
should be able to locate ten. 
:1 
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. 
J. 
--· ..... --
S'f~OAT ~ 
*** LESSON I *** 
OHECK SHEET 
. -
r. A. ·bui~t--rt -Pit't~gh in- :.rS-n 
--·--named ··the-New ·Orleam-s·· 
- - machinery iiiide···±n· -the ·-ea-st 
--- -fir-st··tr±p u-ela;re-ct·• -month· at ·Lou±I!Vill:e· 
~ delq caused:-by ·l:ow--vat-er- . 
- ~hile· made- a · trip back upetream just to prove it 
-- "'CO'Uitt ·'be-ctone 
_ findly--reacJ~d ·New·-Orle~ 
· never returned to the Ohio ·River 
~ 118ed·-cm- -short- run-s-· around lfew-··Orinns· 
n. !3... "the· · washington--'lila~ ..- successful round trip from New · 
- -·Orl-eans·-to--I;oui-8ville· a·u:t·· back- -
... · -round ·-trip·--took ·'Oldy -h5 ···ctays 
--.,-- bti:tld:irrg- of· steamboats-· sprang up- along the Ohio as a 
--- result 
· · ·-peopl-e ·-tel t -tbat ·steamboat!!! Tel"e. here to stay 
- . 
ITI. ·e. -CAUSES: 
IV. 
Shallow water 
· -CREWS ·i:JSEil: 
___ pales to push 
· · lrrlls 
~ ropes to pull 
. . . b~h~~\P:ng 
- . 
swift tu.rrent head winds 
rowwd-·z±g•ag-across 
- ·- cw :rent;--gv±ng· upstream 
tied -.P for the night when 
- -i.n -a head wind 
D. TRADE AFFECTED-: 
could--not-cam on 1-.rge--dlnm•river --trade 
-- ·ccml:d-·not 111eet ·· tran8portation needs or the people 
- keelbl:Jat"!!l --were ·too 8"1-ow · 
labor connected with keelboats too hard := -cost ·of" laboT' and ·carrying· too high 
E. .._ b,.- --us±ng ·the ·river aa a ·two'"'W'&y·trad:e ·route 
F. · --rteamboat'l ·dfd-not-need -u "deep water as fomerl.r 
~- t.here:f-ore coul:d--navigate on shallow rivera not 
~ --tra-Teled by"·--steamborl· before 
···mKd:e -better--tpne 
- carried· more ···freight·· · caT'riett- more-·passengers 
-charged less for freight--
== charged les-s "for-panengers · · ·mon comfortable 
- . 
V. F. paved etreet; dra,ys; steamboats; warebo'l,lSes; men loading and 
unloading; flatboats; bales; casks; riv;r; Louisville. 
- '~ i 
STEA.M!3UA'f UA~ 
**** LESSON I **** 
-~ A:MERie-AN CONTINENTS: (pp-. ~0=52~ 
Th±s s towi3 gu±de wfil· tales'--yott · throu:gtr-"th~ ·-ttrtJ t-fiTe seetieBs of 
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of the· unit Steamboat Q!l!• R~d the following- directions caNfdll,y; be 
sm-e- you understand '*hat you ar, to do; follow the directions 1!JX&Ctl,y' while 
you· are- ··stud;ring-o 
1. -The -guide ·-i-s -d±vi-ded ·-tnto~ectiornslifith -titles just like those 
in-- the· l:Jook-; ·You · arc~· to· S'tud;r cme- s-ect±onr at- a-· t:irrnr. 
2. -Read -the ·-qUesti-ons -f-or·'-a section--before you read the text. This 
will help-· you--to--~ what you are looking for. 
3. Read ·the·· as-s±·gnment- carefutlr. 
-4o An!!lwer the-questi~~ -- wh±ch go with -a· sectiqn ae your -group leader 
1iel±s'-7ou ·-to. ·--'l'h:is ~11 help you remember what you read, ~ection 
by-sect±oir~ Write·· care:tun:y-. 
5. 'Wben·-you, ~your partner;--..m.·-yrmr- leader are-wu:re--that all the 
· ·answers for the ·entin- l:essmr· bave been f"crnnd · cozr ec~iy, you :may 
I!ICOre 7011r -cn.rt ·b7 ·placing C·in the· proper-pl-a-ce. The 0 stands 
for Complete •nd Correct. That is haw your work mu.st be-before 
you can earn the lett9r., 
The first western steamboat, (p. ~0). 
Par .• 1 
-what· -wa!l the name of the !irst western steamboa,t? 
Where ·was- ·it -built?-
Par. ··2 
on-what · rivers- did· it· ma:q- :tts- firs-t trip?-
Paro 4 . 
· How was the boat used on '\he river after it· finally reached New Orleans? 
Deubt!lil people, (p. 50). 
The -Wa-shington- finally made a ~ that made people r,el better abo\lt steam-
··boatft;, 
··Where-was · -the run 111&de? 
·Htnr ·1D&l11'·11liles (about) wa~·-it? 
How long_did it take? 
What __ new bv.sines:!l started ~~ a result? 
**** l-ESSON I ~ 
(cont.) 
The--·need :tor-st-eambOat-a:-. {pp..,.. 5& an:i:.-51Jo-
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, ---chalosw--the- werds~~--frpm ·-the -list below whieh""l!how vh7 keel 
-wats-·-were--not-·-govct-"fl:lr-ca~-tn:de o~ the rivera Place a check mark 
-by·-tu.-ones-yeu-~h±nk -are rlgtl~· 
1. took -two···-or-three· Jm)Jrltts to go llp the river 
·2. -bad·-to iJw ·-pwsb-ed in· s~ow water 
'. -pe1:1ple ·d±d--not ~ ·-tq· ·iTi.rr.r 
·h. ·had -to -be rowed •gai~'ti the carrent 
5. -sOlnetintes·"had 1;-c· '11811 nils-
-6. u.d-e traders wrl t -!'Or -~s 
7. hact·tcr tie· up· for· the· pight in a head wind 
Change -with -the J'a'!!!rlng .rears, <.fP;; 51 and· 5Z )-. 
·ettoese -word'!!! -'frem -the· ·-groups .. below -to make the sentences correct. 
a. b~could· carry greater-· _______ ; 
·b. boats could make better 
--------· 
Later-bods- did· not need·· as ·------- Wfter as earlier ones. 
Then- steamboats ccm:ld ·be •ssd Qn ------- rivers. 
3. more-c. no · differenaec. less·= a lot 
It· co~t ------- to travel and to ship goods after impr.ve-
ments were made. 
Peeple became interested in the way the river------- and 
-------· 
Baq steaunboat- land±ngs1 (pp.; 52-53). 
-cholJB·a- -andiDiderl±ne·-the-words -ul"',mra"W"es·-that~ 'lfigna of a bw.sT 
landint 11' the' ·can be f'ounct- :tn··bottrthe--read±ng--sect:bm and Fig11re 42. 
- dray's 
-what 
.. barrels· 
wareho•ses 
flatboats 
-tobaeco-
8 teataboat'IS 
· gnd:n -eleva~or:s 
workers 
r i ver 
stone paving 
Louisville 
catt-le 
bales 
boats loading 
****- LESSON I **** 
eHECK SHEET 
The-first -western- st"!!J!!b!at-
Par. 1. New Orleanzs; Pitts'b~gh 
ptr. "2. -Ch±e -and· Mississippi 
Par. 4. short runs to and 
· ·--from--New Orleans 
J?Oabt:tal peop-le · 
The Washington; made run !rom Lousvill_e to New Orleans and back; 
made H:fl ·-wth---ways;~5 ·-daylr; · s t.eamboa t building 
!fe need !or ateambeats 
1,~;-b.-,5,1 
Changes !:l:t~· the pasaing rears 
. ! 
"1. -.. leads; b. time 
? • a. deep; 'b. shallow 
}. a·;. l~s 
4. ~e and :tell 
Bu;y s tAlllbat 1andings · 
tobacco 
-· wbeat · 
barrels gzaind elevators-
!latboats river 
none pavinc 
Louisville 
cattle 
·bales 
boats loadinc 
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THE ··kMERICAN CONTINENTS t (pt; 50•5Z) 
1'h!·s ~Jtuc:tr·-ru±de --ha• ·bel!lt-diTi:ded into -rrve-· sec tiona .....trl.ctl are named 
Jet ··lik' ·-the secti-ons · in ·the ·textblJok.- ····1.'he stud)' -guide -will ·help 70u to 
·:timi -the important ideas in the reading. It will also help 70\1 to remember 
what· ,-.u· nne read. 
These are the directions you must .follsw fQr each section in order 
to--do- yn:r-best-:-
1. · 'Read -the -wentencee under the section title .t'irat every time. 
Do th:ts-·bef-ore·-·y-mr--readt- · --
2. React- ,!!!!rmr· llnlclr ~-the-· dii ecticns -te-1-1 7f111: -at · on, time. 
3. ·-etrocs-. ·the·-vords t ·o c-ompl-ete-the sentences a.t'ter reading !rem 
the"·· l±s-t at the· begil'liiinc··~- eactr exercise. 
4. Use-,..our-6-l osnr,y-· if yml\ neecl· to-- r±rnt· the- ~ng or a word. 
5. Answer· th-e- quest±on~· as- your· ~-leader- tell.- you to. 
I 
-6. J\t·-the·-lmd.'"tJf-the lessorl,-- when Joa, )OW" parther, and your 
1-ead-er-are·-sllre·· -that -all: ·-the· --w-ork--is --dcme · co1 i ee tly, ,u may 
·s-4f0Te--the' ·l-esson -with·' ·c--on ·the ·-mart -in -your- -book. -This means 
that the ' ork is Complf'be and Cptrect, and that 7ou llUSt t17 ve17 
hard to -get-credit -on ,.~ur chart. 
The : f±rrt-·weetern· .-t-.am-.oat, br. 50-}. 
Becin at "The queer-looking steamboat" and read as far as "vae neat-
tar dwlill trea.m•o 
r 
Cbchmati 
Mississippi 
B&WJid:ll·· 
UDbappi_-.-.. 
New O,.leans 
Missoari 
Pittsburgh 
excited 
afraid-
The--tint· we-stem- st-eamben wae called the -------· 
was-·-butlt ·:tn ±lr-1811• 
-------
z. From-·th±s- ~t,., it was to sail dnn the Ohio and-----
RiTer-; 
-------
3. People -were--ve17· ------- when they saw the ----
-------
.t'loating downstream. 
It 
***** LESSON I -~·MM (cont..-) 71 
Cont-±nue- reading-in· The· first western steam'boat !rom "The New Orlearus could 
not ~- beyond''" to- the· end·· of the s-eciJion. 
Missiseippi ·· Ri-ver 
short trips 
low··water 
Ohio River 
adventures 
fioods-
lo After-manr ______ ...,, ttle boat finally reached New Orleans. 
2. It had-been delaTed by-·-------· 
3. It ·made om.,. ·-------~- aroumt··New-Ofleans. 
4.· 1.'he-b-oat -ne..-er· returned ·"te -the • 
------------------
N.w- rea-ct- the- ntrt±on- Doubtful feople. (p. 50). 
Chewe- !rGJR this- list-· te comptete-: 
Loa±sri:lle 
three months 
Washington 
. Lw04'&1' 
omrwa,T fi~~bugh 
fort,T-!ive da,Ts 
Jefferson-
lc. The-_______ was the be>at that made people feel good 
about steamboats. · 
2. 'this boat made a-------- trip between New Orleans and 
Louisrlll:e o 
3. It Jll&de the_ trip in---------------· 
Read-·fronr "'fhe need .for steamboats" on p. 50 as .far as "a strong head wind 
1. From this list, choose and underline words or phrases that ·tell 
different·-wzy-s·--that· cz ews ·--.-s-ed to move bel boats upstream: 
-sri:tm· 
poled 
piled 
pushed 
brw.shed 
buh-whacfed 
towed 
rowed 
timed 
***** LESSON I ***** 
(conto) 
The neeG. for -steamboats ( cbnto) 
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2 o ·From -thi--s · :t:is1;--choo-se and Ghe.ck ~ v) .:the phrases .that ~ll ..why 
the-- crews- had- these diffieultie-:-
ili:gh ·-water 
low tide 
had-winds· 
~h tide 
no 1winds 
-shap.ow water 
3 o ChoO"Se' tftec-1lftll'l!ber- which-"1f'i:tl ~e -the s entel'lce correct: 
All -these ·trorrbl·e8 made a ··hlp 1Ipl' Ia eam -take ·-.:t l-east 
montlts·.; 
'l'he -need ~ "Stecmboats ~ (p o 51~ · colllll!it- 2) o 
------
Read from "The tille~ labor~ and expense" as far as 11the steamboat was the 
answer";, 
Frmh ·thi-s -l±st· -~oose·--and ·1DJd~·-the pi1rases -that -tell why keel 
boai• went out of use on the river, as far as oarr,rin~ trade was 
aone-erne-ct: 
·to• exci-ting 
to, expensin 
too .sln 
too-mard. work 
too 'ig 
too easy to tip 
Chancea witl! the paarln{· yea-ni (pp·o 51 a:nct- 52) o 
Rea;~-trem · 1tfear ily-yea~ as ·-far~-~erar-1lliU:i:tm-·-pal!lsengera" on p. 52. 
Cheoae werd.s !rolft. this list; ltrite 'Hlcrir: 
d:e-epeio 
little 
·mori 
a hallow 
reducett 
r:i:Terso 
-------
illcreased. 
less 
2 o steambeats ------- -the- cost of-- trawe1 and- !reicht. 
SteaJnbo,ts carried _______ -passengen -and -------
!reicht each ;rear o 
***** LESSON I ***** 
(cont.) 73 
Ccmttnue reading from "Some fine bcatll 11 as far as- "the-·riainl and tal'l1n«--
of·--tmr· waters"~ 
Cheo~re- the- crorreet-·answer-·for-·each- senttnce; Wfite in sentences: 
' 
1. steamboa'tJJ ~ed the ------- •f the people. 
habits--
2. Peopi.--who·-liTed along the riTer 1fanted to------- hn 
· tne-·riTer ·rose and··-fell.· 
forget woJ'lder 
--Boat steamboat' lamlings; (p-.; 52'}. 
Read-the-- first· para-graph• · Find -·fov:r- wol"'is beginning· with-k and. two 'beginniJlg 
with e which are Mlles of kinas of containers goods Dla.T be shipped in. 
Rnct' the- snomt-paracraph;o F.tll m ··the· ~ssing letters. 
Go .as were hauled to the wafe}louses in ci---s. 
--ara-m was shippeti·-in -s----s .. er-· b•----~ 
See hn· many-of these itema are ill aoth Figu.re 42 and Bus.r landins;s. Umier-
line those feuU: -in .. ltoth places• 
-rtumbeats-
flatbeats 
stone parlng 
drays -
barrels 
bales 
· wagons-
wareheuses 
uattle 
docks 
wheel-
barrows 
·SBAMBOA"T DAYS 
***** LESSON I '***** 
The-firs1t-vestel'!l~ 
Part I 1. New Orleans; 
· :3. excited; 
CHECK SHEET 
Pittsburgh 
·N- -Orleans 
74 
2. Missiesippi 
Part Il 1. ad.Tentures 2. low water 3. short rans 4. Ohio River 
-·Do~t;!ul --tf!!ple-
1. 'Walbi~on 
'Th!d ~ed !or •teamboap~ 
' ' .I ' 
Pari- I . 
Part- II 
Part III 
sai-led 
. •oleci ~l:ect---. 
h:l,!h Wf'ter 
low tiie 
hen·-w±mls 
too- exci:t±ng· 
too expensiTe 
-tUCJ·l ·]:ow 
·-etianJes--with ·th-e --passin« rears 
. . 
Pa-rt I 
1. shallow 
Part II 
+• ·ubits 
' 
-~ steanibeat laniings 
Part I 
2. reduced 
2. know 
3. 45 
too--Ju.rd. work 
toe -.ic 
-tl)O ss.r to tip 
3. more---more 
bcxes , ·-bales, -bags; bal:I els ; -~ks, crates 
Part II 
-· draJs; -sacks, barrels 
Part III 
warehe'llSes; paTed 
·Part IV 
steamb,.ts, nat'Doats; stone parlng, d.ra,., 'oarrels, wacorus, 
t! \ 
warehouses, aooks 
bulky 
car,oes 
eparmel 
defect. 
implement 
obstaole 
'j)±l'ot 
pn-grwss 
"Slirplus 
thriTing 
a am-
.. 
a father 
/ (bul ki) 
( ., / ) lCir ges 
-sTEAMBOAT DAYS 
GLOSSARY FOR LESSON II 
{Pp-~ 5~-54) 
·, 
of cre.t size 
. ·, ( ehd .1.): · - · deepest part of a bay or stream 
(d~ fek£) 
· {ini' ple ment)-
75 
(otf .tt k'l) somethin' that stands in the way or 
hinders · 
I 
·{pl ·lvt) 
(pret·rer~}· 
-('dt'-pi'U ) 
-" (thriT inc) 
e end-
lllO'rlng-·forward:; -a~cement 
.. 1ibat whic:h remaiN!! eTer what is 
needed} extra 
success!~; ~ng 
'PReNOUNCING KEY 
o hot u cup 
o home 
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STEAMOOAT DAYS 
-·*** LESSON II *** 
THE--AMERreAN CONTIN-ENTS: (pp• 53--54} 
Th±Ergu±ct~aeuers ·s-eTen--S"eetions-of·· the- ·steanl'uoat n&zy unit. Read 
cme-seotion comp-letei,-and- -caref11l::l:.r;-·tr.r to- remember all ~t you can. 
W±th yoar teanmate decide··-cm-tfte-··~ &1J8Yer-for- each- qa:esti~ for that 
realll- .nw-se'C't±cm- at- .- time--~ answer ·the- ·qu;estions .. for that-· •eetion be! ore 
cciug OIT;- When-the--errt±re- ·1~-::ht fin:i:shed-·-clteck-· pm:r- answers •r;ainst 
those-on-the- aawer sheet-. Find· ·the-· correct answers·-to any you may have haa 
··wrong 0 -s-core. -for·-you:r -team ·-when "the ·un±t· n ·--eompl-et-e--and correct. 
At- Nevr-·~1~, (p-• 53"). 
1. Why did New Orleans become the busiest river city during steam-
boat-~
St; Lou±sa meetirtg ·pl:aee-··of···r:l::Yer rcates; (po 5.3')-. 
1. GiTe reasons why St. Louis grew during steamboat da,TS. 
'Cine±rmati, (y. ~)}. 
1. What do yo~ know about Cincinnati• s trade during the years o! 
bus7 steamboat trade? 
Pittsbarp, -hr. · m. 
· · 1. Hmr--d±d:-ptttsbcngh-belp steamboat trade? 
other-places tnd:-' litt-le-·~ (p-• 5-3-h 
1. How did farmers on. little streams r;et their prod.uets to market? 
*** LESSON II *** 
(cont.) 
11 
1. · ·Some--of -the dangers ·-of steamboating and the duties -of'~e steam-
boat-J'?:lc'ts-f.l"e listed below;; Pllt-eteh one in the correct cohmm. 
-~'ting the channel 
bends irrr:i:~rs 
snags · 
judcing where water was 
~How or--deep·· 
cress em: 1 en~ 
· wtd:f.ting eh&Mels 
-finding where-sand bars. 
were !ormini 
· bt eaicing ap -~ -r±Ter ice 
-Duti"lm -c! -the -steamboat pilot 
1. J>eople who lived· alortg the rivers were concerned. with 
disadvantages of the rivera that ~oul.d not be cured. List 
all -of these-di-sadvantages- ·you v.m- remember. 
2. What ··happened t~ -steamboat -tNde -when the railroads came? 
3. What progress was made during steamboat days? 
78 
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-:-"** LESSON II *** 
___ received- pfCducts from the North and South by- steam'boat 
___ received··good'IJ"" by-- ~ea 
___ . ~5ent good8 up ·-the -Missinsippi 
ste Louis-; Meeting place of river- rontes-· 
et 
. . l. 
Cine±nnat±-· 
Pitts'b I:L.t"!h 
1 .. 
___ u:pper--:f-ftss±ssi:pp±· and-lower M±ssotui> valleys were settled 
rivers-in the·se vall:eys··venr t15e~ by- steamboats 
--- ., 
-r:i:ver and steamboat routes l-ed -to St. Louis 
---
---
sh±ppe-d-farm-products -
-most ·river -trade -with· New Orleans 
---
___ bt:I±-lt- steamboatS' and-steamboat- enr-nas 
--- sh:i:pped- mamrfactared good8 and- COZL oy- rivet' 
---
~al -f-rom ·nearby' ·111ines ·ttSed -as -ftte;J.. ·-on -many steamboats 
otlrer-·pl"aces- and" littl·e streams 
J 
1. used-flatboats 
---
---
ttiiretimes shifted cargoes to steambeate at larger streams 
Dangers of· neamboating· 
1., Dangers- of steamboating-
b~s in rivere 
-· enags 
cro8'8- currents-
shifting channele 
breaking up of river ice 
Du:ti-es- or- the steamboat pilot 
' 
locating -the·-cllannel 
judging-where-wat,r was sl\allow 
-or -d-eep . 
finding where eand bars were 
forming 
*** LESSON II *** 
CHECK SHEET 
(cent::"'} 
___ depth of water chan1ed 
79 
___ di:rection-in-whi"cb- rivers flowed forced roundabout routes 
___ · nox titenc rlTen-f~ -each winter 
___ lost -1'1I1Ieh- passenger· and- fteight trade 
___ .kept -trade -±tr·heavy and·irn:t.l!:y-"thjngs 
___ agriculture-a ~rr, ~ river trade grew 
___ western population increa~ed rapidly" 
.ao 
**** LESSON II **** 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTSg (ppc. 53=54) 
'l'bi:s- ra±de'·rill help· ymr-remember .. what- you- are-ro±nc to read in 
·' 
your textbook~ Bef'ore .. ·you" read ·each ·sect±orr .. look o~ the cra.stions 
listed -toT--that- "Seationo 'rhi'S'1fill~-he:lp ·-ytm -to ··kmnr1fhat -to look !or as 
pns.- rude. Then-read: "the .. ~cticm earefa:lly-· amt- tr,r to- r8'11em\Jer-wpa t you . 
read;;-- w±'th-·.)"0'1lr" team-- decide-on- the- -answers- te- th-e- questions- ~or that part; 
write·-ytrnl"'· answers. · ··'fo1:1r ieader 'Y±ll ·help -you .. aheck )Our answ,rs to see 
that-· they-are- correct;, When thrsection is- complete- and· cerrect continue 
with .. th-e-· n~ section as your leader directs o Your team ..-111 be scored at 
At New Orleans, (Po 53)o 
1 
At what city did most steamboats arrive? 
2 
~ew Orleans received some goods by rivero How did it receive 
other goods? 
:~·· . 
.3 
On -what·"di'1l .. ·New Or-l~· l±ve-? 
Sto Louis, meeting place of river routes, (Po 53). 
1 
What vas the second most important steamboat center? 
2 
Sto Louis grew with the settlement of two valley-so Name them. 
3 
What kinds et routes led toward Sto Louis or end.ed. there? 
Ciacilmati, ( p -o 5-3) o 
1 
During the years ot steamboat trade what was the ~cen -eity in 
;De -Ciie Valley? 
2 
·What id:nd -of -products -di:d: ·-cincitmati ship? 
3 
With what city was most of CincinnatiVs river trade? 
Pittsburgh, (po 53)o 
1 
**** LESSON II **** 
(cont.) 
How did Pittsburgh ship its manufactured goods? 
.. 2 
-Wimt··-ftrei- wa' fwMd -near- Pittsburgh -and:lme'd·-..1teamaoats? 
" 
other places and little streams, (p. 53). 
1 
81 
How d.±1l farmen~ who- ~ved-···on·- l:ittle-- streamr··shi:p-· ttreir- farm pr.ducts? 
Dangers or steamDoatin;, (~P· 53-54) • 
. 1 
What did. river pilots Bemetimes locate by the appearance or the water? 
"2 
What happened te many steamboats 'because Cllf obstacles in the river? 
3 
What- sonretimes destroyed boats besides !ires and bursti.Ds boilers? 
Later d!fs and wazs, (p. 54) • 
. 1 
--why were def~ ·-.r- rbel'8 -such ·-as different depths of water, 
crooked channels, and frozen riTers serious? 
.. 2 
What new development made the ·tro11blef e:C riTer trade greater? 
3 
What happened to the beats because they were •• slew? 
4 
What kind of trade did the riTers keep? 
5 
What happened to western population during steanilleat d.,-s? 
' 
' · 
At- New-·erieans 
lo New-0rleans 
2o by sea 
3 o l!l teatnltoa t trade 
STEAMBOA"T ~­
****LESSON II **** 
CHECK SHEEr 
St. Loute, meeting place of riTer routes 
1 o St o Ll)Uf~ 
2. upper Mississippi and lower Missouri 
3. -r±Ter-routes -and ·-steamboat routes 
Cincinnati 
10 y±nc:inna ti 
2. farm preducts 
3. -New Orleans 
other· plaoes and little stre&DUI 
1. t.T--tlatlJoat 
1>aqer..-·~ 'St-eantbeat±ng-
r. the chamrel 
2o many were los~ 
3. "breaking -up ·tlf riTer ice 
Later-· days: and· warr 
1. · liefects --ceul:d n•t be cured 
2. ·cvming -or -the -rrll~ds 
:3o Io-st--lllOl!lt---paeen-pr and freight trade 
4. trade in heavy and bulky things 
5o it increa.ed rapidly 
82 
.. 
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***** LESSON II llfll )( 111 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTS: (Pages-· 53->!f)-
Tlt±s--gtt±de-w:i:ll he'lp·-·,ycu-re..-'ber-the important ideas in your text-
book. :B.- sure· w fellmr·thee· d±rec't±ons--eanfttll.r. 
textbo~ 
2. Read·· enl:7 the part that the direetioru~ tell you. Tr7 to 
' remembwr·what· you read. 
3o Coaplet.e·· the-s-~ees b7 choosing words from the list at 
ttre- be-ginn:ing of the -~±-on-. 
4. Cheelc·-you:r-a~ers with y-our leader. If )'OU have any wrong 
fi-m:t- the- c~ect answer-. 
5. .A:ak-your-leJ;der- i f Y'Oll- need· help- with the- di-recti~ns. Your 
team -will -be -seored··'WhSt ·ttre l:esson -~1'1 ~1.--ete and correct. 
Section I 
Complete the-- ·s-entenc-ea·· using worde from· Ws list: 
steamboat 
st.liollb sea·-
1. More- steamboata arr±Ted·· at-· _______ 't;han an,ywhere else. 
_j 
2. New Orleans-· receiTed· farm products bT· -------· 
3. New Orleans -re·ee±vect· groceries-.. and- manufactured geoda b7 ----· 
4. New Orleans liTed chief'l.r •• --........ ----· 
Seet±on· II 
***** LliSSON II ***'** (cbnt o) 
Read·· St o I.ou±s 2 ·meeting -place -of ·-rl. ""Ver routes, ( p. 53). 
ri Ter- ·and- steamboa-t railroad 
Mississippi St., Louis 
New · Orlean. Missouri-
lo The second most important steamboat center was 
------
________ o 
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2o Sto Louis grew with the settiement o:r the upper------
-------
and lower nlleys o 
3o routes to Sto Louiso 
Section · III 
Cemplete the s-entenc:es us±nc werds from this list: 
coal farm 
-~! 
Sto Louis- New Orleans 
-mamrl'actured otl 
2 o Most - o:r G:irtcitmati-11-s riTer trade was-~ th -------
3o Pittsburgh· sh±pped mainly------ ~ods-c. 
-------
found near Pittsburgh replaced wood as :fuel 
on steamboatso 
Snt:hm IV 
***** LESSON II ***** 
(cont.) 
React-Other places- and-little· st~eams and I?angers of steamboating 
as -rar-as "eaptai:m:r --of' -stemn'Doats-"', (p. 53) • 
Copl.wte--the-wentnces ~~s !rem this lieta 
sud \tara· pilet 
·eaptaa · cma.-el 
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1. Farmers whe liTed near the little streams •till ued 
------
u--..Mp··their-· prodtlcta. 
2. The steaniaoat ------- ef"ien Iecated the ----......... -- b,r 
-the -appearance -f1f' · the-.ater, --and--he -a:tn---had·-te watch -fer -----· 
Seet±en- V 
Read !rom "There were thousand.B" (p. 53) te "They all sank quickly" 
(p. 54). 
riTer ice 
snap 
1. Amonc tile dancers feud. in the riTer were-------
------· 
2. Beats were •ometimee ieetnyed lt7 ------- and break1"1 
up e! -------· 
I~· 
Secti-.m-VI 
***il* LESSON II ***** 
(cont.) 
Read Later dal! and wan, (p. 54) as far as "seTeral months each 
winter". 
current 
·channels . 
1. Aulonc the defects •t the riTers were cr.oked _______ , 
· ·  :rewtdabout ·-.mt · frozen • 
--------J ------------
Section· VII 
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Read· !l"Ul"' lt'l.'he coming of the railroads" as far as " 1 Steam"Doat D&7& • 
1rel'ff"""ner", (y. 5h). 
passencer heaTT 
railread 
. :tre±-gtrt deCIJ&sed 
1. The------------ triwnphed ...-er-the-steamboat. 
2. RiTers-- los-t-11lUCh- --~ trade. 
-------------~ --------------
.3". Ri-renr-Opt-· tramr· m- -------th±Bgs. 
4. Western populatien ------- &urine steamboat days. 
Se-ct±.rr· l 
1. New Orleans 
2. steamboat 
3. 
.!!!!. 
4o steambeat trade 
Seet±.rr· II 
1. st. Leuis-
STEAMSOAT DAYS 
~ LESSON II ***** 
CHECK SHEET 
2. l.fississi~i; Missouri 
3. RiTer an;. steamboat 
S~tion IT! 
1. ·farnr 
2. ·Jff" Orleans 
3. unufactured 
4. Ceal 
Section· IV 
1. :tlatboabs-· 
2. pUet; channel; sand bars 
1. -sand·· bars; snass 
2. fire; : riTer ice 
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Seetin- VI 
Sect±~ VII 
1. railroad" " 
3. aeaq 
4. inerused. 
• 
*****· LESSON II ***** 
CHECK SHEET 
(cont.) 
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~te-
·-gnve 
pasturac• 
pra-irie--
stock 
a -diy 
i lsk 
I 
PRUBIE SErTLEMENTS 
~-i'eR LESSON III 
' .: ' (Pp. 55-56) 
(icu:l:-·t±-nt-') prepare 'laM. fer seed. 
' 
{~ -a -croup·-ef--~ 
> 
(~-tur~j--)- business -ef- ~~cattle 
bri" ri) large are-. of land ee"Yered with 
-tall, ·--cearse grass 
(stok) cattle 
PRONOUNCING KEY 
i ldfi u cup 
i fine 
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PRAIIflE SETTLEMENTS 
*** LESSON III *** 
"Thb tuid-e -·eoters fite -weetions\:Jf-the- Prairi-e -settlements UJlit. 
Read-- one-· s-ectbm · completelr anct carefully; try· to retlltmiber a·U that you 
coo With- your- teammat-e· --decide · em the- best an8Wer-· for- each· que,tien fer 
that- se.etien; write-~-answer. Then·· go-·· em to- the- next-frection. Be sure 
,-ou may llaTe had wront;. Score for yeur team when the unit is complete aJld 
correct. 
A 1tew kind of country-, ( p. 55) • 
I 
1. What do we call a lart;e area cOTered with tall grass? 
2. some·-ot---the-·f'Ofiowing charae te~s tics-describe -the prairies of 
s-outhern Iltino:ts; 1!1thers -des-cribe the prairies of northern 
Illinois-. Put· ea'ch- in- the p1 oper column!-
strips· of timber 
Prairies of southern illinois 
sur:rounded by timber 
lar~e prairies 
Prairies of l'lOrthern Illinois 
3. List three ways in which eettlers used land that contained 'both 
woodland. and prairie. 
4. List the follewi.nc in the order im which they were settled: 
woed.land and prairie; prairie land.,; woodland. 
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*** LESSON ill *** 
(cont.) 
i)'wjectious t o -the-· prairies~ (p. 56). 
1. -Early-settl:e-rs--fiad-"111&1'11"" ebjections to the prairies. Write an 
•bjection they saw to each of the fellowin~: 
. 
seil 
timber 
rumninc water 
winds 
fires 
sod 
1. GiT~ two characteristics of the smallest prairies that were 
settled first. 
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l. Settrere :ftJtmd·-s-ome ~-things about the prairies. Write the 
JOOd things they found about the following: 
soil 
crass 
water 
trees 
2. What fuel was feUJ!d on the sides of some valleys? 
Fires; (p. 56)., 
1. Give two ways of stopping a pr~irie fire. 
1. prair;Le 
PRAIRIE §ETTLEMENTS 
. ' . 
*** LESSON III *** 
CHECK SHEEr 
...;,;,;;;=· -
2. Prairies "l)f' ·· solllthelii Illinois Prairi-es- -Gf Auz thern. Il.liJloie 
8JI'Iall prairies 
s w 1 oa:mJed ·-by timber 
3. ha·d -t,imher for buildinc 
cultj;nted lad-
-llSed gnss ~--cra-zimc cattle 
-,•dlaad and prairie 
,Jai~e lalld 
Obj ee tioas -w--ttnr-e:airles 
1-.rp-; prairies 
·- crtrips of timber 
1. seil-- \rel.iev'ed-: lack-of- trees meant poor- soil 
~er-• anless they were elose to timber had no wood for 
lnrtidins-- or--.fuel·-
rumrl.ng-water•- iid Mt ·haTe water for stock· am; mills 
wimls'•- •o·· ~n~ ou- the · epeJr prairie frmn·w:J.nter wind 
!:tres-• f±ra- -swept---throu-ch-grass· in· late s wmner and autumn 
sed.-- did net haTe plns sui ted to "Dreakinc" thf tough sod 
MortD(-out~ 
1. bad-- bes1;·-nter- ~pply 
I 
I 
lterdered by hea"1est timber 
92 
I '-_;. 
~Nm *** 
CHECK SHGI' (coni.) 
Learains -seme--·poct- thinss 
1. •oil~- cet- btg· ~-from rich seil 
grass-• pod- fer-· pasture ad-baf 
. . . 
water-- plqty- flf water- tronr·shal,.lcnr wells 
' . 
·trees-- cr• from seed fer shade or windbreaks 
Fires-
1. beat-out- tttw· fl:amn . . 
plow a wide strip ef bare groUJWi to step the fire 
93 
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**** LESSON III **** 
This -gU:tde··rlll kelp· TOU- remember·wttat· y.u-are·· Pfng to read ill 
,...ar-·textbeor~ Befere- ,rcnr· reaa ·each-~eaticm-loor· GTer· ttte-·~s of 
senttmeeB"· listed-f'er--tbat ·-sectie~t•··· ··· Wben--~ ·haw--read -the -a-totion .r-u 
cwrtect statement;. ··B-e·lfUl"e''""'to··-read-....-ch ·section care:f'tfrly t.nd try te 
remember what· ywu--react. Write"·· the--aawer 1'011-· md·· ytnl!'"" tam-decicie ea, 
an-cheat- p:ra.r-amnrers · with-your-· leader-at- the- en«- of each-· :part. When 
--eacm --swct±-en ·-is ·compl:ete--and -correct continae ·--w±th --the- -miXt section as 
yellll' lealier "directs. Your team ·vill ·be -s-cored ·at -the -eni -of the lesson. 
A new-kind-o:f· cOUJltrr; (p-. 55) to· '*in- -any- dire-ction*'-;. 
Put-·the c·orrect letter-£rom-Colunm- II·-±n-the -b~ :m---Oobmm I. 
Coi'wlm I Col'tDIII'r II 
1. I;:arge ·areas --'Covered A. -~ prairie areas with 
- withr&SI Were- ··· stnps of timber 15 . 
2. In southern Illinois-- B• large-plateaas 
ttrere ··w~ 
c. small prairies surrounded 
3. In •rthern Illinois by-timber 
ther• were 
D. called prairies 
**** LESSON III **** 
(co,t.) ·· · 
FrcJm 1t'!'he},rai:rie-s-· ltei'e"' {p. '""$) . w "open prairies waited"'. · 
CoTUJm r 
1. The first setilenr-tooJc-
fanu that'-~e 
·2. Later settleri took la1al- -
- tbat-qs-
4. Farms that eontain•d both 
- woodland-and-prairi-e- had -
O!jections to ·~e prairies, (p. 56). 
Column-I 
1. ·--'fhe-·-pioneers believed· 
----- tnat-laek·of trees 
2. 
4. 
--:----~-prairie s-~tlers 
w~re close to tiMb~ 
they-had-·- -
·-In 1-.te· twnmer--or autumn 
- fires miibt sw:eep through 
the-·-- .. 
$. Settlers dii not haTe 
plns sui ted to the 
C0"1 wm 'II 
A. f1 weocil&nd 
B• near-r±Tera 
l 
C. timber for buildinc 
li1'Jd land for crepe 
n-. prairi-e- lam 
E. along the edces •r 
the timber 
Column II 
A. tall~ dry crass 
B. meant ~-soil 
C;. Jllade· the- soU rertUe 
D. for-a bock· and. mills 
E. no wood !or building 
or fuel 
F. touch sod 
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**** LESSON lli **** 
{cont.) 
Motht& oat; ·tearn±ug--some good th±np;- -Firerr, {p-• .$6--). 
Colwm I Col'UJII&It 
1. The smallest prairies that 
- -.... e!'e'"·~
2. Settl-ers ·found -pra-irie 
-so~l 
3. Prairie· grass 
4. Plenty-'0£-water was had 
5. 
6. 
7. 
· Coal was found 
-
Prairie fires were put 
-out 
A. yould grow from seed 
-on--p1 airie-t 
.t 
B. ·v-beating f-lames and 
plowing _  a wide strip of 
__ gl'C'und 
C. by digging shallew wells 
D. by g_etting water from 
the rlnr 
E. on the sides of valleys 
F. ·· -nad··-the ·best water supply 
and heaviest timber 
G. JllGl"e fertile than forest soil 
H. made good hay 
PRHRIE--5ETTLEMENTS 
**** LESSON III **** 
CHECK SHEET 
A--new-id:nd. of coUBtrz to "in any directienn. 
1. D. 
2. c. 
3. A. 
From "The prairies were" to "open prairies waited". 
1. A 
2. E. 
3. D. 
4. c. 
ObJections to the prairies 
1. B. 
2. E. 
3. D. 
4. A. 
5. F. 
M~ out; Learning some good things; Fires 
1. F. 
2. G. 
3. H. 
4. c. 
5. A. 
6. E. 
7. B. 
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PRAIRIE SE:l'TLEMENTs-
H-)HH} LESSON III ***** 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTS: (pp. 55-56.) 
··'l'h±s"- &uide will ·n-eip ··you· renrsrrber tihe :bnpoz t;ant; irl:eas in your 
textbook. Be ·-sure ·-to ·f ·.-111nr ~e .. diree tions oarefu:ll.y-• 
1. Read the sentences ,you are to complete before you read the 
textbook. 
2. Rearnly',he part that the directions tell ,you. Try to re-
.r. 
3. Compiet:J the sentenaes by underlininc one of the choices follow-
inc-· each-- sent·enee. 
4. Check-yw;r-~ers with your leader. If yeu have any wrong 
find-the-- corz eet · answer. , 
5. Ask-your·leader if'-70U-need-help·-wtth-the directions. Your 
team will be scored when the lesson is complete ~d correct. 
Sect±on I 
Reaat A new-kind-of· country, (p. 55) to 11in any direction". 
Underline t~ correct-· a-mrwere 
1. A large area covered with tall grass is called. a 
plateau 
prairie 
plain 
2. In southern··IllinGiw· ~e prairies were 
small and- S'OJTCiunded by timber 
large--wi!thcat; · a~ timber 
large with strip' of timber 
***** LESSON III ***** 
(cent.) 
3. In·· northern- Il.linois the prairies were 
small arret- surroa,ld.ed by timber 
large-wi:th--rlrips of timber 
large without any timber 
Section--II 
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Read from "'l'he praiJ"]:es were a new ld.ndtt (p. 55) to "open prairies 
waited". Underline the· correct answer. 
1. The-- first settlers took farms that were 
all Y08dlanct 
~rt woodland and part prairie 
all prairie · 
2. Layer settlers took farms ·that were 
all prairie-· 
~ weodland and part prairie 
~ lnJOd'lamt· 
3. In· the end settlers eeuld get ct:nl.y 
all wo-cdland· 
part wecdland. and part prai.1"ie 
all prairie 
4. The -farms tha-t had w~dland and prairie had 
ne · p~ecti-orr from the weather 
beth-ti.mlper and farm1and 
a ~oor w;ter supply 
Section-III 
~-Ht* LESSON III ***** 
(cont.) 
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Read Obj-ections to the prrlr:t-es-, (p. 56-). Underline the correct answer. 
1. 'fhe pinoeers believed that lack of trees meant 
cood soil 
povr- wat-er· supplr 
2. Ullless prairie settlers were close to timber they had no means of 
building 
t~G>rtation 
eanxing-a living·· 
3. They-di:fll: -nc-r na-ve -a -~od s apply- ef- ratndng · water meeded for 
irrigating the crops 
hous,hold use 
stGC'k and- mills 
4. In the late swmner and autumn there was danger of 
hurricane 
nood 
5. Prairie ~ettlers did not have plows suited to 
big crops 
tough sod 
Section IV 
Read. Mov±ng- out, (p .. 56). Unaerline the cor~ct answer. 
1. The smalle·st· p-rairies· that were settled first had 
-l go-od water- supp-ly- and little timber 
---- l±tt·le-water- and little timber 
good water supply and heavy timber 
Boston Univar&itVo 
School of Education 
LibrarY. 
Secbien V· 
***** LESSON lli ***** (cont.-) 101 
(p • .56) te "digginc shallow wells". 
Underllne---trre con ert answer. 
1. Setti:en-·n - the- prairies cot 
big-~-!~ rich soil 
i 
b±c··ervps-· !rem poer soU 
-,mall. ·ureps -!'rmn poor soil 
2. Praili:e·- peaS'S 
CG"Ud not be used at all 
matte·· co••·-h.,.-
eeuii·-b-e--'1mri- ..:Ly- as fuel 
3. Plen-t;y- of water was ha<i frem 
j 
Jlearby rivers 
shallow wells 
Secrti:wrr VI 
Read·· from "People learned that" and Fires, (p. .56). Und.erli!le the 
cez rec t;- &Dsw er. 
1. People- learned thf.t trees 
could-not·grvw ·•n prairies 
grew-·· .frmrr· seed· on- prairies 
--grew- to snail -size ~ prairies 
2. In the valleys the settlers feund 
iron 
ceal 
geld 
Boston Univar~ity. 
School of Education 
Library 
• 
***** LESSON TII ***** (cent.) 
3. Prair±e-fi~s were put olit by 
spraying· with· water 
· smethering -wi:tb.·- b-lankets 
beating flames and plowinc grcund 
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Section I 
2. 
***** ~ESSON Ill ***** 
"CHECK SHEET 
3. l!rp-with -stri-p• ef timber 
· Section II 
1. all· woodlantt 
2. ~art woodland and. :part prairie 
3. all pra±rie 
-4. both timber and farmlarui 
Seetien I~I 
1. poor eeil 
2. ~~ 
3. •tock and mills 
4. fire 
5. tough sod 
S-eet±on· IY. 
1. r;ood. water suppq and heaq timber 
Sectnm V 
1. bi.' creps !rem rich soil 
2. maQ.e c•od hay 
I 
3. -s-hallow wells 
Sectiw:u VI 
1. crew frem see« ·en prairies 
2. en:l 
~
3. ~eatiJl; names and plewing greuad 
I 
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bttlk 
~onque•t -
moli-boara 
preeperity-
reaper 
sapl:inp 
"S'Clrllr 
sed· 
-threshillg 
Taeant 
- ate- 'i· a 
a at e 
a r are 
PRAIRIE Si'l'TLEMENTS 
GLOSSARY FOil LESSON IV 
(Pp. ;6-58) 
('D1lit:) 
-. 
the maill part 
I (lf~nt kw'ht}- rlctox' 
,. 
tmn(-b~ the-catting-J.arte ef plne 
~ l'"'J.-1 ti. 7 IJ1lCJCttn"'' b. . Jak:i,ng Melley 
-
<-rll>' -er) --a --machine fer a..tting Dd 
catherine erepe 
(~~) ;reunc tnJes-
·{akoar) ----w·-cl-an lt7 hard·-rubbiBg with 
~ane ronp aterial, as sand 
104 
(s~}- the CI assy ~-}Wer ef the seil 
· (t;ht~t{-~7 ·beathtc ~--:trem the husk 
' 
..lv 
-{-va ·D:nt ) 'lDlOccupi--ed; •et in wse 
·PReli@UNCING KEY 
-tie i ~ - cftct- "\i USe .. -
~--- i it - -.- -step-· u bus 
. 
..... ~ 8c • tuna 
PRA.IIUE SETTLEMENTS 
-*** LESSON IV *** 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTSg (pp. 56=58) 
Fe~tees; ( p., 56)., 
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Read-th.- se-ct±on-Feneea. Find the phrases- iD· eo-lUIIIIl II which, when 
match-e-ct-·w±trr· a phrase in- Column I, wti:l ~ke a t~e statemeat. Match 
a letter "from Col:Ullll'l II ·to -th-e-numbers· -m Column I. 
Column--- I Colwm IT 
"1.. FeMes-; prote·c.rtect Ao t4Juber or- fe~c•s 
2 .. Timber-was needed B., bt asinf wire feBQes 
3. Few- farmers · owned· c. i:rriga tion ~es 
4 .. The problem was solved D., b~ tho'e who neecied fenaes 
E., efops frem cattle 
Fo hemes frem India•s 
L\lllber, PHim 9 -and Cennnarcial Farmin(i (pp-o 57 and-58}. 
Read- thes-e-secticns-earef'ttllr. Writ-e- the· answers · t.-the-· qu~stieu 
wl.th yeur partner; discuss them., Check as before; seere whe:n cemplete 
1. Th~·-need -f-or ·-l:mnber·1m-the prairie and the wa1B in which the 
problem-was- met-- are stated on p. 57., 
a.. stat·e·--the--probl"em 
b., Tell -two 11!aj"cr-ways--i:t -was -solved 
c. Tell how transportation pl~ed an impertant part in the 
story of lmnber -!or the prairie., · 
2., Three·· different·· materials· fc;,r- p-l:ews- were-used·· en· the prai:ft·.· 1· 
a., Name· thenr· in the order- in· which the,Y' were used and. 
discarded., 
b., Tell wh,Y' each were out its ~e!ulness. 
*** LESSON IV *** 
(conto) 
.3. · What -was-the ·ueatest handicap to the farmer's sueeess.tul 
market±nc- ot· his--preduet?-
4. What -ll'aS- done- te- remedy" the·· situation? 
5. List- the-im:PI• v ements ra±-lreacts-·bre~li tv--the-prairie. 
6. Tell how inventions affected prairie growth and in what way. 
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• 
Fe11.ees 
Lllllber-
Pl ... .-
1. E. 
2. D. 
3. A. 
4. B. 
1. a • 
. b. 
c• 
PRAIRIE' s~s · 
.... §? 
*** -!f!:SSON ·-n *** . 
~!CI - SBJSET 
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2. ·a.- · weeden1 cast-iren; ·-.M-.teel- plwa 
b. · weodert~es-·weuld- net tant the---8WIIl;-oet•iren··OZJ,ea get sticlcy' 
·wi-tll prairie --seU J ~eel·-el'les -a·coured i;be~UelTes ani 
were satistacter.r ; used UJltU replaced b,r •ddner;r. 
Cellllll8rcial Fuming-
3. ereps JIIU8t be hauled to market; f'amer ottea bind.ered b,r 
· ~ mcn~V -dirt--roads 
4. ·canals were 'bu±lt; ·ta.e· ·comldBed vith-1unJ et riven helped 
f'a:rmetii "llellr'Chi-cap-
-- the 'builcling ef' ·raUl'Oads was the first Jaelp receiTed b,r 
:tarmen living ·-f-ar· -from-Chi-cago-
5. railroads -..;rvapt ach-...tect- ltDilter aa.t· •chiner.r to the 
- prail"i-e-·· 
-
--..,Mtla..;e.+.y,_-. can :Lat-...,-gra:bl te-- be- ,tored. Dtil shipped to ether 
parte -.-f·--ttte-· oeaatr,.· · 
. thia •NJit·-buildiq - abippiag stati-ons 
it alJe meant tkat uuccupied places in the prairie ceuld 
- - ---- i.Jdaabiteci 
__ ._ ... inventins-lledt -that ~re crain could be precluCMKl 
-ttna··oauaed·-pwJTOlati-cm -to inerease 
--
-tbi8 ··eratH -Ul'e · clelaJld .. fer· cra1n 
---thi-s ···AUBell··pri:ees ·to riwe 
the taraer became aere ud mere prespereus 
-- 1 t helped to br:l.rsc abeut the conquest et the prairie 
• 
' 
• 
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PRAIRIE ·S~l'$EMEfn'S 
l 
**** ,.!WIQI IV **** 
This- 8 taq gaitie ·'rili ·lrelp-·7'"J"-rlth· tile· last· f~ antieu-· ef the 
Prair:te-Settlemeata· UJdt·. Reaci accercliJit·to-tlre··tireati..- fflr-· each aectiea, 
••ct•e··upmt· yeur- arunrenr·1 amt gtn tlrenr·· as ~- Cl'Wir lACier- c:lit1tcta. React 
ca~ and werk hard te be able te cet JC)ur Q aoore as aMR •• peasib1e. 
F eJIC88"; ( Jf• 56-}. 
Read- t-mr enti:re- aecrtiesr. · Frem the list be1n, cheose the verda to 
cempl~e the- 'enteeea- et · thbr· pa:rap ap!r. · 
... 
etupa 
wire 
lbnteck 
trMa 
··iJ±ch 
timber 
ditchea 
Pra±rie taz Dtal'B ·needed-· fences ·to- prvbect · 'their--------· 
ecaue-tlae!'e were ... -------• Setae- -flmli6l'CJ tried to make 
fe..-f1"8lll-_______ r etnra tac-________ . • The 
prelt1elllwas se1Teci eD1.7 whe• ------- feuea OUle iato use • 
. LlDiber; · (p; 57). 
. 
Find · the- p!lrue iD the· ricllt hod· e.-1aa which will •tch a phrase 
·m---tu left-ilamt cellmm, making a ·pod statemeat. 
1 • . Prairl.e.~-s.et.~ --ne-Heci a. Wiaconsill· and. Micldcan 
lumber fer 
2. EKrlT heaes ··1Rtl'd"-'butlt ef b. llle!l . .trom New Bngl.&Jld 
.3. LWiber u.• te be cut •• tar c. briek• and atene 
"BaT &"8 
4. The._ iUilber out_ ia winter was •• houses and barna 
.nea.ted _.awn w e. New Yerk aDd Maine 
5. MalJ1" 1\Dlber camps aK- atlls 
- f. Lake Micbipn 
were RDH b7 
I• aap11Dfs ·a:u aca 
•. 
•• Lumber, ( p. 51 ) • 
~ LESSON IV **** (cont.) 
React frvm· 11The preducts .,r the lumber mills" to the end of the 
•ecrtin·, ~ anci mere". 
Cutplete-· tlre8e- sentences~· · 
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The · l'IDilber-fronr th~ ~mrthern- ferests- wu- taken-· by· bvat te tile ci: ty 
of • Tlrls--a±ty·waa- called· t.ne-· n- to 
------------- -------------
the pra±rie". 
------ in- IUinois anci lumbering ~ ----
·and ------·hd:.ped --each ·-.th-er to grow. 
P1ws, (p. 57). 
Reatt--'the--enti·n--aecti-en-• 
At tlle-lef't ts- a list of the kimbr of pl-- veci-by-prairie tamers. 
At tlle · ri-cftt 1• a 11-st cd phrases descrt'td;q- tkeir unf\tllless. 
' 
Choose ~ phrases !rem the richt land list te 1• w1 th each werd. in 
the left- l!atld· list-. 
1. wooden 
2. cast-iron 
3. steel 
a.. i!Jest· -type 
b~ tanly"·-brokeJol ·on -roeka 
•· -pr.±rie- dirt stuck easil.Y te 1 t 
~. seldom-Uited ' 
•• -auld-·1J01; -cut · prairie sod 
·-t. -better·- than .....t; but-·qt best 
C• breught by settl-ers 
ll. a co urad thell8el-ves in pl'airie soil 
Cemnrercia·l Farmil!(", (pp-; 57 aM- 58·). 
Read· frem- ~tETe-· af~ ~lera-• to "with 1icht wacens "• Find the 
mat·ch±wc pkraaea··fer--taw-left•h:&M- aelumn: 
1. To preeper, a ceJIIIUl"'ri:al 
. fa,riler must 
2. He al18t nn 'ear 
3. Mu.Y rumera li 'rlJtc •ear 
e•uch were .topped. b7 
•· Chiease 
b. IJ1IIidT ~ reads 
-e. B\tffalo · 
d.. haul pod.s te tarket . 
e. d.lUIIp crah at the reatiiie 
. -
• I / .. 
**** LESSON IV **** (cont.) 
Read ·~ •lt waa--u · eld sterT"'; (p. 57) to "2700 miles ef them 1R 
l<t·,ea:ra•;, {p. -58}. FiDd the matollinc phrases fer the le!t-lwul 
..-1-..r·· 
1. Preaperit1 fer the farmer 
ciepnect- ..-
.. .. better-~s 
2. Farm~ l±ri.Dc near tAe-
""• 
lm±ld±ng of railreads 
~·t~ay citywere helped 
brt¥ cr. better-transr•rtatiom 
3. ·Farmer• liTing -far away- ·£-rem de \nri::hi:hlg of fieur Jlill.s 
Chie-.c• bad • help until 
the •• eanala ana rivera 
N.-· read-!:r-m · "'l'hey-rarr· !rem- eh±aqe-tt te- Jtkept pace with railread. 
build::btg*, (p-. 57). FiDd- tbe-~~atehing- phrases ,_s 8efere: 
·1. ·-Te--the , prairies, the ra±l ... ... sly.ipping stations 
rnctrbreapt-· · 
.... empty-¢:a\'es 
2. ·Fnm -tt.J.e -prairies, the ~1 ... 
nnr carriF- haok. · ~. llllllbef aDd machiBe:ey 
). Th±s'~matte- a- Reed- f6r aelf-- d. canals aDd. boats 
4. Because -of -~tl--ba:il«ing; e-. people 
tke jr&iti'ie hai leas 
f. cerii and whea\ 
Begin- te leH n -•.A:t--tb aame ·tfae- better reapera•----.t· !~Dish th~ 
' 
sectieB. Cheese ene cr.Up ef ~•ris from these te .ake the aeate•oe 
- ~ 
cer.reat: · 
1. cera and. barley 
11herl· allli barl-e7 
c·en aJI4 ·wheM 
-barl.:ey and. com 
110 
Th .... leatinc· c"J)e · ef"· tlt~- pra±r:te · _,re -------· ChCDoee 
ldp facee 
---·~ 
mere luaber 
~ railreatis 
The · tmJqUesi; ef 'the· prairi-e was· -made · plllssi'bl-e ·-by -----..-----
lll 
PRAIRIE §E'fTLEMENTS 
**** LESSON IV **** 
·.i 
0BB<M SHEET 
-creps; --t:ill'Hr; -- trees; ~; -ditches; !!!:.! 
1. d.o 
2. ,. 
Plns· 
zazd::!!s 
P••raif.l FU'Iftil&1 
1. •• 
t. •• 
'· lt. 
1. •• 
2. •• 
'· -.. 
1. •• 
2. t. 
': ~: 
3. -~ h • . t. 
s • •• 
a ••• -.. . -r. 
1. ·nra and. wheat 
2. HW uOh!lierz:J 1Unf railreacll J hilh pri••• ( an,y eN.er) 
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PR:URIE ·§P;'l'TLEMENTS 
***** LESSON IV ***** 
THE AMERICAN- CONTINENTS: (pp. 56-·S~-) 
Tti:t3" study· guide· will help yva· with-the last fmir s-e-ct±ons of the 
113 
unit · Prairie- Settlements-. You are·· 1;o··work- as- before-:, reading the questiou 
fil"§!; dohxg the-reacl±ng--ass±puaent -seeond-; and- atiS'R'el"ing- the· -questions 
thi:rW:-. Use- the-·Jlossary-· whenever· you ne-ed· ±1i·; check your· ~rs with your 
crcnlJT" l•aer-af'\;er each read.inc assignment. Work carefully to 'et your£ 
A. Read:- the·se~on Fences, (p. 56). Complete the statements by under-
1. Prairie- farmers-· needed- fences- t-o- protect· {homes-; S'tfck, creps). 
2". Fenaes-·were·a ~blem- because- (-men, trees, cnps') were scarce. 
3. Finally the use of (soi, wire, clay) fer fences teok care of 
""the-· problem • 
B. NIIW··-react--the·--paragz aph -begimrl:ng - "Ano tlher grea1; 1teed 11 • Cemplete: 
1. Wood; was-· also- needed for- (fa-ctori-es-:, h.uses, stores ) • 
2. Early·· settlers-used (saplincs-, bricks, beards) fer- lmilding. 
c. Rea¢ frem "The crewing demand" to 11New England or New York". Complete 
th-e·· sentences-: 
1. Lumber··hatt·to-· be- cut · as- far--away- as-- (Ma±ne:, M±chi:pn, New York). 
2. -I:•nml!Jer-·-cut-tn ·'the north woKs was floated down riTers to Lake 
(Ontario·; Michigan, Erie) o 
3 o Men wh~ OWDed lumber camps and mills in the north woods came 
"f1"'8Jil tHew ""York, Vii ginia, New England, -New- Jersey-). 
D. Read· the-l.asti ·paragraph· i n- the-· Lumb~ section;, Answer the questi~ns. 
1. -Boats carried the lumber from the north to (Buffalo, Bost~n, 
Chi cage-}·• 
2. This city was called the (door, eperdng, ,ateway) to the prairies. 
.! 
• 
***** LESSON IV ***** 
(colllto) 
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The early pl"itirie farmers 1ISed -th-ree~ -of ·plows, those made of: 
Stee-l-
In·-th±~· list-place ·a W before· phral!fes th:at"· are- about· a wooden plew; 
C hefcre-anything about a cast~iron plow, and S before anything 
about- a ~eel plow. 
__ easily broken· cm--roclcs· 
_ prairie d±rt-· stuck--to -±t 
brought by the settlers 
neTer ~-
--
--
"C"01lld---not-cvt--prairie sod 
__ ·better~ -wood., not best 
sc~red themselves ill 
-- pra±rle-snl -
F. Ryad the first paragraph in the section C.mmercial farming. Complete 
the--answers. 
1. Prai.rle farmers -had·t-o · :get tlleir crops to a (near'b,- villa~e, 
large-market; seaport) to- Make· moneyo 
2. -This was difficult because of (bad roads 11 bad winters11 bad 
workers}. 
G. Read -from-· "it--was-· an- old- 'tory", (p. 57) to "2700 miles of them in 
16 ,-ears-"; (p-. .58-)o Comp-lete- thes·e~ 
1. ·-Th-e fartner---needed -{better· cz ops9· better mills 11 better transpei"-
tation7- to·· be · abl:e ·to-· make"· money- on- his"· crepso 
2. · ·-FaTMerS linng· near "Chi.-cago ·-were --helpeci b7 (roads, wagons 11 
canals-and:-rlTers} to- cet-their-crsps-to·-markero 
3. Farmers living far away :from Chicago ~ot no help until (the 
Erie _ Canal., . the.. Pony Express.,. .. tha. Ra.i.lrcad} . was.. de.veloped. 
that teLls samethimg that helped- in the conqueet of ·the prairie. 
---- inyenti-on ·of threshers 
-
~-prices for grain 
__ prairie · fires 
__ invention of reapers 
__ buildilllg of railroads 1i t tle lumber 
--
Fenee·s--
11.5 
PRAIRIE SE'l"l'LEMENTS 
***** LESSON IV ***** 
CHECK SHEET 
A. 1. crops·· 2. trees 3o wire 
B-. 1. he uses 2. sapl±ngs-
c. i. Mich±gan· 2. ·Mieh±gan 3. -New York, New Enclanti 
D. l.. Chi:q;p 2. cat way: 
S best-kind· never-used-
--
C prairie- -urt· sttck ·tc- it C ·better-than wcod; not best 
W broulbt by settiers S sceured themselves in 
--prairie sell 
G. 1. better transpqrt.ation 2. canals and rivers 
3. railroad 
H. CP inTention ·etf t-hreshers 
--
prairie -fires-
CP building of railroa•s 
CP high-pri~s for grain 
~ invention ef reapers 
little lumber 
STElMBOAT DAYS am:t-PRtiRIE· ··S~ 
TEST 
I. i:~;:;e u!!~~::~::,. ll:;:.usinc words from this list • 
. ~ 
1. 
·greater 
New Orl~ 
-·-inez eas~d· · 
faster 
decreased 
dower-- . 
2 . ... -t .. llt6161botW were :Lnpreved thv· ca:rzied 
.1...-anc:t:.a-· · · ' time-.n -ear--=n~er~bo-a"!"'ts • 
. . 
3. · ··steamboa't'l!l the cost of passenger 
tftftlo-amt--freipt ebiil'ges . .. 
·4.. Western population during steamboat 
-----~-daTs. 
n. Complete the senttnces below using words from this list. 
~'~ _,. 'lde a- ,.o:a:d old:r ~· 
1. 
depth 
railroa4s 
····~
~annel 
fiat boats 
Sallcibans 
-~----- Wel'e .. meTed ~~ pol._•, cu.n, ropes, ud 
nil:~; 
., •. - Ri"t"el'-travel:··waa bard:-because the of 
· water-~tt· ·m:rt.tnrkep t the same-;-.. -------
4. Because of the¥" speed the ------- took trade 
away fr,m the 'teamboats. 
~ 
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STEAMBOAT DAYS ·-and -FRA.I-RIE ~ETTLEMENTS 
TEST 
(conto) 
III. Ead! -of· -the £-cllowing statements teB:s somettt;ng about 
·'"fte"···ofw-these· -etti~ New -Orleans; · -st. -f,~ , · Cincinnati, 
Pittebaxch·•· Pl:aee··NO befoxoe the sbateme!rli ·if ~t applies 
to New Orleans, SL if · it applies to St. Louis, C if 1 t 
· -·applies-- -to- ·Ci:neimm:ti, -pd. P-±f·-±t -.pp-li-ew·-to Pi ttaburg)l. 
1. btts±est -~eamboat center 
2. coal · found-near-here-· 
3. meet±ng ~of·· steaxnboat ·trau-md:·et•an trade 
) 
-4. ~- crew·-w±th--the --e-ettlement of the upper Missiseippi 
and-··lcnrez-Missow=i ·valleys-
5. drew" cm··farnr--trzde-·oi'" ·t-bf Ohio Valley 
6. _ shipped manufactured goods by river 
IV. Amswer-the- fo-llowing -qaestions• 
1. What-··dcr· we· ca-ll a··la~ area- covered wi;Jih tall grass? 
2. List the following in the order in whic!'l they were 
Bl!tt-1-ed'f ··prairie _p ·'""'n70'Cfl:an; · ·1f0otiland -and: ·prairie. 
3. What kind of fence solved the problem of the prairie 
settler? 
4. What kind of plow was best suited to the touch prairie 
sod? 
ll7 
STFA.MBOAT DAYS and PRAIRIE SETTLEMENTS 
TEST 
(cont.) 
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V. Matcit· ·the par lis of sentences · irt Columns I and II so that 
you have correct statements. Put the correct letter from 
·· -(}oi1m1n II-±n· iihe blank spa~ -of' Column I. 
I II 
1. Prairie settlers- ·believed A. Mieh~gan -~ Wisconsin 
that lack of. trees 
B. meant poor soi1 
2. Prairie settlers had 
-- plenty-· of ·w.ter by Co by railroads running 
' through · Chicago 
3. Lumber f'or the prairie 
- settlers· was shipped from Do digging·· shallow wells 
4. Themai~ -diffieulty facing Eo getting their products 
the prairie farJ!lers was to ·market 
5. Goods were finally shipped F. by river steamboats 
----- to and from the prairies 
• 
STEAMBeA'r DAYS ·and .PRAIRIE SETTLEMENTS 
TEST 
ANSWER SHEET 
I. 1. ··New Orlean~ 
2. greater; faster 
3. decreased 
4. inereased 
II. 1. keelb-oats 
2. channel; sandbar~ 
3. depth 
4. railroads 
n:t:. 1. NO 
2. p 
3. NO 
4. SL 
5. c 
~- p 
IV. 1. prai-rie 
2. woodland; woodland and prairie; prairie 
3. wire 
4. ~teel 
V. 1. - Bo 
2. - D. 
3. -A. 
4. - E. 
5. - c~ 
~~9 
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THE GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
There is an old saying, "Variety is the spice of life." 
As we start our new unit, we are going to add variety 
and, we hQpe, some spice to our learning. We are going to do 
something differentl 
As you look at the team line-ups on the board you will 
see that there are changes. The groups are larger this time, 
and many of you will be working with different people than be-
fore. That is variety for youl 
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There are good reasons for these changes. First, the new 
work will be 11idea11 work. Now, if two heads were better than one 
for finding facts, perhaps four or five heads are better for ideas. 
Since the groups are large, we shall give ever,rone a chance 
to act as secretar,r once during the unit, but everyone must wear 
his ltidea hat" every day. Let's see who the best thinkers are J 
Do you know what I think? I think you' 11 all do well as 
you work in this new wayJ 
QUESTION WORDS 
Ao THE SEVEN ·QUESTIO:t-J WORDS USED BY :fl,EPORTF4l8 
1. WHAT? or 2. WHIQH? 
Materials 
Crop'8"- · · 
· Indus tfi-es 
~~graphic conditions 
Natural refrources · 
Size or- shape 
Relationship 
Reasons-causes-purposes 
Events 
Steps 
Us-es 
suiut;ions 
Possi'bilities 
Resources 
Changes 
Conditions 
Effects 
People 
Places 
Procedures 
Methods 
Sldlls 
:t:nveilti~ 
Dfecoveries 
Oceupatione 
Laws 
Custo.ms 
Praduets 
Prop-ess 
3. WHY? 
Happened 
Made 
Collected 
Affected 
Discovered 
Changed 
Heard 
Shown 
Reproduced 
Grown 
Used 
Planned 
·Built 
Manufactured 
~earned 
'Felt 
CoMtructed 
Traded 
Leo ked 
4o HOW? 
Accepted 
·Successful 
Needed=necessary 
Useful 
True 
Important 
. Changed 
Exchanged 
Named 
Called 
Trled=underta~en~begun 
·Done 
Difficult-hard=dangerous 
Think 
Settled 
Came 
Went 
Built 
Cepncerned 
Irll"ented 
Aceompliehed 
Brought about 
Traveled 
Influemeed 
Governed 
Controlied 
Conununi.cated 
Compared 
Helped 
Lived 
Furnished 
Taken 
Known 
Contributed 
5o WHEN? 
6o WHERE? 
7 o WHO? 
B o OTHER QUESTION WORDS 
lo CAN? 
2o IS? or ARE? 
3.. WAS? or WERE? 
4o DO? DOES? or DID? 
5. HAVE? or HAS? 
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CALIFORNIA 
· impvrtant -tcr Spah·-..nr· baad:I"ed:s of ··years- ·a·p-;,· · Spa-in felt that 
Cal.ihrJI:ia ireipH·her"·irnge fint o-f ·sa±l±ng-·Tesels·-t}}.at naaeG. 
tke world: frmrr ker--own ·a-oor- ·1ro ·A-sia and -ba-ck. The Spalp.eh kiRcs 
-ad· aoewa&ed· settlenrents there·-eal:l-ed ·misaioRs• -Thelia lla.cl been 
· - "lll&lie--by -pri-.s1ss ·-.mi- their ·aelpers ·who-went---to H:Te amonc the 
-Ttre--- ndsaions --.mt· • the1 ·-settletnenta '"lf'ere ··all -en --,r aear "\he 
\ 
· eoath:wr•··-ewnt··-ef- ·-cai±f·orm:a. · Les· ·A-ncem··amt- San ·F'ntleisc• were 
rt--?an Franeieeo-were-·· foaaded. -:t.n ·-the Ter7 year ·that -the English 
colords ts be&u-the±r fi&ht -fwr--:tmtependence-. 
· &anlens. ·-s-ome -of--them- predaeed ·wlives ·-amt -elances; ~ome were 
I 
irri&a tedr ·-scme--en ·-th~- uplmtd -sl-opes ·-produced -wheat ·ud · barle7. 
L"±fe --m· earir"Cal±fln"D±a -was a ~-fl:eat±on·lJf· ltle ·:f.-n· ~terranean 
lallU", bat without ·-the ·-batti:~s ·--of th-e 'long· -wa-rs ·that--were alwa.TS 
beiac feught in Europe. 
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THE GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
- -. - (Pp. 59-65} 
PRONOUNCIATION LIST 
bluff 
ceased. 
conuneree 
deposi\s 
drai11ace 
dredged 
iugout 
fertile 
frail 
cravellT 
launched 
ore 
palisade 
produee. 
prosperity 
slaughtering 
tte ~ bl' 1 • l'lll.1le 
'ft 't -~- - · ~ b!t 
r .. ar ~ h~ 
b'e'rch 
bluf 
s~sd 
k~1'e'rs 
de pVJ/'!ts 
a.rartaj 
~jd 
at.{ aut 
rrtr' t11 
ri-n 
~/..J .J grav el li 
bawl 
linchd 
or 
.., ...,_, 
pal J. sad 
p* us' 
v -/'( v ~s per J. tJ. 
' 
. -..1 /.., 
. ·r Tl.Zli una 
l1~t' ~r '!nc 
I. 
- "&lei·· . o -
..., t~··-· 
·--
~ l~d 
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THE -GRE!-'f··fi!K·l!S --!!Q_ THEIR CITIES 
LESSON I 
'fHE AMERICAN CONTINENTS, (po 59) 
·Toay-ts lesson-will · give y-cu an opportUJrl.tT ·-to··qe your ftew 
Repoz tez 's-·FOl'mi:la -about· ·which-· yeu · learned· )"est-erdar. -~C?U will be 
workint-w±th-yvur--team••mates- ·t-oday, and. we shall ·see ·whi~ croup is 
tlle best-.tea-'team•·· · 'four·wecreta!'1' will keep your ·li:st-·pl!'iTate UJl-
··-tfi· ali ·the ·-t-eams·-ha~ --filrlsb.ed; then we sllall eompare reults. The 
i 
team aeer.a:rwf.ll_·p -mt''the. chart. 
! 8Hl7 ef jreat d!!!leS 
- 1. Jtead···as-far --as ·tt~ter .. eiti·es of· the cowrtry11 • Write one 
-er--mcJre -qu-est±rms ·-suggested -by-what ·you ilave -read., but aet 
auwered by the text. -
2. "B-qin--tae- th±rd ·paragraph; read to tlle elld of 'tae sectieR. 
·WJten ·-yeu ·il:a'Ye-f'i.ni·shed, write questioM· BUttes-ted by what 
y'u aave reacl. Try to use as many different reporter word8 
a~ possible. · 
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LESSON I 
(cont .. ) 
1. Read the entire section. Write a question suc~ested by 
the text beginning with ~ far .. 
2. Now ask another question suggested by the one you just 
wrote. 
3. Nn try to ask a question about the Canadian fur traders 
beciBnin& with what .. 
Sailin;-Tessels·--ud-steamers 
1. Read the first two paragraph' of the section. Write 
questions about the ideas you receiTed. 
NGW check to see how many reporter -words you ~ed. 
· Tell ·how liWlY different oBes you used .. ----
2 .. Now-read·- tne ·next -paragraph., See whether y0u can ask a 
question beginning with is or are, ~ or ~· You may 
write more than oae.. - -
3., Now·react from "Each ·1ear for many years" a8 far aa 
"settlement of the w,st 11 • What new ideas can you a•k 
about after you finish reading? 
LESSON I 
(cont.) 
4. Nn--react-·the- last paracraph of the section. I• 
expressing your new ideas, use these key words : 
what kindi ~9 where .. 
$. ·-Ntnr mak, ·a list ·of all -the -report-er words ,-ou used iJl 
tod.ay1s ., lesson. Beside each word write the •Ullber of 
times y•u used i t. 
1.26 
THE GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
LESSON I 
CHECK SHEET 
! .t~r of sreat aban(es 
1. What is a lonely waste-· of waters? · 
2e ··wtrat. -i-s -an -±nh.nd·-waterway? 
3. What are some of the bic cities that gr• fre• settle-
ments'? 
4. Who ·built fact-ories· there? . 
5. vftrl:clr indat~t:ries ·are still -there? 
6. How d±d: · Chicago grcnr- m!l - fast ill 60 re•rs? 
7. What is- a World:1·s --Fai-r? 
-B. Why- wa-s-t-hi--s Wor-ld.o'l! Fai-r -to· be ·held in CQ.ica~o? 
9. Why-were ·s-ettl:ers ·soon· --exp-ected -to come by the lake? 
10. What was bad about "pigs in the t~tr,ets and trash i1'l 
-th-e-riTer"? . 
ll. When exactly was Chicago just a small Tilla~e? 
12. When was the Wcrld9s Fair helci there? 
Garwes--- a:nd--the-- fur- trade 
1. How-· far-- down·- the Mississippi River did tb.e fur traders 
·-travel.? 
2. Wky- did- they--- go· that far-? or-· Why--· did· thq go only 
t;l'tat. -·f'ar? ·: 
3. What did .the Canadian fur traders get in sxchance fer 
~heir furs? 
Srll.iJirnSB'elw- anct· steamert~ 
1. -why-"were-· fi-atboat-s -and keelboat.s-·not -m.,ntioned? 
2. What'· id.mls-· -of ·frei-cht· were ·carried? 
3. 'Why was-t;he ·Walk•in• the..Water ·built ;near Buf'f'ale? 
4. Whl:J· ·built ·the Walk-in..othe=Wate:r? 
. ·50 Whi-ch· was- built ·first i . the ship or the engine? 
-6. · Wky---u-d--the---engine -come from ' so far · away? · 
7. · -- How far was it from Buffalo to Detroit? 
B. Why were the -ship's trips between those two cities only? 
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+• ·W-ere all early steamers as small as the Walk-in-the-Water? 
2. Was the Erie Caul tht!! only thine that ea~ed ships to be 
'1leeded? 
3. I-s 157 ---ships ·le.unehed in one year a great •umber Bow? 
4. Are more and m're steamers still being built? 
5. Were lake ste .. ers better than riTer steamers? 
,. 
LESSON I 
CHECK SHEET 
{cont.) 
1. What -prorl~ion~ -were taken -weat ·with · the ~ zpett1er•?. 
2. Whi-ch· ~1~-·did -they -take along on steamboats? 
J. Why--were-· Detroit, Milwaukee-, anli-e~icaco the places 
·· where-they-hmcied? · ' 
-4. -eodd·--ttr,y-·haTe ~-anded anywhere -else? Where? 
5. Wa"S· 98·.-oOo p-eopl-e· a ·very-larre--·JlUJIIber-·to ·· ~1 through , . 
-ems· ·city in -a--year? 
-6·. · 1fmr-'1'11all,Y'-peopl·e ·is--i-t -compared · to· the number in BeTer1y? 
7. Why--w~ -those--who ·did--not plall ·to make new homes geinc? 
-8. · What·-w-ere s-ome of the · things all these p'ople couli do 
in· -the- new pl:a-QU? · 
9. Was lake transportation as important to the west as 
steamboat trarmport4tion? 
If lOI )( lf lHOOf If )( ll lOI ll 
1. WHAT KIND of· manufactured coods were needed by westem 
··people? 
2. WHAT KI-ND of farm -products made up th' return trade? 
3. WHY did a -return trade start? --! 
4. WHY cQ:-d -the west•bound trade grow larger? 
5. WHERE was the lar<est trading center? 
6. WHERE were the manufactured goods for trade made? 
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KINDS OF ACTIVITLES 
1.. -READING 
TaxtMe)s 
Library ·bo·oks 
Dupli•ated ~teriale 
Newspapers 
Ma,azines 
P~blets 
Dictionaries 
Enf.rclopedia 
At1as· 
WOrld· ·Almana-e 
Reports 
2. LISTENING 
~
COBDfllll4tT resource speakers 
RewOrding& 
Rad±o-programs : 
-Story- -tel:i±nc 
Special reports of class-
~tes 
3. WRITING 
Letters· 
· Ax z anger•remts--- f o~ excursions, 
gaest -~eakers, eto. 
Send-f'-or-8811lples, exhi~ts, 
-re&:eal!ch · mater.ia ls 
-Diary .or~ 
Reports en special. topics 
Captipns f"or··pictures 
St·ori~s-to·aec~any slides, 
pictures 1 etc. ' 
Compose son,s, poems, play, 
skit", pqeant-; ~tc. 
Outlines and SUJillllf.ries 
Questi-ons ··f-or a quiz program 
4. CONS'l'RlJCTING 
fosters 
-some useful article 
Photography-
Mwals 
- ~ziginal · drawinJs--crayon, 
·-p-enci-l, ··pen; · bros~ 
·Model±l'lg-•-el,:ay, ··plasticine 
·tfse··-ot---wocd; paper, cardboard, 
etc. in constructin, 
Slides 
Mones 
Sculpture 
Painting·- . 
Cartoons 
Pictorial charts, graphs 
Scrapbooks 
Tinle lines 
Map~~pictorial, outline, 
p:!,"'ject 
Maritnettes-· or · puppets 
Weather ·charts 
Grapk~-bar, line, picture 
Cookittg 
SewiJ\' 
5t. . OBSERVING 
Exhibit 
Excursions and field trips 
Lantern slides 
Experiments 
Bulletin Board 
Hobby show 
Maps 
Charts 
Globes 
Models 
Fillpstripa 
Fillhs 
Demonstrations 
Graphs 
Diagrams 
Time lines 
Tables 
Pictures 
Inspecting 
Specilllena 
Weather reports 
e. TALKING 
·Reports 
Interviews 
Conferences 
D-ebates 
Quiz programs 
Forums 
Class discussions 
1. COLLECTING 
Pictures-· 
Posters 
Newspaper clippin's 
Photocraphs 
Models 
Specimens 
Post cards 
8. DRAMATIZING OR ENTERTAINING 
Program for parents 
Present a radio sktt 
Play 
Puppet show 
Televisio~ program 
THE ·GREAT LAKES AND THEm CITIES 
LESSON II 
THB-·AMBRICAN CONT-INENTS (p-;; 59) 
- ' 
Yesterday we ·were us±ng -t-he Repoz t~s F-ol"Mtlla·· to locate 
ideas--or· topics sugges-ted by- ·the material we read;. Today we are 
going-to- take another step· along· the "idea-If-pathe We •re geing 
to· look- for-·aati.vities ·suggested by what we · have -read; aetiTities 
we eould ~ry on here in the room to increase our understanding 
Here·±-s- · an actiTity lis-t which can be used as y-ou used the 
report-ert-s··-word · list t ·o · help- you in your-thinking-;, 
Here is one of the questions which was asked abeut yester-
Wbat ·i:s a World:-1-s· Fair? F-ind ·one or more activities on this 
·li:st --wtrich·-would ·be suggested by this questi-on. Write as 
many as you ean; we shall discuss them when you finish. 
Here- i-s- -a- g:t oup·-of·-your·-ques ti-ons o Li-st at leqt one 
a-ct±rl:ty- for·· eacil ques t:ion. ·Y-ou ··may 1±-st·-m-ore ·than one if' 
;yoa wisho The-~··may-· -diseuss the ·work ·quietly-when each 
""Q!le ±n-·the- group has --finished his ·work. Try -not -to let other 
~earns hear you as we shall compare team results at the end of 
the·· period;, 
1. How far did the fur traders traTel down the Mississippi 
RiTer? 
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LESSON II 
(conto) 
2. What did the fur traders from Canada receive in ex-
change for their furs? 
3. How was the Walk-in- the-Water different from the New 
-Orleans? 
4. How can we show how many people 98,000 really are? 
5o Wha:t ·travel routes· di-d -p-eople foll-ow to Detroit, 
Chicago, aQd Milwaukee from Boston? From Philadelphia? 
From Richzr;ond? From the Blue · Grass. Region? 
THE GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
LESSON II 
CHECK SHEET 
1. Use- the encyclopedia to find out. 
2. Us-e ·the World Almana:c. 
3. Have·-reports about Wurld-8-s· Fa±rs. 
4. A-sk Paul '-s aunt to tell about Brussels World's Fair. 
5. Find ' pictures about the Chicago World's Fair referred 
to in the text. 
How -far did: the- fur- traders travel down the Mississippi River~ 
1. Get information from history bpoks 6 encyclopedias 1 or 
o-ld ·~-s. 
2. -Make : a map showing- the-· routes the· traders followed down 
ri. -ver -and back. 
3. Write a ·diary -or l-o·g -of the traders 1 travels. 
4. Make- believe you were a stowaway in the bundles of fur; 
-t-ell ·-your ·-adventures • 
5. Dramatiz-e· a trading scene between the · Canad:ians and the 
Indians. 
6. Write a play about famous explorers you might have met 
in your travels if you had been, a trader. 
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What· d±d the-· fur traders from Canada get in exchange·· for their furs? 
1. Find ·correct information frsm historical -I!JOurces; this 
· ma-y-·mean 1±-brary-·-work. · 
2. Write a le L Ler -to -a -relative in the· east t -elling him 
how-veil -you -furve--·done· -as --a -t-rader. 
3. :Make a-map-showing where·-your exchange ~ came from. 
~· ··Wri-te -a ·log--showing ·how-· lomg i t may ·have taken to find 
ther right t ribe in order to get what you wanted in ex-
·cllange. 
5. ·Answer the questions of your young son about why you 
brought home what you did. 
How was the Walkc.in-the..,Water different frem the New Orleans ? 
1. Get correct information from encyclopedias -or librar,r. 
2. ·Make-·chawings of both. 
3. Make a chart to "&O with ·these to shgw the differences. 
4. ·Make·-mod-el:s ··to· ·be compared. 
5. Write--reports ·comparing the tws ships. 
6. Present a debate between the two captains, each calling 
his own ship the better6 of course. 
LESSON ll 
CHECK SHEET 
(c~nt.) 
1.33 
1. Make a bar graph oomparing 9B,ooo with the popu1ation of our 
·..m eoJmuuni"ty;- ·comparing ·with smaller familiar coiiiiiUDit.r. 
2. Clmlpare- 98; 000 -with ,xact population figures of well-known 
e±ties- -of -that- -era. Graph-··if d-esired• 
3. U.-e ·-a ·p±-ctori-al ··chart ·-as -above. 
4. F~nd out hw long a line 98,000 people would make. Place i' on a map. 
What travel routes wer~ followed from varieus eastern cities to 
Detroit, Mil:waulcee, and Chicaco? 
1. Get correct information·· from ·· histE>ry" · books-• 
~. --· Repr-esent ·routes · on ·111aps • 
.3. Have- discussions ·among · travelers as to be,t routes to 
·fotlcw. 
4. Find out the part played by weather in determining a 
route. 
Th"E GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
-- ---
LESSON III 
THE Al.fi:RICAN CONTINENTS, (pp. 60..61) 
Read The ore ne,t, (p. 60). List the questions that you 
taou~t of while readini. 
List activities---that -will hel-p you auwer ,..our questionl!!l. 
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Read The past and the future, (pp. 6o-61). List the q~estions 
.that you theu-cht-{):[ -whil-e reading. 
· L1:st ·a ·etinti-eB ... tiurt-will he-lp ycu answer your questions. 
Read··· e±t±es-··of the Lakes 9 (p. 61). List the question that ,, 
···you--thought ·of -while reading. 
List activltiel!!l that will help you answer your questions. 
THE GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
--
LESSON III 
CHECK SHEET 
ThEJ" ~ fleet 
Questions; 
-
1. Where did -the Soo Canal get its name? 
2 o H-ow i.s ±ron ore used? 
~c~ Ti t~e.s. ; 
1, Read the 8!\eyelopedia te find •u.t about the S•• O&!lal, 
a. S811¢ ter· pamphl:etl;! on· the UB&:S or iron, 
The P&ft and the !uture 
Qunt101'18 a 
l. How ·qlV·people are ·in the crew or a st .. l !reiibter? 
2. How vp.l it be possible !or ocean ships to enter all 
the Great Lakes? 
AetiTities ~ 
1. Read· books and pamphlets about !:reich-ten-o 
2. ·Write·· ·r-or· ·i.nformation on tke plaa !or the Great Lakes o 
3. Read newapapars arid ma.cazines about the plan !or the 
Lakes. 
Cities- of the lakes 
Quet±tmf: 
1. What is the chief industry of g 
•· Buffalo 
b. ClaTeland 
o. Detroit 
4• Milwaukee 
·e. Chicago 
AetiTiti.e1n 
1. Write -to saeh -city ·for il!formatimt. 
2. Read about aaela city in books, acyalope41&, world 
aDitana:c. 
3. Make a pietorial craph showing the products of eacl!l 
city. · 
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LESSON IV 
!!;!! AMERICAN CONTINENTS, (pp-. 61-65) 
1)6 
Read Buffalo, (p• 61) to 1'by its trade11 • List the questions 
that you thought of while reading. 
List activities that will help you answer your questions. 
Read· from· nMost people in Buf'!alo11 · (p; 61) to · 11manufacturinc 
c1:tyn tp. · 62). List the questions that you thought of while readinc. 
List activities that will help you answer your questions. 
·----
LESSON IV 
(cont.) 
Rea:d· elTTeland, (p. 62). List the questions that ,y-ou 
thoucht of while reading. 
List actiTities that w:i.ll help ,YOU answer your questions. 
Read Detroit:, (p. 62), to 11eorn and. vheat 11 • List the 
questions that you thought of -while reading. 
Liet acti v.i. ties that will help you answer your questions. 
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(cont.) 
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Read from "After !i!ty years" (p. 62) to ''water trai)Sporta-
tionn (p. 63). List the questions that you thought of while reading • 
. List the actiT.itiea that will help you answer your questions. 
Read ·Mil:wa1lkee, (pp. 6.3~64). Li -st the questions that you 
·-thought ·of -while reading. 
List aetivities that will help ,you answer your questionso 
LESSON IV 
(conto) 
Read Chicago, (p. 64) to "finally oTercome 11 • List the 
que•tions that you thought of while reading. 
List activitie~ that will help you answer your question. 
Read from ttOnly 25 y-ears 11 (p. 64) to "inland waterway" 
(p. 65). List the questions that you thou~ht of while reading. 
List aetivities that will help you answer your questions. 
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LESSON IV 
CHECK SHEET 
BUffalo to "by its trade" o 
Qtreation·s : 
1. Haw many- ·Jffiopie·-were tlrere .. in ·BuffG.o· in 1825? 
2 • ·Hmrlllal!T ·p~-e--a%1' ·there--today? 
3. What s•pplies did the westbound settlers need? 
h. --How -are ·grain elmtors used? 
keti:T.tti:es ~ 
1. Checlcthe· almana:c f-or--populati-on figurez-. 
2. ·Show popnl.at±on-'fn 1-825 -and .. today -on -chart. 
3. Make a 1-±st-· ·of ·suppl±es-· needed to travel westj check 
the list in a history book. 
-4. -Read· books --t-o- ':fi.nd .. -use-.. c;rf -·grain e1~t"r• 
. Bw:tfa:l• from "Most people in .Buffalo" te "manufacturinc oi ty11 • 
·Que-sti:ons ~ 
1. -What · .. goods --doe-s ·Buffalo man~acture? 
2. How is electric power produeed by Niagara Falls? 
A'eti~iesg 
1. Write·to-·Buf'falo ·for "information. 
2. HaTe some one report on how Niagara Falls is used 
-·-f-or ·e:lerlric power. 
CleTe"4nd 
Questions: 
1. What· river flUWS' ·through ·Cleveland? 
· 2. What -,auses -shifting -channels? 
3. How- deep--would ·a channeL haTe to be for a lake boat 
·to--pass .. throach? 
4. ·H-ow ··ean ·a ·-r±ver· ·harbor be improved? 
5. What· p-laees-· were on the lowland route ·that ellded at 
'Cleveland? 
-6. Wh&t --eana:L -conneeted th~ Ohio River and Lake Erie? 
7. ftow · iong·-wag-·-the· ·canal used? 
a. Where -d:oes-·th-e iron ore· come from? 
9. Where is the coal mined? 
10. -what --goods are ·manufactured -in C1eTeland? 
Actin tie~~ 
1. Find Clevehnd and its riTer · on the map. 
2. Write ·for·-±nformaticm on · ~hips ·and-harbonto 
3. Make· a ·report on harbor improvement. · 
4. Make a map showing the overland and water routes that 
· ·met--at Cieve-land. 
5. Read books and eneyclopedia to find out about CleTe-
land's trade and manufacturing. 
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LESSON IV 
CHECK SHEET 
.t ( COilte) 
"corn and 1iheat11 • 
Questions: 
1. Whet ~011Jide4; -Detroit?-
~. -wnen--was-·±t··fomlded-? -
3-•·· ··How lone --it -ued·as--a· m:Uita17 ·p~st? 
h. What .. ±s-··a · falisade? 
5. · Wba t kinds -o! · an:iul• 1fet"8' kmated 11.ear Detroit? 
6. What kinds of fish were cac&t iJt the river? 
A:wti tities : -
l;. ---Read;'·'histor, -beoks- w -!:iJld ·e•t abou-t ·Detreit. 
~. Make·· a report .. on the ·•terl.al•, bui1dincs, ete. iJI. 
a --fort-• 
.3. Fi.nd- palisad:e··in·"the--d±eticmary• 
4. ·-Read aboat· &11imal:s ·tc ·-find th.e ld.Jlde found Jtear Detroit. 
5-. Read ·to :find tlte kil'lds of fresh. · wat~r !ish. 
Detrcil from ttAfter fifty .rears" to ''water trauportation". 
· Qaea ti-.nm-: 
1. WUt- tribes of Indi.a.ns were found near Detroit? 
2. Were-·-the-I11di"&l'ls fri-.ndly? 
3. ..AJ' were-the·-fal"JJ'S nar:rcw? · 
-4. ·-What kinds --of- roads were built? 
5. What coods are manufactured in Detroit? 
Alrti'rl:ti:e: 
1. Read about Indi;m:· hi.stor,-o 
2. Dramatize· a -typi.·cal· --daT-in ·ear~ Detrei t. 
3. Read eaeyclopedia. for info~tion om Detroit. 
-4. ··Write-·-for-±nf"'l"Jftation '01'1 Detroit today. 
~ee 
Qaestiou: 
1. Wlum was· M:illraukee-.. ntt-led-? 
2. Whet- settled ·in MH .. waukee? 
3. ··ifow-- dfd tl!te rove-mmel'lt led office- a~allce for lands 
·-fer---the ·-settl-ers? 
4. Wllere is th.e eoal. tllat c•mes to Milwaukee mil't.ed? 
·-5. 'Wh-ere--i:s--·crah ·went ·-£1"811. ' Milwa1ikee? 
Awtiri:tilJS': 
1. ·React· abeut-~hraukee • s ·-ki-.tory. 
2. Makf a report en the work e:r tlle covermneat laDd office. 
3. Wri.e for illformaticn n Milwaukee today. 
LESSON IV 
CHECK SHEET 
---rc;ont.) 
Ch±eae to 11finall.T oTercome 11 • 
Questitms: 
1. WN;t · areas procp.tced ·-com, ·wheat, hop, a-nd ca-ttle? 
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2. Where are iron ere- and· coa-l deposits- ·fcnmd near Chicago? 
3. H-.w · ie~ a ckmmel · dredced? 
4. Hcw were cood8 braught to shore from vessels anchored 
'iB the lake? 
Aeti'ri.t:t.es·: 
1. Read books -alld pamphl·ets on- farminc ·in the Ullited States. 
2. Read · books -and pamphlets em iron and coal llinin: •• 
3. -semd -for· illforma:ti ... n on harbor development. 
4. Make- a map showing .. the Tal1;cms routes that led to Chieaco. 
Chi•aQ !rem "01111' 25 .}"ears" to "inland waterway". 
·Questions: 
1. Wbat -eanal connected Chieaco and ·the ·Illincis River? 
2. How ·are-· meats ·packed? 
3. What are the principa+ iDdWitries of Chicaco? 
4. ·H-ovr-many--peopl·e l±ve in Chicace? 
Acti-v±ti.es-: 
1. ...Read;--peyc-leped±a -for information ·on · Chi~co. 
2. Make- a · Teport ·-on- -meat· pa-cld:nc• 
3. Write -to Chi-caco -for inf-ol"'JJ&ti-on on the eitT today. 
4. Read the World Almanac fer information and facts 
abov.t Chieaco. 
THE GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
TEST 
I. Complete the sent~nces below using words from this list. 
·You may use a word··only .. ~. 
Buffalo 
Cleveland 
Chicago 
Detroit 
Milwaukee 
1. was at the end of the best lowland route 
··between Lake Erie and the upper Ohio River. 
2. ·A:n· improved harbor and a . govermn.ent land grant office 
helped· grow. 
4. 
became a tra~f'er point for passengers 
-a-nd""'--fr-=--e'""'i='""g""'h-:t--=-b-e-cause lake boats and canal boats ·1)1et there. 
._.:.-.,..,,.....---~was nearer than· any other Great Lakes city 
to the areas that produced corn, wheat, hogsjl and cattle. 
n. Complete the sentences below using words or phrases from this 
l±st. · ·You-.y·-u:se -a -word ·or phrase only once. 
-
Erie · Canal 
steamboat 
-manufactured gOods 
Soo Canal 
farm products 
railroads 
1. ·Sailing ·vessels ·and ·st·eam·era ua.rried 
------~~~~~ to the West, and brought ----------- back to the 
East. 
·'2. · 'Th-e ' 1118.de it possible for large freighters 
to pas-s between· Lake Huron and Lake Superior; 
-,3.; · -The ·coming --of th-e meant that passengers 
and -freight -did not ·have to be transferred·at Buffalo • 
. 
4. The need for l.Q:e steamers increased after the opening 
of the • 
-TilE ORUT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
TEST 
(cont.,) 
:IIr. Faetr--m--~-:fb!Towing s batements-tells···someth±ng a bout · one 
"Of· "these -cities~ -Buf.Falo 9 Chi-cago~ Ol--eveland9 Detroit~ 
· -Mi:lwa'tlkee·; "Plaee---B-before -the statetnent·- if it ·applies to 
, Buf'faloj) .. --c--±:£-it ··applies to Chicago 9 ·OL if it applies to · Cleveland~ D if' it applies to Detr oit,p ani M if it applies 
to- Milwa;ukee·., 
·1. -the la~· ·of--the -cit±es of -the Great Lakes 
2., Niagara Fails helped this city as a trading ani 
manufactp.r:i,.ng center 
.3.. the main duorway to southern· ~isc6nsin 
4. · ··trade ·1-n--thi:s ·c:l:ty ·-1:ncreased .. rlter a canal vas 
bUi-lt to c()nnect the ·Ohio River-and ·Lake Erie 
5. f01md:ed· as a mi.litary-·po~t and fur trading station 
6., hub of the American rai]jooad system 
, 
IV • .. :Answer ·the" .. following questions-• 
1., Who-·were-- the-· first· traders· o-n ·the· Great- liakes-? 
2., What--was- ·the··nam.~ - of the f±rat steamer-· on-the Great Lakes? 
3. Which of the Great Lakes is wholly within the United 
States-? 
4.. What was carried on most freighters that used the Soo 
Canal? 
5.. What city is located near the land routes between the 
Northeastern and Northwestern United States? 
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THE GRE!T LAKFS AND THEIR CITIES 
TEST 
(cont.) 
V. -Match-the- parte ·-of·--sF9IlCe8 -±n-Col1llllnS I ·-and II ·-so -tba t you 
liave correct statements. ·Put the correct letter from Column II ~the blank space of Column I. 
I 
.. 1. · -·1he·-±mportance of , Buffalo 
and· Detroit-iricr~sed 
2. · Chicago 1 s growth has always 
been-due . t-o .. 
:3. ..13uffalo·, ·Detroit, and Cleve-
land-depend-toc:bf.1 on 
--4. -l;alce 1;J-anspor'4tion played 
an ·impOrtant .. pa~ 
-5. · · -some-o£--t,q e roat.es used by 
fur trade:rs were followed 
~ter 
n 
Ao by roads, canals, 
and · railroads 
;B. in the settlement 
of the ·We!Jt,. 
c. aft·er the opening of 
the-· Erie· Canal 
D-. interna t;ional trade 
E . .... -manufacturing more 
than- on-·ttade 
' 
F. -±~ ~cod location at 
th~ corner of the 
Great Lakes 
1.46 
THE GREAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
TEST 
ANSWER SHEEr 
I. +· Cleveland ~. ·Milwaukee 
-3. Buffalo 
4. ·chicago 
II. 1~ manufactured goods; farm products 
2. Soo Canal 
3. '. ;railroads 
-h. ·Erie Canal 
tii. 1 • . c 
2 • . B 
3. -M 
4. ·CL 
5. D 
6. c 
I 
· IV~ .. l • ·--rur-·-traders 
2. · -Waik-in-the~Water 
3~ Lake Michigan 
4~ iron ore 
~· Chicago 
f . 1~ ~ 0 
2~ •F 
3~ ~ E 
4~ . - B 
5. -A 
, .ON . THE· WESTERN PLAINS 
. ·Today we are· .begirlning a ·nEM stud.y"-wbich··will carry us tartlier 
we~t and into finding ·out about. so~e of the things you are very : . 
. . : 
·anx:i-oils ·to d.i_ZJcu5s, - · buffaloes a~ I?di&ns J 
Since this is' a· most interesting unit~ _.1 t ·se·emr also a · good ~ 
-t±me- to · do sonia ·sPecial k:irids.· of ·· work , in·· ~iiig t.~e study"· guides e'. 
The .team llie-uP.~- a1fe': dnferent ~gain, g!~g .~u an ~ppo.rtuJU.ty . t~ 
. , .' ·u~: 
study in' emaller groups than you have d\i:ci.ng the last two weeks• · 
I ' .. • 
You.w±ll h&~e a ·nEJW" .. type. oi ,direction to follow :atld will be ,. 
. . ~ . 
·d~i~g ' some thinking that>nu rea11.1. show how much·· you have learnef;i 
~ ' 
· fronr o-ther-· gU±(?.~s~ . ·.if-· it_·· seems hard at first, . r·•m· s~.~t you 
. . . . 
~nd~ Yt>~team· ·wi.u ·be able t<> f~d a way to .solve .. yo~- difficulties·. 
. .. 
Rem~~r. · that you ~'a.lwais ·ask -your group leader _for help if you 
ri.e-ed- it. 
. .. 
By" ·nov yo!,l should have the pioneer . spiritl When you come to 
. "·._ -- - -·. 
problems called Brain· Teasers, just go at them carefully, and yoU:. ·' 
will overcome them as successfully as the people we have read about 
overcame their problems. Help your team to be good thinkers and 
workers I 
.. ·.:· . 
. · . . 
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.·· : 
advertising 
agricul. tural 
blizzard 
-bcnmdar;y 
· dependent 
·distress 
·distressed 
·domain 
grazing· 
handicap 
herd(s) 
industry 
injured 
irrigation 
lack 
·--possessions 
·-public 
public domain 
_ :. GLOS$.ARY 
(Pp. 66-70) 
("l ~r tiz ~g) 
~g rt c'fl' tu rrJ..) 
(bi!( ~d) 
( taoiil d-. rl} 
' . 
(de p~£ d~nt) 
(~s ~~sl) 
(d'!s tr~sld.) 
{dO -mJi{) 
tgra./±ng) 
(bSl{' ~ IMp) 
(lie'rd(z) 
(!rf d~ tr!) 
(irf j~rd) 
(!r '! ga, sh'ful) 
(~k) 
( - ..., ,v ) :po zesl:i unz 
v I IJ 
··-(pUb lik) 
(p'\ib'm do mil> 
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* 
telling people by printed 
signs and notices 
* 
farming · 
* 
a snow-st-orm-with high winds 
* 
a line--which- shows· how far 
an area goes 
* 
unabl-e to get along wi theut 
help 
* 
suffering 
* 
felt suffering 
* 
property· (lanq) 
* 
animals £eed±ng· on grass 
* 
something that makes it hard 
to -do a thing well or to 
be successful 
* 
a group of' cattle feeding 
or travel:irig· together 
* 
a special ld.nd of work or 
business 
* 
harmed 
* 
giving water supply by 
ditches to an area which 
has no water 
* 
being without 
* 
things a person owns; 
belongings 
* 
for the use of' all the 
peop1e 
* 
land belonging to all the 
people 
reserntion 
risk(s) 
-romned 
setback 
sinew(s) 
stalks"· 
sums 
· tnxcertain 
-varies 
weapon 
withered 
- ate -a e 
o.J 
"t 
o.J 
a e 
',! •sk ~ 
Q!! THE WESTERN PLAINS 
GLOSSARY 
(cont.) 
( ..., """ -~ ·~ ) rez er va snun 
(r!sk(e) 
(romd} 
(s~t!b1k) 
(s1tu(z) 
(-stawks) 
(s~z) 
<'ttn s'tJ t'!n) 
(Vi'dz) 
(>Jh~) wep un 
(W!th '8rd) 
* a section of land set aside 
for- a special purpose 
* chance(s) of losing or of 
d:Qger 
I 
* --wandered; roved:· 
* a -dif'·.f±cul.ty·-wh±ch puts one 
back to do over something 
already done-· 
* tough c~rd(s) which connect 
·muscl-es to bones 
* stems 
* large amounts · 
* not sureJ cannot be planned 
* often changes 
* something used to protect 
oneself from harm 
* dried up 
PRONOUNCING KEY 
-
-
-. 
'8' - -even i llll.Ile cold· u use 
"ddge '! b1t oJ 0 '1.1 stop - '-,! b"ib 
lie'r -.J 00 rat>t ~ tb 
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l.SO 
·UN·-,m -wESTERN PLAINS 
--
LESSON I 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTS: (p. 66) 
This guide will help you to study the first three sections of 
the ·Western · Plains unit. Follow these· directions-· c;arefully: 
1.- · Work on one section or paragraph at a time as your 
dire-ctions· tell you. 
~. Di-waass ··the b-e-st answer for each question with your 
teammate( a); write your answers;. · 
3. ··cheek--the· -answers to the numbered questions from the 
check ·sheet before going on. 
4. Some--question· sets will be followed ·by-a Bfain Teaser. 
Worlr-thfs type of question · out with your -partner(s) in 
-the -S11Me way; check your answer( s) when finished with 
each · Brain Teaser-. 
5. Score your team results on the chart .as before. 
flains that were passed by, (p. 66). 
·Underline-the word which makes the --statement--a ·correct one. 
1. Hi;gh plains that stretch north ·and south a~ross the 
country are lecated (north, west, east, south) of the 
Rocq Mountains. 
2. No trees grow on these plains because there is not 
enough· (sun, water:, wind, heat.) 
3. These plains are (bluegrass, prairie, desert, 
·grasslands. ) 
4. Occasionally (trees, villages, mountains, rapids) woul.d 
be found near streams. 
Par. 2 
"COiiiplete -the following sentences: 
1. Almost the first Americans to cross the western pl.&ins 
were and • 
LESSON .l 
(cont.) 
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2. These men went to the mountains by way of the 
River~ -----
------
3. They took goods and------- to 
trade with Indians along the ·way. · 
4. .:A:t··-f:trst- ·they used , boats to get to the 
--mountai.mr; later, traders crossed the plains by 
to reach the southern Rockies. ----
Pu-. 3 
' Tell how people who crossed this region felt about settling 
there. 
BRAIN TEASER 
·On·-the·-cbart ···form below, try to compare- the -wq the two 
-regi:ons-·named appeared to early · travelers -±n-·each region. 
'l'bink ~out the· land, the soil, the trees, the -~ss, the 
wat·er. In each column write whatever you think a reporter 
might have written to tell about each topie. 
OHIO VALLEY HIGH PLUNS 
Land Land 
-
Soil Soil 
Trees Trees 
Grass Grass 
-
Water Water-
Using the information--ftom·-the chart,·-write one sentence 
that tells why the pioneers settled in the Ohio Valley 
before they settled on the plains. 
LESSON I 
(cont.) 
~aloes and In~ans, (p. 66). 
Par. 1 
Make a ·list,· of -seven ways ·that the Plains Indians used 
buffalaes--to- help keep -them813lves··al:ive;, 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e • 
• 
Par. 2 
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i\ft'er--you ·read .. ·the ·second ·-paragraph -of -the section, re~read 
the first sentence of the paragraph. Underline the words 
~-will b~st -'des-cribe -the Plains Indians g 
traders 
hunters 
White hunters~ (p. 66) .. 
Paf. 1 
-rovers 
weavers 
trappers 
horsemen 
~
~-men began killi.ng off -buffaloeB", -th-ey .. -uped them 
'irrmany--·of·-the-same-·-ways as .. -the· Indians. liook -at question 1 
in -Buf£aloes -,and Indians; make a checkmarlt besi-de the letters 
-of, -t-he answers that show how white men and Indians 'used buf ... 
!aloes for the same purposes. 
__ a. __ c. 
_e. __ g. 
__ b • 
......... _ d. __ f. 
Pan,~ 2 ·. 
FCi three ways that the white men \Uied buf.taloes which were 
... cti.:f!erent from the Indians' uses, 
a. 
c. 
BRAIN- TEASER 
LESSON I 
(cont.) 
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Look carefully at Figure 51. Under the heading below, list 
all the phrases you could·- use · to-describe the· picture. 
Figure 16 Figure 51 
·Nn·'l:ook ca-ref"u1l:y at Figure 16. Under ·the- .head.ing above, 
--l±st·-ttre--phra;ses y-ou ~ul-d· .. u~re .. to · des crib~ this picture. 
If Figure 16 makes you think of something else to list 
under Figure 51ll go back and add the phrase to the list. 
Wri'te a statement telling how the Indians who -traded with 
the Dutch in Figure 16 are different from the Indians the 
pioneers round on the western plains. 
• 
ON THE Wl!STmN PLAINS 
L;ESSON I 
CHECK SHEET 
~54 
Plains that were passed by. 
i'ar;. l 
1. east 2. water .3. grassl.anda 4. trees 
Par. 2 
l'. fur traders and trappers 
2. -Mil!Jsouri 
.3. CC?tton; medicine 
4. keel; wagons 
Par • .3 
Peeple felt that 1-he plains were not worth settling; 
peopl--e-panl!Jd:-the plains by. 
BRAIN TEASER 
-OHIO VALLEY 
Land: not rough; rolling 
down to :river valleys 
Soil: ·rich;- moist enough 
Tree•: :many !or building 
homes and !or shade 
HIGH PLAINS 
Land: high; level 
Soil: ·-poor· beca\Uie dry 
· ·Trees: almost none ex-
cept a few near 
streams 
Grass: plenty for livestock; Grass: 
bluegrass in some parts 
grotmd--covered. in 
pla·c" where there 
wa• ~ough water; 
scattered bunches 
in other parts 
Water: plenty of streams and 
rivers 
Water: not enough for trees 
and good grass 
The ·pioneers settled in the Ohio Valley first because the 
land wa• suitable for farming, there were trees for building, 
and the ri ver• provided a means o! tra~portation. 
~ut!alo-ea and IndiaN. 
Par. 1 
a. meat ·d. needles 
b. bides tor clothes, blanket•, e. thread 
-and ·ahel ter 
r. clue 
c. weapoN 
fuel g. 
LESSON I 
CHECK SHEEr 
(cont.) 
·-Baf~alcres and Indians. (cont.) 
P!J;s 2 
hunters; rovers; hor~ernen 
White hunters. 
Par. 1 
Checkmark beside le,ter indicatinc hides and meat • 
. Para. 1, 2 
Use of hides for robes and machinery beiti-ns; fertilizer. 
-BWlf n~smr 
- FitpJre 16 
river 
- hilly land 
---: -wtr±te men 
- India~ trading 
Figure 51 
no water 
-levelland 
----no white ·men 
- ·-Indians hunt~g 
~ butra!o-es-starnped.ing 
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== animal· -pelts -
_..._ Indi.a.nfJ peaceful appearing 
_ Indiane fully dreseed 
--- Indians fierce appearing 
=: Ind,ans clothed in skins 
The Indians who traded with the Dutch were more peaceful; the 
Indians en the wester.n p~ were fierce. 
ON THE WESTmN PLAINS 
--
LESSON n 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTS g (pp. 66.,.68) 
;Read·-- -oTer· the questions you will soon· be &llSW'er.\ng-. Read the 
-enti--re s~-on tl}rough care!ull.Y, try:ing ·to keep the qUestions in 
·-mind. Then re•read it paragraph by- paragraph,; ·find-what y-ou feel is 
'he best anper, ~d discuss it with y-~ur partner(s-}. Write the an-
swer upon· which y-our team agrees, then check f'rom the answer sheet 
each time you conrlete a section. Sco~e when complete and correct 
· on the-chart -tn 3t>ur book. 
The dazs of the Qattlemen, (pp. 66~68). 
~i 
. I 
Par. 1 
1. Tell lf'here the first cattle on this · conti:nent-· came ffomo 
2. Where were the !ifst cattle ranches in the United States 
located? 
3. Find a ·phra:·se whi~ -shows how long ago ·this -took place. 
-Far. 2 
1. Name· the-- area whiQ.h became -a "land of oattle". 
. . 
2-. Wlty-·were aeme tOwms called "cow-- tow-n.-"? 
3. Find three things a town had to have to become · a 
"cow-town". · 
b. 
Co 
Par. 3· 
1. How and--where wer~ cattle shipped from Texas? 
2. From th~e- places, a new product was shipped. --
(' 
a. The ·product waa • 
-------
b. . It was ship~ed to the and 
to -------------------
------------------• 
Par. 4 
LESSON II 
{canto) 
1. Finally cattle drives ended when ------- made 
them- unneeressary;, 
2.. This saTed time and was also for the 
cattle., =------------
BRAIN TEASER 
"Th-e · eari:test--settbrs' i.n -the -ohio Vall-ey ·drove -animals to 
·-marlcet over· a ·£amou:s-·-roal!l. ·Lat-er a -change · took place. Show 
how this was like the handling of cattle in Texas., Use the 
·heacti:ngs --bel-ow---for li-sting your i tens. 
OHIO TEXAS 
1$7 
Aft·er y-ou ·haTe· your answers-9 -·write a statement 1tbout changes 
in shipping ani.:m&ls to market .. Wrlte another sentence telling 
· -why -th-e new way was better. 
Ra±s±ng-·cattle ·-toward the north~ (p .. 68). 
Pan., 12 2 
1. Find the main r eason why the cattle business spread 
north from Texas . 
2., Just how far north i n t he United States did-it spread? 
3., WhY' were northern ranges such as those in Montana called 
Hfl:nishing ranges"? 
BRAIN TEASER 
How many head of cattle are in the herd being driTen to 
market in Figure $2? 
LESSON n 
(cont.) 
1rotible on the plains, (p. 68). 
Par. 1 
1. Who · owned: the·· lands ·first used by Texas· cattlemen? 
2.. To whom does land owned· in this · way· belon'? 
3. Write the phraae that mearw the land belo111ed to the 
people• 
4• Find· the name liTen to the land·wh·ere- cattle- roamed. 
5. Wha-t · ether-group· ot men·want±ng·land·MOTed··_to the west? 
·6. Jfow ·did cattle·-make -trouble··between·thes-e ·two aroups? 
-hr. 2-
1. Whtctr·· greup-·-was preteoted·bJ'· new lawa? 
2. Wha't-did·--ttu, .. new ·1awa ·make eattl~en clo? 
J;. Tell ·what p-eat chances this brought ;aaout: 
' 
a. Owners (aold, teneed, burned) ott· the-·l~J 
b. ManT owners raised (goats, horses, sheep) inatead of 
oattleJ 
c. GradUally (ranches, farma, eitiea) took the place of 
the open ranee. 
ct. The da18 of old-time cattlemen were (better, begun, 
ended). 
BRAIN TEASER 
·f;:bt · n ·-111BDT·questions as ·TOU ·-can--wh±ch··,-ou· think might be 
1.ntereating for -us t ·o know about in c:onnec:t-1-on with days of 
the attlemen. Be sure to use the reporter's keywords. 
List ao'i Ti \tea which you would like to carry on in 
oennection vi th this topie also. 
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ON ·- THE WESTERN 'PLAINs 
--
LESSON II 
CHECK SHEET 
The daY'S of the cattlemen. 
Par;. 1 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Par. 2 -
1~ 
2~ 
3. 
Spain 
southwestern Texas 
when the pioneers crossed the Appalachians 
··central and ·western Texas 
The,r1Were- ahi~ping points for cattle. 
a. -good suppl-1 of water 
b. good suppl.,y of grass 
·c. location near market 
Par. i. by- railroad; to meat-packing cities 
2. a. meat 
-·-b. · east-em -stat-es and Europe 
Par. 4 
1 I~ railroad building 
2. better 
BRAIN TEASER 
OHIO 
1. ilogs dri.Ten over 
Cumberland Road 
2. hogs later shipped 
by- bQat 
TEXAS 
1. cattle driven to OOW' 
towns 
2. cattle later shipped 
by raimad 
Animals first walked to :market, but later were shipped by-
railroad~ boat. This saved time, and the animals were 
·-in· ·bett·er condition. 
Raising cattle toward the north. 
Pars-. 1, 2 
1. It-vas "found ·that cattle could live all winter on grass 
cured by- the sun and wind in the swnmer and autUmn. 
2. to ·the -canadi:an ·boundary-. 
3. Cattle were kept there until they were ready for market. 
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LESSON II 
CHECK SHEET 
(cont.) 
BRAIN TEASER 
Thousands - - part of a herd of 6000 cattle 
Trouble on the plains. 
Par. 1 
Par. 
1. -the· cevernment 
2. the public (people) 
3. public domain 
2 
1. ·fa:rm.era 
4. grazing area 
5. -farmers 
6. ate or destroyed 
·-tamers • cropa 
2. pay for d.ama&e to farmers ' cropa 
3. ... fenced 
·b. sheep 
c. ranehea 
d. ended 
aRAIN TEASER 
-Questdons-
1.. How maey' cattle can be shipped in a cattl~ car? 
2~ Were ·there stores and -~uses ·in the cow towns? 
3~ Hov1Dal't3" -cattle were ·shipp·ed · out of Texas last year? 
4~ What -is a --meat ... packinc plant like? 
5~ What is it like on a cattle ranch today? 
·6. ·How ·big are the cattle ranches today? 
ActiTities 
1. Write to the railroad for information on cattle cars. 
2. Read other books about cow towns. 
3. Dramati-ze a day in a cow town. 
4. Look up ·or··wri te for··-±nfo-rmation ·on the number of 
cattle Bh:ipped from Texas last year o 
5. Show --on a cha-rt ·the number ·shipped last-y-ear and the 
1,ooo,ooo ~ped in the ·best year ·-of -the cattle driTes. 
-6-. Writ-e -to a meat-packing house in Chicago for information. 
7. .Make a model of a ranch. 
8. Give a report on cattle ranehes today. 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
LESSON III 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTS& (pp• 68.,69) 
Con-tinue as you have been working. Read the questions, read 
the section, re=read and answer, paragraph by paragraph, or as you 
-are "directed. . Score ·your results as usual. 
Many- settlers}' little rain, (pp. 68=69). 
In the spac~ below place the letter showing which phrases 
in "Co~umn II cotnplete the phrases in Column I, making good, 
Se!lSi.ble statements. 
Colunm I Column II 
_1. Farmers moved to Kansas A. years--without rain. 
and Nebraska after 
B. cattle and sheep died. 
2. Railroads and land-dealers 
-- wanted to ~ee c. farms and towns were 
deserted. 
_3. Farmers moved west by 
D. town:s-· bu±l t. 
_4. Farmers turned grasslands 
irrto E. steamboat and wagon. 
__3. Later on there were F. years with more rain 
s-everal · tha'il usual. 
_6. After the crops ~ed, both· Go the thousand8. 
Ho wheat fields. 
Another-failur~, (p. 69). 
Read this section carefully. Compare it with Many settlers,; 
little rain;, 
1. Find four ways in which the events in Montana and those 
'in: Kansas and Nebraska were nearly alike. 
a. 
b. 
Co 
d. 
LESSON III 
(conto) 
Another·failure. (conto) 
2. In what way were the two failures different? 
BRAIN TEASER 
1. To grow good crops a farmer must have good soil, the 
right amount of' rain j and the right length growing 
season. Who is responsible for thesej man or nature? 
2. Some o:f··-the ~ys the early s-ettl·ers used· ·t-o make a 
living are listed below. These failed. If' you think 
·man caused the failure, place Min -front of the word or 
phrase; if' you think nature was responsible, place Nt 
there-; 
a. Fur trapping in New York 
-
b. Rice growi:pg in Carolina and Georgia 
Co Lumber i:p New England 
d. Tobacco in Virginia 
e. Keel boating on the Mississippi 
-f. Steamboating on the Mississippi 
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3. Man was responsible for many failures because he misused 
the andtM 
-------
New ways and new hopes 9 (po 69). 
1. New -inventions which helped make western farming more 
successful were the (airplane, combine, tractor, cotton 
gin, steamboat). 
2. The···us-e of ma-chines made ·raising wheat (more costly, 
more dangerous, less dusty, ·less expensive; les~ exciting). 
3. A danger to crops was too much (sun; cloud, rain, spring). 
4. This danger could cause (black rustj golden wheat, broken 
stalks, broken machinery). 
• 
BRAIN TEASER 
1.FSSON III 
(cont.) 
Under· the· hea~ngs below, list three changes made by the 
invention of ~e cotton gin, steamboat, and !arm machinery. 
Use-·-the references· ·given. 
COTTON GIN (p. 46) STEAMBOAT (p. 51) · FARM MA.CHINmY (p. 69) 
Write a sentence telling how new inventions made life better 
for th• pioneers. · 
BRAIN TEASER 
-The- seellion NEnf""'ways ·and new hopes -tells us -t-hat old grazing 
lands ·became farming lands 1 which was· certainly a big change 
in- the · war the· land was used.-
You can ·compare other areas we have studied -to see whether 
they, ·-too, have ··had great changes in the land. Look back to 
the references given below and complete the statements follow-
ing-them. 
1. (p. 16) New England--------------
2. (p-• 2-8) The tobacco country ------------
3. {p. 30) Ri-c·s ·-plantations -------------
h. {p. 46) The first cotton lands · of Carolina and Georgia 
Q!! !.!!! WESTERN PLAINS 
LESSON III 
CHECK SHEET 
Magr settlers; little rain. 
1. - F 
2. - D 
3. - G 
4. - H 
5. - A 
6. - c 
Another failure. 
1. 
a. several wet years in a row 
b. many settlers came 
c. several dry years in a row 
d. farms deserted 
2. Congress voted money for the farmers who stayed in 
Montana. 
BRAIN 'rEASER 
1. Nature 
2. 
a. - M 
b. - M 
c. - M 
d. - M 
e. - Nt 
f. - Nt 
3. land; natural resources 
New ways and l)ew hopes. 
1. combine; tractor 
2. less expensive 
3. rain 
4. black rust; broken stalks 
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BRAIN TEASER 
COTTON GIN 
saved time 
saved labor 
saved money 
LESSON III 
CHECK SHEET 
(cont .. ) 
STEAMBOAT 
saved time 
saved labor 
saved money 
FARM MACHINERY 
saved time 
~;~aved labor 
saved · mon-ey-
New inTentions helped the pioneers save time, labor, and 
money. 
BRAIN TEASlm 
1. New England turned from its sea.portl!l and ships to its 
falls and factories. 
2.. The tobacco country turned to grain farming. 
3. Rice plantations returned to swamp lands. 
4. The f-irst cotton lands of Carolina and Georgia no 
longer produced satisfactory crops, and many farmers 
left them. 
1.65 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
LESSON IV 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENTS g (pp. 69~70) 
Do the- work £-or this guid-e· as beforeo You w:i.ll read the 
questions f-or a -reading -s-ection £irst6 then you read the section. 
You will decide-upon your own answers 6 di-s-cuss them with your 
partner( s), and -th:en write theme When a s-e-cti-on is 'C'Olllplete 6 you 
will che·ck ·your -answers from the check sheet with the help o£ your 
group leader. Your score will be placed on the chart in the front 
of the book. 
The greatest setback, (p. 69). 
Complete the following sentences using words or phrases 
from this list~ 
black bli~ard 
Alaskan 
fertile 
eal!Jtern coast 
1933 
wind 
top soil 
injured 
dry 
left 
1938 
risk 
1.66 . 
1. A very bad time for wheat growers began in the year __ • 
2. Many-farmers ------the wheat growing states. 
3. During- these bad years, the soil its-elf was • 
-----
4. Th-e farmers·• worst enemy was the -------· 
5. The .el:ouds of dust stirred up were called 11the 
II -----
-------. 
---6. This dust was really good needed to grow 
-------wheat cropso 
1. This dust came from fields already bare because they were 
_______ o 
·8. Some -of the dust was carried as far as the 
9. 
------
-------· 
Everyone realized that to try to be a farmer on the 
western plains was taking a serious -------·• 
BRAIN TEASER 
LESSON IV 
(cont.) 
Make a list of questions we might ask, -or things we might 
do 'to find out more about the bad years of the 1930's on 
the plains. Use the Reporter' a Formula. 
List activities which you would like to carry on in 
connection with this topic also. 
Uncertain-rainfall, (p. 70). 
1. Becaus·e -smne years i.t mi-ght -rain -too mu:ch and other 
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years too little, farmers could not for it. 
2. Strong winds haTe always made fanning harder f~r plainemen9 
-but the summer winds are worst because they are 
--~--and • 
3. Some farmers have overcome uncertain rainfall by using 
4. Even to do this is difficult because of the uncertain 
-------------· 
5. During a long drought, a large storage --------
may run dry. 
6. Lack of ------:--- means that only a small part of 
the plains can eTer be ---------· 
'GOOD and BAD 
LESSON IV 
( cont o) 
In -th-e following list ··are ·t hings that ·were good for ~ettlers 
on the western plains and things that were bad for them., 
1.6B 
Place a Q. before the-good things and a ~before -the bad thingso 
dust storms combines uncertain rainf'all 
---
railroad-s ._~- irrigat~on _____ wet years 
_ drought o1.ack rust 
---
tractors 
An unruly river9 (Po 70)o 
Par• 1 
1. The Missouri River is the main 
----------------branch of the Mississi ppi River• 
2., It is twice as long as the - ---,......,..........,.-- River.~~ 
which is the main tributary; 
3o The River has not been a U21eful highwayo 
-------
Par. 2 
The · rea~ons why the Missouri has not helped transportation are g 
1. It flows across the lines al ong which 
movedo -----------------
2o ·shifti-ng channels 3 s and bars» and snags made difficult. ----~~ 
---------------
3. The Missouri i tsel.f did not have tri butaries which could 
carry " 
Paro 3 
Few large boats use the Missouri River above ----- Cityo 
An unruly river. ( eonto) 
Par. 4 
LESSON IV 
(conto) 
Because the· Missouri River-and most other ri"Tel"8 -which cross 
·the-vest·ern plains are not good highways9 transportation has 
been carried on by using g 
ao, ________ .,9 . bo _ ____ ___ ,, and c . ____ _ 
----------------------------------------------------0 
Paro 5 
narlgati on 
growing crops 
i nvention 
irrigation 
Lack of water has been a h&ndicap i n the western plainso 
Lack of water- -in stream channels has harmed o 
Lack ·uf water- in stream channels has made it~di::-f~fi=-c-ul'="'"""'t-:t:-o-
store water for o Most of all9 lack o! 
water nas kept the soil from ---------------0 
BRAIN TEASER 
If you were a -reporter assigned ·to tell 1i'l-e -public about the 
Ohio Vall;ey-and: ·the Western Pla±ns9 you would think about 
rainfall 9 streame8 ·r:l:vers.9 and transportati-on. Unde!- each of 
the headin-gs belo,v -vr:t te ·-reas-ons connect-ed -with t hese topics 
which will show why the high plains were 11passed by11 9 while 
the Ohio Valley was ~ettledo 
OHIO VALLEY WESTERN PLAINS 
Rainfall Rainfall 
Streams Streams 
Rivers Rivers 
Transportation :Fra1l8porta tion 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
The ~eatest setbacko 
lo 1933 
2. left 
LESSON IV 
CHEGK SHEEr 
6o top soil 
7. dry 
a. eastern coast 
9. rl!!k 
3. injured· 
4., wind 
5. black blizzard 
BRAIN TEASER 
Questicrus 
1. Could ·anything grow on the plains during ·the dry years? 
2. What happened to the farmers who stayed -on the plains? 
3. How did· the farmers who went to the Pacii'ic Coast earn 
· -a ]j;vi:ng? 
4. How large an area did the dust storms cover? 
5. How long did t he dust stol'111:!1 last? 
Activities 
1. Read other books to find out more about the 1930os. 
2. Write for information on farming to find out whether 
anything can be r aised on dry soilo 
3. GiTe a report on life on the plains during the 1930'so 
Uncertain rainfall. 
1. plan 4o rainfall 
2. hotj q.ry 
3. irrigation 
5. reserToir 
6. water; irrigated 
GOOD and BAD 
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B dust storms G combines B uncertain rainfall 
G railroads 
B drought 
__Q__ irrigation G wet years 
B black rust G tractors 
LESSON IV 
CHECK SHEET 
(cont • .) 
An unrul.y ri Ter. 
Par. 1 
1. ·western 
2. Ohio; eastem 
3. Missouri 
Par. 2 
1. population 
~. naT.l.cation 
3. traffi·c 
Par. 3 
Kana a• 
Par. h 
•• ·trails b. roads 
Par. 5 
naT.l.gation; irrigation; 
BRAili BASER 
OHIO VALLEY 
Ra±nfall: certain; enouch 
for crop• each 
Tear 
Streams: many-
RiTers: could be uecl tor 
·ntTipti-on 
'rnnapbrt.ati-on: -mostly 
water 
traTe1 
c. railroads 
~g crops 
WESTERN PLAINS 
Rainfall: uacertain; some 
Tears too vet and 
others too dry' 
Streams: t•· 
RiTer&: Tery dif!'icult'" to uae 
·f-or na'f'ip.tion 
I 
'l'ramportat:i-on: mostly land 
traTe1 
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TEST 
--i. ··eompi"'e'te-ihe--s-ent-ences bflow using words or phrases from this 
l:isto -·You-may-use -a-word only onceo 
- -
----railroads 
wheat farming 
·ea;st 
-steamboat 
meat packing 
buffaloes 
lo ffigh--pla±ns stretching--north ··and·--s-outh across the 
country are located of the Rocky 
Mountains-; -
2., The Indians of the plains lived-- by hll!lting ______ ...,. , • 
3. L0ng cattle drives ended after the coming of the 
___ ....._ ___ .. 
4.. From the cow towns ca~tle were shipped to 
cities., ------------
5.. New machines lowered the cost of ., 
-------
II., Complete the sent~nces below using words from this list. 
Y-ou- may Ufe --a--word only~ .. 
Missouri 
-··-ram 
irrlgaticm 
Indians 
Ohio 
cattlemen-
1.----Forests do not grow on the plains because of the lack of 
. " 
2., ·Th--e---ma±n ·westel"'l ·branch -of ·the Mi-ssissippi River is the 
":"':""'-------- Riveri and the main eastern branch is 
the---- Rivero 
;., A--s ·-fariners -moved west into grazing areas they had trouble 
w±th-the- • 
4.. In some of the valleys of the plains farmers have raised 
crops by ., 
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ON THE WESTERN. PLAINS 
TEST 
(cont.) 
III. ··Each ·-of··the following statements ·tells some~ about 
-the-·-fa:rmera or the -cattlemen ·of the plains. ~lace F be-
fore the statement if 1 t applies to the fa:zmers, and C 
±-f i:t· applles--tcr··the-cattlemen• 
1. laws were passed to protect them in case of 
·"damage--tu their-·land . 
2. us.ed the government-owned lands north of 
Texas -
3. fence<:t- off .. ranches · 
· h. ·· ·lJe'tti--ed-the-western plains during y-ears ot 
header- than usual · rainfall 
5. moved to the plains after the buffaloes and 
Indianf were gone 
IV• Answer--th-e ·following questions; 
1. What ·state became a "land of cattle"? 
-2. ··'What"Vas · the m&1n crop raised by- the farmers of 
the-west-ern--plains? 
3. · ·-Wh8.t kind of storm is caused by- the hot dry' winds 
of- the-·p-lain?-· 
4. What happened to crops during the dry- ,rears on tn.e 
plain? .. · 
5. To what par~ of the oountr.r were the meat products 
of the plaiijs shipped? 
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{):tf THE WESTmN PLAINS 
TEST 
(cont.) 
·v. -Match the parts --of- sentences ··~ -Gol1DIIfts I ·and II so that 
you have correct statements. Put the correct letter tro111 
Colunm II in the blallk space of Column I. 
I 
1. ___:_·Among -the ·p-eople who 
cro888d·· th.-· p~ins were 
2·. -·:.br1rofi'aloes were killed, 
'· 
the .. Indians l?•cpe 
'- ·--The---greatest ~cap of 
-- the western pJ,finB. has 
been-
E&J"l.y pioneers considered 
-- the- plains-
__ The h1ghway8 qf the plains 
have been 
II 
A;..· ;LaCk · of-,fater for 
.navigati~n, irriga-
tion; and farming. 
B. the Missouri and 
Ohio Rivers. 
c• trappers and 
1fraders• 
D. · qependent on white 
peopl-e. 
Ee ~ wor\h settling. 
\ . 
F • trails, roa~ ~ and 
railroads • 
I. 1; east 
2. ~faloes 
3. -··ra~ds 
4. met.t packing 
5. whfs.t farming 
II. 1. -rain 
2 • Mia so~; Ohio 
3. cattlemen 
4. irrigation 
~. 1. F 
I 2. 0 
3. c 
4. F 
5• c 
IV. 1. Texas 
2·. wheat 
3. du1; storm 
4. croj»s died 
·5. ··eas'\ern states 
V· 1. -c 2~ -D 
3~ -A 
4~ · 
-
E 
5. -F 
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·STEAMBOAT" ··DAYS and PRAJlUE SETTLEMENTS 
THE~  LAKES· ANO .THEIR crriES 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
FINAL TEST 
I•·- ·-eontplet-e·the sentences below using words from this list. 
You-may·use a word only- once-e. 
' -
Chic:a;go. 
Buffalo 
Cl·evel:and 
Detroit 
New Orleans 
st. Louis 
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l.. · -The· ·~rgest of ·the cities of the Great Lakes is 
-----·· 
2. ~ was a meeting place of steamboat trade 
tmd ean-trade·. 
:---:-----=~--==-· 'Was -at -the ·end ·of the best lowland route 
between-Lake· Erie · and· the upper Ohio River; · 
-4. ··-N:i:apra ·Fal:lB·-helped grow as a trading arurmanufa~ng· c~e~I~~~e;r~.---------
5. Buffalo, Cleveland; ~d depend today on 
Jil8.1luf'acturing 1'1'10re·-t.han -on--:t:-ra---::d:-~--· --
II. Ea'Ch· ·of· the -following atatements-·tells ·something about the 
pra±ri•lJ81itbrs--or-tne--pl:aim!s Bettlers. Place PR before 
the s't:!f.t~ent if it applies to the prairie settlers, and 
PL if 1 t applies·· to·· tht!'t plains settlers. 
1. found·w±re fences · most useful 
2. their · greatest handicap has been ·lack of water 
3. had to use steel plows because of the tough sod 
4. their main difficulty was getting their products 
to market 
5. . some of these farmers have raised crops by irriga-
tion 
-'STEA:lBOAT DA¥s- and--i'RfiRIE SEI'TLEMENTS 
-THE 6REA"T LAKES" AND THEIR CITms 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
FINAL TEST 
(cont.) · 
1. How were &oods finally shipped to and from the 
pl-airiea-? 
2. What city is located near the land r'9utes between 
--the 'Northeastern -and ·Noz thwestern -united States? 
3. From what states did the prairie settlers ~et 
lllD!ber?-
·4. -'What--river is the main eastern branch af the 
Miss±ss±ppi ·River? 
5. What riyer is the main westem branch of the 
Mississ~ppi River? 
IV. ·Ma't"ch- the--parts -of s-entences in Columns I and II so that 
you have correct statements. Put the correct letter from 
Column II in the blank space of Column I. 
I II 
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l-. The hot dry winds of the 
-plains· 4· east of the Rocky McnJn1iGn• ~ 
; 
2·;, ~ -A:B·--.t-eamboat8 -1fere iJn ... Be -±n the settlement 
pro-Ved- the-y- carried greater- of the- West. 
1~~ and--
,. c. cause severe dust 
3. Lake transportation p-lay-ed 
an-- important-part- storJtl~o . 
·Do ·-duritlg tear$ of 
"h·• ·. -~·-pia±rm zstre,\ching north henier than 
and south aeroas the country mmal ~all. 
are-loea'bed 
E. along tlie Ohie 
5. 
----
Farmers settled the western River. 
plains 
F. made fa•tfF tim~ 
than eulier boats. 
·STEAMBOAT DAYS ·and PRAIRIE SErTLEMENTS 
THE GREA:T LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
ON THE WESTERN PLA.INS 
FINAL TEST 
(cont.·) 
V. Complete the sentences below using words or phrases from 
-this l±st. ·'folr111ay-"UZte· a word or-phrase only ~· 
Soo Canal 
$teamboat 
fur t:raders 
railroads 
Erie Canal 
Indians 
1. The· importance of Buffalo and Detroit increased after 
the -opening or the 0 
2. The first traders on the Great Lakes were • 
------
J• Western -population increased during ----=---- days. 
4. Iron -ore was carried on most freighters that used the 
-------· 
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5. Long cattl·e .. drives ended after -the coming ·of ·th-e----· 
·VI• ·· --Eaeh--o£--1m-e ·following --wtatements --t-ell-s- -something about one 
--- ·'Of-t.hese ·e1:t-±es~ ·-e±nc±nna:t-is Detroi-t,p Milwaulcee,p Pittsburgh. 
Place- ·c ·bef-ore the -,.tat~ -±f ·it -appl:i-ee -to Cincinnati:; 
D·-±f-±t·-appl:ie-s ·to DetrOit:; M if it applies to Milwaukee:; 
and- P i.t it· applies to Pittsburgh. 
1. coal was found near her e 
2. _ the main· doorway t o s outJ?.ern Wisconsin 
.3-. _ shipped· manufactured goods by river 
4. _ founded as a mili tar.y- post and fur trading station 
I 
5. drew on the farm t ra4e of the O~o Valley 
·. 
STF.DlBOA~ ·-m:-ys and .PRAIRIE SErTLEMENTS 
THE GRFA'r .. LAKES AND THEIR C !TIES 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
FINAL TEST 
(cont.,) 
vn. Answer-the :tollowing-questiona.; 
·1. What do we call a larce area covered with tall 
crass? 
2. What-·· stat-e- became -'a "land· of · cattle..,.? 
;. --what-do -we -call land that has been fenced o:t:t to 
raise· sheep arut· cattle-? · 
·-4. ·-wtrat ·ic±nd of goods did sailing vessels and steamers 
carry to· the· West?· 
·5. ·What ·-d±d -the TeSS-e1s ·bring ba-ck -to the East? 
vni. ·-Mat-crh-ttre-parts ·-of sentences in Columns I and II so that 
·--youitave· ·eor.rect statements. Put the correct letter :trom 
Colwnn II in the blank space of Column Io 
I II -
1. Cattlemen o:f the plains A. locating the 
firat used channel • . 
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2. <me -or the ·main duties o:f Be. after the opening 
4. 
the ·steamboat pilot was 
The need for lake steamers 
increased · 
A-fter the cattlemen came 
to ·· the · plains · · 
__ l;arie" -frei-ghters could· pas-s 
between Lake Huron and 
Laka Superier · 
of the Erie Canal. 
c. ~ernment-owned 
lands north o:t 
Te:u:s-c. 
n. land· in· Montana. 
Eo laws-....-er.- passed to 
· · protect -the farmers 
:trom damage to their 
lando 
F. a:tter the openinc 
o:t the Soo Canal. 
SlfMMBOA~ ·m:¥S and:· FRA"IR!E SETTLEMENTS 
THE" GREAT LAXBS"AND THElR CITIES 
ON -THE WESTERN PLAINS 
FINi\L TEST 
(cont.) 
IX. Complete the sentences below using worci~J or phrases from 
this ···H:sf· "You:l!J8T·-~- a--word: ·or--phras·~ only~· 
Ind±amt· · ri. ver 
Michip.n railroau 
·trappers 'and traders Erie 
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·1. -Among the people who ~rossed the plains were-----
-------· 
2. ·travel was hard because the depth of 
water- could not be kept the same• 
3. As ·tntrfai:oes vere killed, the ------- became 
dependent· on· the white people. 
·-h. -The---h±&hways of the plains have been trails, roads, 
and- • 
5. Lake------ is wholly' within the United States. 
~. Bacil-o:f--tlte-~ollo-:JJ:taaart& · telb--.omethi-nc about one 
· · ·--of-these-cilies-: - . ' ; ---chicaso, -st. Louis-; N~ Orleans. 
Pia'C'8' B' befcre·-th-e·-rlatem,nt -if· ±t -applies -to Buffalo, 
C·"i:f -±t -applies -to Chicaco, SL if it applies to St. Louis, 
amt-NO if ±t- applies-· to· New -Orleans-. 
1.. ·--cl-os.r-than--any ·other· Great Lakes city to areas 
that produced --corn; wheat, hogs, and cattle 
2. busiest· steamboat center 
3. -became a ·-transfer·point· for passencers ani freieht 
beca'W!Je lake boats and canal boats met---there--· 
4. ---crew· -wi-th the settlement of the '\lPPer Mississippi 
&iid-Icnrer· Missouri valleys '. · 
5. crew because of its location at the comer of the 
qrea i Lak-es 
..  { 
-B'fFAMBOKT -DAYS. -and PRAIRIE SEI'TLEMENTS 
THE GR:FAT" hUES AND THEIR CITIES 
ON -THE WESTERN PLAINS 
FINAL TEST 
. (cont.) 
1. What-··dict- the· Indian8 of the plains hunt? · . 
2. What kind of transportation took trade away from the 
neambort?-
3. L-i-st--the· --£eli-awing -in--the···-order ±n-·whi:ch th~ were 
settled-: prairie-; woodland; woodland and prairie. 
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4. "Compared -t-o keelboats did Tteamboats irtcreas·e or d.e-
creaae--the- cost of pas-senger- travel anli !reicht chargea? 
S. What was the main crop raised by farmers of the western 
plains? 
Ill. Match the parts -of sentenc-es in Columns I and II so that 
you have correct statem~ts. Put the correct letter !rom 
Colwnn rr ·-±n·-the ·-blank -o! Column I. 
I 
- ·1. ·'fhe -coming of the · rail-
2 • 
5. 
- roads ·meant- that 
' I 
·Prairie -s-ettlers believed 
- ttrat-· laek ·of trees meant 
For-eats do riot grow on "the 
-- piaiits·- beeaUfe of 
..... ; 
·.During the dry yea-rs on 
-- the--plains 
From the cow towns 
-
II 
A. cattle were shipped 
to meat packing 
ei~. 
B. many crops died. 
o. - -pass-ensers and 
·-trei~ did not 
haTe -t-o be trans-
ferred -at Buffalo. 
D. all shipping ended. 
E;. lack of water. 
F. poor soil. 
I. 1. 
2. 
.3~ 
-~: 
fl· 1. 2. 
3~ 
4. 
5. 
III. 1. 
2. 
3~ 
4. 
5. 
ry. 1. 
2~ 
3. 
4. 
5. 
v. 1. 
2~ 
3~ 
4. 
5. 
VI. 1. 
2. 
3~ 
4. 
5. 
STFA.MBOA1'-D1tYS and ffiA:miE SEl'TLEMENTS 
"!'HE GRFAT-LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
"Chic ace 
New Orleans 
Cleveland 
Bu!falo 
Detroit 
PR 
PL 
PR 
PR 
PL 
by" railroad: 
· ·etdca!o 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
FINAL TEST 
ANSWER SHEET 
Michigan and Wisconsin 
Ohio 
Missouri 
- c 
-F 
-B 
-A 
-D 
Erie Canal 
fur traders 
steamboat 
Soo Canal 
railroads 
p 
M 
p 
D 
c 
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STEAMBOAT TI:A"YS and PRAIRIE SErTLEMENTS 
THE GRFAT LAKES AND THEIR CITIES 
ON THE WESTERN PLAINS 
FINAL TEST 
ANSWER SHEEr ( conto) 
VII. . 1. prairie 
2. Texas-
3. ra:o:ch 
4. ma~ufactured gQod.s 
5. ram product8 
vn:t. 1. - c 
2. -A 
3. -B 
4. 
- E 5. -F 
IX. l: trappers and traders River 
3. Indians 
4. railroads 
5. Michigan 
x. 1o c 
2. NO 
3. B 
4~ SL 
5. c 
XI. 1. buffalo-§-· 
2 ~ -railroa-d 
3~ woodland, woodland and pr airie, prairie 
4. decreased 
5. whea t 
XIl. · 1. 
- c I 2. -F 
3. -E 
4. -B 
5. -A 
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